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Taste Holdings Limited (“Taste” or “the company” or
“the group”) is proud to present its 2017 integrated
annual report, which is intended to concisely and
accurately inform its stakeholder universe of the
company’s strategy, governance, performance and
prospects.
For clarity and brevity, this integrated annual report
discusses only those matters considered most
material to our shareholders and stakeholders
for making properly informed decisions regarding
Taste.
Supporting information is provided on the
company’s website and through other media.

Frameworks applied

This integrated annual report accords with the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008 (Companies Act),
the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited (“JSE
Listings Requirements”) and where possible,
the recommendations of the King Report on
Governance for South Africa 2009 (“King III”). The
group annual financial statements were prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”).
As recommended by King III and the incoming King
IV framework, this integrated annual report was
also prepared in accordance with the International
Integrated Reporting Council’s (“IIRC”) International
Integrated Reporting framework (“IR framework”).
Taste’s board of directors (“the board”) and
management have endorsed the IR framework’s
concepts, guiding principles and content elements.

Matters raised through stakeholder engagement
are assessed in terms of the stakeholder’s influence,
legitimacy and urgency.
The executive directors and senior management
were instrumental in preparing this integrated
annual report, and the board has fulfilled
its responsibilities in terms of the King III
recommendations.

Directors’ statement of responsibility

The board acknowledges its responsibility to
ensure the integrity of the integrated annual report
and accordingly believes that it presents fairly the
performance of the group and its material matters.
On the recommendation of the audit and risk
committee, the board of directors approved the
2017 integrated annual report on 29 May 2017.
Chairman and CEO

Forward-looking statements

Many of the statements in this integrated annual
report constitute forward-looking statements.
These are not guarantees or predictions of future
performance. As discussed in the report, the
business faces risks and other factors outside its
control. This may lead to outcomes unforeseen by
the group. These are not reflected in the report.
Readers are warned not to place undue reliance on
forward-looking statements.

The business model, the six capitals and
value creation

The IIRC’s six capitals model is used as a basis for
describing the group’s allocation of resources, its
achievement of goals, risks and opportunities,
and its ability to create value, both now and in
the future.

Preparation and presentation

Taste’s 2017 integrated annual report was prepared
for the period 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
and covers the activities of Taste Holdings, its
subsidiaries and associates operating in southern
Africa. The board and management is of the view
that the material matters published in this integrated
annual report offer a balanced mix of information
for readers to assess the group’s performance and
prospects. These material matters were identified
through our risk management process, strategy
workshops and stakeholder engagement.
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Company review

WHAT WE VALUE

We are clearly focused on
• Becoming the preferred vertically integrated Quick Service Restaurant (QSR)
and retail franchisor and licensee in Africa
• Giving superior returns to franchisees and shareholders
• Displaying leading corporate social citizenship and making a positive impact
within the communities we trade.

Leadership
The ability to make sound decisions
and inspire others to perform well.

Integrity

Focus

Doing the right thing all
the time. Being honest,
but compassionate.

Spend your energy on the
things that matter.
Make big changes to big things.

TRUE NORTH

Respect
Respect yourself,
colleagues and diversity of
culture, opinion and race.

OUR VISION FOR A BETTER COMPANY

If our “true North” acts as a beacon
guiding our everyday decisions, then
these values are the common glue that
holds us together.

Passion and Energy

Intellect
Listen to the world.
Enrol good minds to
interpret it. Act on what
you hear.

Innovation

Be positive. Work
hard because you can.
Believe in what you do.

Think big. Don’t be afraid
to imagine. Act on your
imagination.

Teamwork
A place where team members
come to each other’s assistance.
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SALIENT FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Revenue*

EBITDA loss*

System-wide
sales

R1.08

R20.8

R1.74

(2016: R1.01 billion)

(2016: R47.2 million
profit)

(2016: R1.72 billion)

Operating
loss*

Headline
loss*

Headline
loss per share*

R56.9

R55.2

14.7

(2016: R19.8 million
profit)

(2016: R4.7 million
profit)

(2016: 1.5 cents
profit)

billion

million loss

7%

million loss

1%

million loss

Loss
per share

26.8

cents loss

Headline
loss per share

25

cents loss

cents loss

(2016: 24.2 cents loss)

(2016: 19.2 cents loss)

10.7%

30%

* All measures refer to “core” measures.

2

billion

Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2017
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KEY FEATURES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Finalised

Same-store sales

88 stores trading at year-end

in Luxury Goods Division

Domino’s Pizza conversion

↑5.4%

Successfully launched

Same-store sales

3 stores trading at year-end

in The Fish & Chip Co

Successfully launched

Staff turnover in Domino’s continues

Starbucks Coffee in April 2016

online ordering and loyalty
programmes
for Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks

↑5.8%

to improve, dropped to 76%
(127% in March 2016)

Proud partners at our Fourways location

Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2 0 1 7
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OUR STORY
2000 – 2004

2005 – 2007

SINGLE BRANDED

MULTI-BRANDED

2000

2005

September: Scooters Pizza,
the founding entity of Taste
opens its doors.

Scooters Pizza acquires
all Maxi’s.
Maxi’s becomes the thirdlargest player in its category.

December: Another six
Scooters Pizza stores opened.

2006

2001

Scooters Pizza wins best
pizza in Jo’burg in the Leisure
Options Readers Choice
Awards.

Scooters Pizza acquires
Chess Pizza and converts
seven outlets.
Scooters Pizza expands
to Gauteng.

Taste is listed on the
alternative exchange (Altx)
of the JSE.

Three Scooters Pizza outlets
open in Gauteng in one day.

Scooters Pizza is renamed
to Taste to reflect its multibranded business model.

2002

R582M

R1.58B
R1.48B

R199M

R752M

R33M
R676M

R29M

2004

R21M

NWJ wins FASA Newcomer
Franchisor of the Year Award.

R567M
R373M

R308M
R241M
R170M
R121M
R34M

REVENUE (2006 – 2017)
SYSTEM-WIDE SALES (2002 – 2017)

Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2017

R1.3B
R909M

R136M

Scooters Pizza opens first
store in Western Cape.

R1.72B

R304M
R233M

Scooters Pizza becomes a
member of proudly South
African campaign.

R1.74B

R506M

Scooters Pizza wins FASA
Brand Builder of the Year
Award.

2003

4

R1.01B
R717M

2007

Scooters Pizza wins
FASA Newcomer Franchisor
and Brand Builder of
the Year Awards.

R4M

R1.08B

Company review

2008 – 2010
DIVERSIFICATION AND
VERTICAL INTEGRATION

2011 – 2014

2015 – PRESENT

BUILDING SCALE AND
OPERATIONAL LEVERAGE

CONSOLIDATED AND
ORGANIC GROWTH

2008

2011

2015

Taste acquires NWJ.

Scooters Pizza wins FASA Brand
Builder of the Year Award.

Signs a 25-year agreement to
develop Starbucks in SA.

Taste declared maiden dividend
of three cents per share.

The Fish & Chip Co awarded
the “Top Fish Brand” in the
take-away category by
Sunday Times.

Taste builds NWJ to become
the second-largest jewellery
group in SA.
Taste acquires strategic BJ’s
sites and converts them to
Maxi’s.
NWJ is a FASA Franchisor
of the Year finalist.

2009
Taste Holdings launches Buon
Gusto; the vertical integration
arm of the Food Division.

2010
Maxi’s wins FASA Franchisor of
the Year Award.
Taste Holdings acquires
St Elmo’s – a 23-year-old
pizza brand.
Scooters Pizza celebrates their
10th birthday.

Taste moved to main
board of the JSE.
Taste exceeds
R750 million system-wide sales.

Maxi’s nominated in Top 10
sit-down restaurant category
by Sunday Times.

2012

Maxi’s nominated by Gateway
Magazine in favourite place to
shop category.

Taste reports 27% compound
annual growth rate for last six
years in HEPS.
Launches NWJ credit card facility.
Acquires The Fish & Chip Co
Establishes two
distribution depots.

2014
Acquires Zebro’s Chicken a
15-year-old chicken brand.

Successfully converted 65
Scooters Pizza and St Elmo’s
stores to Domino’s Pizza.

2016
Opened three Starbucks stores
in Rosebank, Mall of Africa and
Menlyn Maine.

2017

Signs a 30-year master franchise
agreement with Domino’s Pizza.

Opened a fourth Starbucks
store in Menlyn Park, Pretoria.

Acquires Arthur Kaplan and
World’s Finest Watches.

Finalised the conversion of
Scooters Pizza and
St Elmo’s to Domino’s Pizza.

Registers inaugural bond
programme and has first
rights offer to capitalise our
strategic growth.
Wins the IAS Award for best
reporting and communications.

Taste takes strategic decision
to focus on food in the future.
Launches the Starbucks
rewards programme in
February 2017.

Carlo Gonzaga inducted into FASA
Hall of Fame.
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TEN-YEAR REVIEW
29 Feb
2008
R’000

28 Feb
2009
R’000

28 Feb
2010
R’000

28 Feb
2011
R’000

R’000
R’000
R’000

33 793
12 119
11 715

136 345
29 053
25 585

199 607
32 391
26 927

233 751
37 083
30 768

R’000
R’000
R’000
cents

10 216
373 000
9 973
7.9

24 053
567 000
15 448
10.2

34 429
676 000
15 874
9.3

32 036
752 000
18 255
10.7

Key indicators
Revenue (core)2
EBITDA (core)2
Operating profit (core)2
Cash generated from/(utilised in)
operating activities
System-wide sales
Headline earnings (core)2
Headline earnings per share (core)2

 Compound annual growth rate – this is calculated from audited figures from February 2008.
“Core” was introduced in 2014 as a consequence of the Domino’s Pizza rollout.

1
2

Core revenue (R’000)
1 200

1 010 729

1 000
717 102

800
600

506 431

400
200
0

1 085 514

33 793
2008

136 345
2009

199 607

233 751

2010

2011

580 012

304 264

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Core EBITDA (R’000)
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

73 158
59 916
51 829
29 053

32 391

2009

2010

37 083

47 271

41 733

12 119
(20 805)
2008

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

System sales (R’000)
1 800
1 600
1 400
1 200
1 000
800
600
400
200
0

6

1 380 000

567 000

676 000

752 000

2010

2011

1 480 000

1 580 000

1 720 000

1 740 000

909 000

373 000

2008

2009
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2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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29 Feb
2012
R’000

28 Feb
2013
R’000

28 Feb
2014
R’000

28 Feb
2015
R’000

29 Feb
2016
R’000

28 Feb
2017
R’000

304 264
41 733
35 181

506 431
51 829
42 892

580 012
59 916
49 010

717 1023
73 158
58 090

1 010 729
47 271
19 799

1 085 514
(20 885)
(56 932)

43%
–
–

39 132
909 000
21 421
12.4

36 118
1 380 000
29 344
15.1

42 832
1 480 000
31 042
15.7

58 553
1 580 000
36 181
16.1

(93 479)
1 720 000
4 740
1.5

(68 187)
1 740 000
(55 166)
(14.7)

–
19%
–
–

Ten-year
CAGR1

Breakdown of
system-wide sales

Food

VISION AND MISSION

R1.08

be the #1 pizza company
in the world and in every
neighbourhood

Jewellery

VISION AND MISSION

billion

R0.66
billion

to inspire and nurture
the human spirit – one
person, one cup and one
neighbourhood at a time

Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2 0 1 7
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WHO WE ARE
OUR STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
Taste is a South African-based management group
that currently owns and licenses a portfolio of
corporate owned and franchised specialist and
formula driven Quick Service Restaurant (QSR),
coffee and luxury retail brands housed within two
divisions: Food and Luxury Goods.
Each of Taste’s brands can be marketed and
developed to be first choice in their segments in
South Africa.
The group currently owns 117 outlets across
both divisions. Taste’s growth is driven by a
strategic mix of corporate and franchisee owned
stores. Corporate ownership provides handson control, quick implementation of decisions
and deep understanding of each brand, while
franchisee ownership reduces the group’s capital
requirements and unlocks value through vertical
integration and volume purchasing.
Being custodian of, and managing global brands’ is
far more complex than simply managing stores. A
significant depth of management and operational
skills is required to run these consistently well.
Corporate ownership of our licensed brands is a
strategic advantage and offers the tight level of
control required to grow these across southern
Africa, in addition to ensuring our licensing
obligations are adhered to.

At this time, Taste’s business model and strategic
thinking is based on:
•	licensing leading global brands in key consumer
segments;
• leveraging scale among our local food brands;
•	increasing ownership of corporate owned
stores among licensed brands;
•	supporting growth through a vertically
integrated supply chain; and
•	creating operating leverage through a shared
services framework within the Food Division.
Over the past year, the group advanced against our
strategy through:
•	successfully launching Starbucks and opening
three stores in Gauteng;
•	finalising the conversion of Scooters Pizza and
St Elmo’s to Domino’s Pizza;
•	extending the scale of our food distribution
business by distributing all of the product
utilised in our Starbucks business; and
•	extending our market leading representation of
luxury watch Swiss brands through an additional
premium watch outlet in Mall of Africa, adding
the Cartier, IWC and Montblanc brands to our
existing stable of luxury Swiss watch brands.

Starbucks Menlyn Maine

8
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OUR VISION AND MISSION

Our vision
We are clearly focused on becoming the preferred vertically integrated franchisor and licensee in
Africa not by size but by excelling in our chosen areas of diversified operation. We believe being the
best means that superior returns for franchisees and stakeholders are just as important as responsible
governance and corporate citizenship.

Our mission
Taste is a South African-based management group that owns or licenses a portfolio of corporate
owned and franchised, category specialist and formula-driven, quick-service restaurant and retail
brands with the following characteristics:

They are sustainably and
compellingly branded,
with the brand itself as an
important differentiating
factor.

They can reasonably be
developed to be the South
African customer’s first
choice in their trading
categories.

They maintain value
leadership through
operational excellence
supported by high volumes
relative to their trading
categories.

They have common
customers in the broad
middle market and offer
these customers strong
value propositions relative
to their segment.

The value proposition and
brand equity is driven by
relatively large marketing
funds within their segment.

On balance, they offer
sustainable returns to
franchisees commensurate
with the capital
investment, risk and
effort incurred to own
and operate an individual
outlet.

Each format is
appropriately differentiated
but complementary,
providing balance to the
Taste portfolio.

Each format offers
opportunities for vertical
integration so that
material profit streams
can reasonably be
expected from sourcing
and distribution, franchise
management royalties and
company store ownership.

Each format both adds and
derives value from being
part of the Taste portfolio
greater than would be
possible as a standalone
entity.

Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2 0 1 7
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GROUP STRUCTURE

Taste Holdings
Share Trust

Taste Holdings Luxury
Goods Division
(Pty) Ltd

NWJ Holdings (Pty) Ltd

NWJ Retail (Pty) Ltd
(58%)

AKJ Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Buon Gusto Cuisine
Pty (Ltd)

Arthur Kaplan (Pty) Ltd

Arthur Kaplan Jewellers
of Distinction (Pty) Ltd

World’s Finest Watches
(Pty) Ltd

Taste Food Franchising
(Pty) Ltd

Scooters Pizza Grosvenor
Crossing (Pty) Ltd

Aloysius Trading
(Pty) Ltd
(80%)

Scooters Pizza Western
Cape Retail (Pty) Ltd

Scooters Pizza Wierda
Park (Pty) Ltd

Scooters Pizza Retail
(Pty) Ltd

Scooters Pizza
Pietermaritzburg (Pty) Ltd

AKJ Retail (Pty) Ltd
Maxi’s Grill Marketing
(Pty) Ltd
Maple Investments
(Pty) Ltd

International Swiss
Watch Company (Pty) Ltd

* All subsidiaries are wholly owned unless indicated otherwise.

10
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STORE DISTRIBUTION

as at 28 February 2017

Zimbabwe
2

Mozambique

Limpopo
7

37

1

1

Botswana
2

Gauteng
59 14

3

North West
26

2

5

Mpumalanga
12

4

4

6

33 38

Swaziland

4

5

Namibia
6

1

1

Free State
7

1

3

2

2

11

Lesotho

Northern Cape
5

KwaZulu-Natal

1

1

4

18

23

1

Eastern Cape
31

3

3

4

Western Cape
33

1

23

Coffee (3)
STARBUCKS

5

QSR (91)
 OMINO’S
D
PIZZA/
OTHER

Food distribution

2

Support centres

6

Casual dining (41)
MAXI’S

Low cost (233)
T HE FISH
& CHIP CO
ZEBRO’S
CHICKEN

Food manufacturing

1

Luxury Goods (84)
N
 WJ
ARTHUR KAPLAN
WORLD’S FINEST
WATCHES

Jewellery manufacturing
and distribution

1
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FOOD DIVISION

Taste’s food brands are strategically spread across a diversified portfolio of the most popular product
categories and dining occasions, including coffee, chicken, pizza, fish, breakfast and burgers. These
brands are aimed at:
•	middle and upper income consumers (Starbucks Coffee, Domino’s Pizza and Maxi’s); and
• the large low to middle income consumer segment (The Fish & Chip Co and Zebro’s Chicken).
These brands are all underpinned by strong value price points and relatively simple in-store
operations, making them ideal to franchise or own as corporate stores. With the exception of
Starbucks and Domino’s Pizza, franchisees own all outlets.

C o f fe e
Starbucks

L ow co

Targets the same consumers as
The Fish & Chip Co (LSM 4 – 7).
Its brand offering is based on a
unique cooking method with a
proprietary BBQ flavour profile.
Zebro’s has the lowest set-up
costs of any national chain in the
chicken segment.
The Fish & Chip Co
The Fish & Chip Co offers good
quality, affordable food aimed
at lower to middle income
consumers. Upgrades to the
outlets and menu has given this
brand fresh impetus.

Domino’s Pizza
Domino’s Pizza is the world’s
largest pizza delivery brand,
with more than 13 200 locations
distributed through more than
80 countries. Taste has a 30year master licence agreement.
Domino’s leads its market
category due to world-class
manufacturing and distribution of
its food ingredients, systemised
fast delivery and an industry
leading e-commerce platform.

Maxi’s
A well-established casual-dining restaurant format serving
breakfast, lunch and dinner. The brand is family friendly, with
a menu offering classic comfort food. Maxi’s outlets have now
opened in Botswana and Mozambique.

Casual Dining

12
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QSR

st

Zebro’s Chicken

Since 1971, Starbucks Coffee
Company has ethically
sourced and roasted highquality Arabica coffee.
Starbucks is the premier
roaster and retailer of
specialty coffee in the world,
with 26 000 stores spread
across more than
70 countries. The Starbucks
licence agreement is
a 25‑year exclusive
agreement.
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Supply chain and distribution
Buon Gusto Cuisine is wholly owned by Taste as its food services and global supply chain business and supplies
the food outlets of Taste’s various brands. Buon Gusto aggregates and warehouses inventory through two
distribution depots located in Gauteng and Cape Town. Logistics are conducted through a combination of
owned and rented vehicles that cater for ambient, frozen and chilled inventory.
Employees
•	Number of employees – 810.

Segmental information
%
change

28 February 2017
Audited
R’000

28 February 2016
Audited
R’000

5

463 398

440 220

(1 299)

(64 053)

(4 578)

6

529 023

497 017

Core segment revenue
Food (net of eliminations)
Core segment EBITDA*
Food
Segment assets
Food
* EBITDA – Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation.

Franchisee-related information

Domino’s Pizza
Maxi’s – Restaurant
The Fish & Chip Co – Take-away
Zebro’s Chicken – Take-away

Set-up cost1

Royalty2

Marketing fund contribution2

Average store size

R1.850 million
R1.8 million – R2.3 million
R699 000
R899 000

7%
6%
R735 ex VAT per week
4%

5%
4%
R735 ex VAT per week
2%

80 m2 – 110 m2
120 m2 – 150 m2
60 m2 – 100 m2
80 m2 – 100 m2

Market position
Income group
LSM3 group

Rich A
10

Upper middle B
9

8

Middle class C
7

6

5

The poor D
4

3

2

1

Starbucks
Domino’s Pizza
Maxi’s
The Fish & Chip Co

Served by
the informal
sector, rural

Zebro’s Chicken
Notes:
1
This is approximate and excludes VAT.
2
This is based on a percentage of turnover.
3
LSM – “Living Standards Measure”.
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LUXURY GOODS DIVISION

Taste’s Luxury Goods Division offers a diversified portfolio aimed at first time jewellery buyers right
through to discerning premium Swiss watch collectors.

Re
mi
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Wat
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14
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Specialist Watch

Re t a i

World’s Finest Watches, a specialist luxury watch retailer
located in Nelson Mandela Square, Sandton, is an iconic
destination for enthusiasts and collectors. This store offers a
curated range of the finest Swiss branded watches. The World’s
Finest Watches is a corporate owned store

a nt

World’s Finest Watches

min

This 34-year-old brand serves
the middle to upper income
market and offers jewellery
from affordable fashion items
to pieces crafted in 18ct
gold. Within this brand, Taste
operates both franchised and
corporate owned stores. At
year-end, it directly owned
54 of the 72 NWJ outlets.
The group’s manufacturing
capability manufactures some
45% of what the brand sells.

Do

Arthur Kaplan is a luxury
jewellery and Swiss watch
retailer with stores located
in premium South African
shopping centres. Arthur
Kaplan’s brand appeal is its
legacy of personal attention,
created over many decades.
All 10 Arthur Kaplan stores are
corporate owned. Arthur Kaplan
is the leading retailer of luxury
Swiss watches, including Rolex,
Omega, Breitling, TAG Heuer,
Longines and Rado. A recent
agreement concluded with
Richemont has added Cartier,
IWC and Montblanc ranges as a
“store within store” concept.

ry
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NWJ

we

Arthur Kaplan
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The NWJ brand offers a wide range of primarily 9ct and 18ct gold and silver jewellery, as well as
numerous branded watches aimed at entry level watch buyers. Its vertically integrated model
supports a strong value proposition, innovation and guaranteed quality. Arthur Kaplan’s 44-year
bespoke jewellery heritage is complemented by being South Africa’s largest retailer of luxury
Swiss watches, thereby appealing to middle and upper income consumers. World’s Finest Watches
supports collectors of premium luxury watches.

Company review

Supply chain and distribution
NWJ is the only national vertically integrated and franchised Luxury Goods business in South Africa. It
manufactures approximately 45% of NWJ’s inventory from a Durban manufacturing facility. It is one of few
facilities that has its gold content in products certified by the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS)
and distributes 100% of the goods sold through its brands, whether to franchise or corporate owned
outlets. NWJ’s in-house manufacturing capability supports in-house innovation, fast routes to market and
greater control over input costs. The remaining NWJ inventory is sourced from a combination of local and
international suppliers.
Employees
•	Number of employees – 362.

Segmental information
%
change

28 February 2017
Audited
R’000

28 February 2016
Audited
R’000

Core segment revenue
Luxury Goods

9

622 116

570 509

Core segment EBITDA
Luxury Goods

(12)

61 071

69 600

11

462 388

416 219

Segment assets
Luxury Goods
* EBITDA – Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation.

Franchisee-related information
Set-up cost3
NWJ

Royalty4

Marketing fund contribution2

R1.2 million plus stock
5%
4%
			

Average store size
60 m2

Market position
Income group
LSM1 group

Rich A
10

Upper middle B
9

NWJ
Arthur Kaplan

8

Middle class C
7

6

5

The poor D
4

3

2

1

Served by
the informal
sector, rural

World’s Finest
Watches
Notes:
This is approximate and excludes VAT.
2
This is based on a percentage of turnover.
3
LSM – “Living Standards Measure”.
1
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MATERIAL MATTERS
Taste defines a material matter as an item that has a direct or indirect impact on its ability to create, preserve
or erode financial, economic, environmental and social value for the group and its stakeholders.
Various internal and external inﬂuencers were considered when determining and prioritising the materiality
of matters. These include interviews with executives, reviewing strategy, management reports, stakeholder
expectations and the analysis of key risks.
This section provides a high-level overview of the three primary material issues emanating from Taste’s
strategic shift to reorganise the group around QSR food brands only.
Following a discussion of the three material matters, we list and outline the top 10 risks that Taste
shareholders and potential investors should consider in its 2017/2018 financial year.

Successful sale of Luxury Goods Division
Why this is important to Taste
Given the investment in the Food Division and associated EBITDA losses, the groups’ interest rate
on its debt has increased as a result of its net leverage ratio exceeding three times EBITDA. Given
the start-up nature of the Food Division and the associated risks until it reaches profitability, the
group is committed to paying down its debt to reduce the overall risk to the group through a
reduction in interest paid and removal of all covenants associated with current debt. Focus is
essential in a start-up and contributes to mitigating risk. Selling the Luxury Goods Division mitigates
both of these risks – it reduces our gearing and allows singular focus directed at the multitude
of opportunities that exist in food. The Luxury Goods Division is a mature business, with leading
brands in its stable and proceeds from a sale will be used to retire debt, and in conjunction with our
fully underwritten R120 million claw back offer, will fund an accelerated rollout of corporate owned
stores in the Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks brands.
The transition of the luxury goods business out of Taste will be relatively seamless for its staff and
customers, as that division operates as a decentralised unit.

Arthur Kaplan Sandton City

16
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Consequent restructure of Taste
Why this is important to Taste

Introducing two global brands to the southern African
market has shifted Taste from a franchisor of local brands to
a hybrid corporate owned and franchisee enabling business
across a mix of global and local brands.
Although the decentralised yet collaborative underpinnings
of Taste means that reorganising should be relatively
straightforward, this process must be managed carefully to
build on process and cost efficiencies.
With our Buon Gusto manufacturing and distribution
capacity in place, Taste has to prepare for the quick
upscaling of outlets across all our brands. Building scale is
essential for the success of Taste’s business model as a QSR
food brand business.

Rollout of new stores across all brands
Why this is important to Taste

Our start-up food business must grow into
profitability through capital expenditure directed
at opening new stores. As the numbers of outlets
rise, non-store-related operational costs dilute and
cash flows from store sales and product distribution
generate profits at an increasing pace.
Taste is now positioned to scale up our footprint at
a significantly lower cost than previously. We have
built a supply distribution capacity across South
Africa that is easily scalable, with an executive team
well equipped to manage all facets of operations.
Beyond distribution and new outlets, Taste’s profit
margins are steadily improving through product
localisation, supply chain efficiencies, improved
systems and training to create and retain critical
skills.
With a market potential of over 300 Domino’s
Pizza stores in South Africa, Taste plans opening
18 to 20 stores this year. The break-even position
for Domino’s before it starts making cash flow
contributions to the group is around 120 outlets.
Our Starbucks operation should start to contribute
positively to cash flow at about the fifth store.
Beyond the 7 to 10 stores planned to open this year.
Expansion of this nature carries its own executional
risks in hiring people and maintaining standards
across geographies.

As our local brands are well established in South
Africa and largely franchisee owned, they are
managed differently. The franchisee stores fund
their own set-ups and recruit their own employees.
Taste does, however, provide all the traditional
franchisee support, such as finding locations,
providing business guidance and financing, training
the franchisee and employees, marketing, as well
as menus and distribution of supplies.
Growing the number of outlets in our local brands
heightens their brand recognition in the eyes of the
South African public, improves cash flows for Taste,
and provides business opportunities for South
African entrepreneurs.

30 to 45 stores
by 2020

130 to 170 outlets
by 2020
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STRATEGY, RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Group strategic focus – four platforms
License globally leading brands

Increase scale and leverage in “low cost”

Corporate store ownership

Support growth through shared services
and vertical integration platforms
Vertical integration
Warehousing
Dough
manufacturing
Global logistics
Quality and
technical
ISO accreditation
SABS certification

Taste’s revised growth strategy
In this past year, the board and executive
comprehensively reviewed the group’s long-term
strategy, and made some significant amendments.
The biggest change was our decision to divest
of the luxury goods brands and refocus on QSR
retail and supply. This will enable management
to concentrate on what we perceive to be a core
strength. The well-performing luxury goods brands
will be a choice acquisition for the right buyer and
their sale will fund debt reduction and the rollout of
new QSR outlets. In a sense, Taste has reverted to
the entrepreneurial mindset of a start-up, but with
a 16-year track record, sufficient cash to pursue
our strategy and a strong executive team across all
brands and roles.

18
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Shared services
Human resources
Real estate
capability
Leadership uplift
IT and e-commerce
Access to capital

A single supply chain (Buon Gusto), and shared
service platforms, reduces costs and enable the
brand management teams to concentrate on their
operational duties. Shared services led from our
support centre include a central treasury, human
resources, risk management, strategic guidance,
IT and e-commerce, property development and
corporate governance.

The licensed brands strategy – Domino’s
Pizza and Starbucks Coffee

Domino’s and Starbucks are global leaders in
different categories, but they share certain
characteristics. Both are especially attractive
to younger people and they set the pace
internationally in digital engagement and online

Company review

ordering. Taste will be able to leverage the brand
equity of these two household names for years to
come, as well as the deep learnings gained from
working in tandem with them.
Having strengthened our vertically integrated
distribution system to manage and supply
these global brands, Taste has internalised the
competencies to take on other global brands when
the time is right.
Taste’s strategy for Domino’s and Starbucks is
now about rolling out the outlets to build cash
generation. The supply chain, executive expertise
and staff training programmes are all in place. These
must now be leveraged to gain the profitability to
be generated from a possible 300 corporate owned
Domino’s Pizza outlets and 150 Starbucks stores in
South Africa alone.

The in-house brands strategy

Maxi’s, The Fish & Chip Co and Zebro’s are mature
enough in the South African market to be primarily
franchisee owned. These provide excellent
opportunities for entrepreneurs to own businesses
guided by our expertise, with the set-up costs
being the lowest in their food categories. As the
franchisees fund the start-up costs, new outlets
require minimal financial investment from Taste
itself.
Taste is working to broaden the appeal of all three
brands across broader LSM segments. Maxi’s and

The Fish & Chip Co have been reimaged to refresh
their appeal to their target markets, while Zebro’s
is expanding beyond its Western Cape stronghold.
Supported by Buon Gusto distribution on the
ground, these brands will benefit from the lessons
learned from Domino’s and Starbucks in aspects
such as customer data analysis, online ordering,
rewards programmes and staff training.

Vertical integration and shared services
Underpinning all our brands is the comprehensive
distribution system and shared services platforms
developed by Taste. Buon Gusto is a wholly owned
business that manufactures many select products
and distributes the complete food inventory for
Taste’s outlets.
Buon Gusto continually seeks out how it can
broaden its in-house manufacture of Taste’s food
inventory items.
The group’s shared services were created to enable
automation and cost efficiencies, maintain service
and governance standards, as well as financial
controls, and most importantly to allow brand
management teams to focus on operations and
growth.
The shared services currently managed from Taste’s
support office include IT, HR, treasury and financial
controls, strategic guidance, risk management and
corporate governance.

Risk
Top 10 risks
Risk
Security at stores and head office
Franchisee profitability
IT security breach
Non-compliance with bond requirements
High labour turnover
Reputational damage
Business interruption in food manufacturing and distribution
Talent scarcity
Food safety
Loss of key personnel

Impact
Moderate
Major
Critical
Critical
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Major
Major

Probability
Likely
Moderate
Unlikely
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Unlikely
Moderate
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STRATEGY, RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES continued
Key risks and mitigation
Risk description
Security at stores
and head office

Description of impact
An armed robbery could harm staff
and customers, while resulting in
stock loss and business interruption.
Staff or customer fatalities could
have a reputational impact.
Franchisees may choose not to reopen stores.

Franchisee
profitability

Franchisees’ margins could be
eroded as cost of sales rise due to:
Food inflation, interest rate increases
and continuous utility cost increases.
Low sales growth and increased
labour and fuel costs.
Non-payment of management
royalties will reduce income and
marketing spend. Non-profitable
stores will have to close, which
negatively affects brand awareness.
Closures would hinder new store
growth and reduce Buon Gusto’s
revenues.

IT security breach

Non-compliance
with bond
requirements

High labour
turnover

20

Mitigation
• 	Stringent security measures being upheld
• 	Good relationships with security service
providers
• 	The alarm system and protocol revisited
• 	Increased awareness through staff
training
• 	Revamping of stores to improve security
of merchandise on display
• 	Rolex stores are high risk. Physical access
control with photo reporting, together
with additional security guards
• 	Pre-employment polygraph testing and
stringent hiring criteria.
• 	Strong, focused operational teams.
• 	Distribution business units try drive input
costs down
• 	Strategic menu pricing
• 	Growth key performance indicators
(“KPI”) are pursued
• 	Continually drive down new store set-up
costs
• 	Track financial benchmarks across the
system and proactively address poor
performers
• 	Continue with brand repositioning and
menu and store design
• 	Aggressive national and regional
marketing strategies.
• 	Domino’s and Starbucks systems are
reviewed by international partners
• 	Layered security measures, supported by
regular penetration testing
• 	Customer banking information is securely
stored on bank servers.

Cybersecurity is becoming
increasingly important as Taste’s
licensed brands are leaders in digital
engagement. A security breach could
result in critical data losses, such
as customers’ credit card details.
Virus infections can corrupt Taste’s
information and infect customers.
A default can trigger immediate
• 	We engage constantly with bond agents
payment of bond proceeds or
and attorneys to assess whether group
perfection of security provided under
activities comply with the group bond
the bond.
programme
• 	Settling the debt will remove the risk
completely and the group plans to do
this on the scale of its Luxury Goods
business.
• 	Effective staff communications
Poor staff engagement leads to
higher labour turnover. In a fast• 	Continuous monitoring of staff turnover
growing business, this burdens
rates against targets
recruitment, selection, training and
• 	A management development programme
succession planning.
underway to prepare managers for
complex work environments.
High staff turnover ultimately
impacts customer service, revenue
and brand reputation.
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Risk description
Reputational
damage

Business
interruption in food
manufacturing and
distribution

Talent scarcity

Food safety

Loss of key
personnel

Description of impact
A health and safety breakdown could
result in reputational damage for
the group, particularly if legal action
results.

Mitigation
• 	Crisis control PR prepared
• 	A Quality Assurance team was appointed
• 	HACCP compliant hygiene
• 	We are reviewing product recall and
additional insurance for distribution
Reputational damage poses a
financial risk and may reduce Taste’s • 	Public liability insurance for stores and
ability to raise adequate capital or
food manufacturing
open new stores.
• 	Compliance monitored for Taste’s
regulatory universe.
Production at our Midrand or Cape
• 	Each facility can cover for the other
Town facilities may be interrupted
• 	Alternative suppliers have been
by water or electricity shortages,
identified
fire, mechanical malfunctions or
• 	Large water storage tanks and two
industrial action.
generators at both sites
• 	Occupational Health and Safety
Could result in stock losses across
certificate up to date
all brands and loss of revenue. An
extended interruption of dough
• 	Fire audit and clearance certificates are
supply would halt Domino’s stores.
in place
Starbucks products are held at the
• 	Mock contingency exercises to be
Midrand facility.
executed in the 2018 financial year.
• 	Identification of scarce and critical skills
Despite abundant labour, South
Africa’s insufficient supply of skilled
is a current priority
QSR talent hampers business growth. • 	Succession planning in place
Can delay store opening, or result in • 	Talent reviews are conducted bi-annually
mediocre performance, which will
• 	Necessary skills are being developed
reduce earnings.
• 	We are developing an effective
employment brand
• 	Strategic workforce planning and talent
forecasting is undertaken
• 	A multi-pronged sourcing and
recruitment strategy.
• 	A full Quality Assurance team with PR
Reputational damage may result
if consumers become ill from
process in place
a food product sold in store or
• 	Manufacturing and distribution facilities
manufactured by Taste. This could
audited by Starbucks and Domino’s.
result in falling reputation and sales.
Set standards for local suppliers, with
advisory on improving accreditation
• 	In-store food and hygiene audits.
Key personnel losses at stores
• 	Improve turnarounds for training
or head office negatively impact
programmes
performance, staff morale and
• 	Lucrative incentive scheme
customer loyalty.
• 	Extra employees placed on shifts
Critical staff vacancies could result in • 	Better remuneration for high-value
employees
inefficient performance.
• 	Continual recruitment of good staff, even
if no vacancies are apparent
• 	Key roles identified and succession plans
are in place.
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW
MESSAGE FROM
TASTE’S CHAIRMAN
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On 23 February 2016, I was privileged to step
into the big shoes of Bill Daly as chairman of
Taste. The inimitable Mr Daly had chaired the
group since the original Scooters Pizza was
founded in the year 2000, but had decided
the time was right to step back into a nonexecutive director’s role.

GRANT M

As the “new broom” in the chair, I conducted an
external and internal review of the board and reevaluated Taste’s board controls. I also considered
how the board allocates capital and resources. These
processes entailed one-on-one interviews with board
members, senior managers and key stakeholders, such as
the larger shareholders.
This intensive exercise delivered four major findings. The first
was that the current board lacks diversity. Secondly, food and
luxury goods is a cumbersome mix. Thirdly, we had to review
how we allocated capital, and finally, shareholders wanted us
to address a perceived conflict of interest with regard to the
ownership by a director in some franchises.

“We have become a start-up again after 16 years of existence”

A more diverse board

In my view, we need to bring in women and black directors
with fresh insights, skills and experience.
Diverse boards are not only about gender diversity and
black economic empowerment, but tend to make better
decisions through a spread of views. As a custodian of
consumer brands, Taste can only benefit from directors
with diverse backgrounds.
We have accordingly interviewed potential directors and
have drawn up a short list of future appointees. Once
Taste has undergone the envisaged restructure, we will
start making the necessary appointments to the board.
In this period, we did appoint Mr Tyrone Moodley to
the board, as a non-executive director, with effect from
10 October 2016.
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The food and luxury goods mix – a
natural fit?
Shareholders and potential investors have
constantly questioned why Taste has engaged in
two such disparate sectors such as food and luxury
goods, albeit that both are brand orientated. Food
and luxury goods brands have widely different
capital requirements and returns, which creates
doubt for investors wanting to enter into one or the
other, rather than both.
At this time, Taste’s Food Division requires more
equity than debt to expand and grow, while the
mature Luxury Goods Division needs to finance
its working capital to capitalise on its growth
opportunities. Food generates cash and requires
little inventory, yet jewellery is underpinned by a
significantly larger inventory that ties up capital.
After a thorough strategic review, the board
decided that the two businesses should split and
that Taste would revert to its food orientated roots.
Arthur Kaplan and NWJ have prospered under the
Taste banner and will be an attractive acquisition
for the right buyer.
The proceeds from selling these luxury goods
brands will be used to reduce debt and fund an
accelerated rollout of Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks
outlets. I’m confident that the food and luxury
goods brands presently in the Taste stable will
have the opportunity to perform better under
management teams that can focus on their own
industry sectors, underpinned by appropriate
capital allocation models.

Review of capital allocation and
restructuring of Taste
In this period, the board also reviewed our
processes and hurdle rates for allocating capital
to projects. We have introduced the changes that
were necessary.
While Taste reorganises as a food orientated
business, the board will focus on strategic disposals,
balance sheet restructuring and the proper
completion of related transactions. Once these
processes are complete, we anticipate overseeing a
highly disciplined approach to allocating capital for
future growth.

Purchase of Aloysius shares

The Aloysius company, a Taste franchisee for more
than 10 years, presently owns 15 Domino’s Pizza
franchise stores in Gauteng, Free State, North
West, Mpumalanga and Limpopo. Taste CEO,
Carlo Gonzaga, was until recently a director and
shareholder of Aloysius through his shareholding in
the company Fiamme Pizza.
Although Carlo was not actively involved in the
management of Aloysius, a perceived conflict
of interest could have arisen due to Taste’s
decision to directly own the majority of Domino’s
Pizza’s outlets. In the interests of best corporate
governance practice, the board decided to
acquire 80% of the Aloysius shares at fair value, as
determined by a team headed by an independent
non-executive director of Taste, thereby removing
the potential for a conflict.

In appreciation

As the group embarks on a fresh strategy and
consolidates around its current brand portfolio, we
have in a sense become a start-up again after 16
years of existence. This time, however, Taste will be
underpinned by two global brands, a world-class
distribution network, and an appropriate financing
structure, once we have selected the winning
bidder for the Luxury Goods Division, containing
Arthur Kaplan and NWJ.
Since my appointment to Taste’s board in 2014,
I’ve been hugely impressed by the energy and
dedication shown by its people. In that time,
the group has taken on the herculean task of
embedding two global brands and rebranding or
upgrading hundreds of stores. The sheer physical
effort and planning required to take on these tasks
simultaneously is immense, yet Taste’s people
have tackled their responsibilities with ability and
enthusiasm.
I look forward to seeing the same “can-do” spirit in
action in the years ahead.
Sincerely

Grant Pattison
Chairman
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW continued
Message from the
chief executive officer
Dear Stakeholder
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Although not reflected in our group short-term
earnings, last year was a reasonably good year
from a strategic perspective. The Domino’s
business is materially different from the prior
year: we have a better grasp of the levers that
drive sales; we have 12 months more experience
which is being seen in improving efficiencies; and
our digital flywheel is gaining momentum with online
orders set to become the majority of our business in
the next 24 months. These improvements have led new
stores investment cases to comfortably exceed our 25%
internal rate of return (“IRR”) hurdle and we’re now into the
growth phase of the brand, post the focus on conversion.

C A R LO F E R D

“People performance is necessary for operational performance,
which in turn precedes sales performance, which of course
precedes profit performance”
With the launch of Starbucks under our belt, we
now have an evidence-based view of the potential
of the business, both in operating metrics, and as
an investment case. In the long run, the investment
case is attractive enough, that, combined with the
Domino’s improvements, caused us to review the
divisional structure of the business. This review,
with the new information at hand, has led us to the
strategic decision to sell the luxury goods business in
order to singularly focus on food and the long runway
of opportunities that exist.
Our Luxury Goods Division has had an exceptional
two years of financial performance. Being cyclical, it
follows consumer sentiment and disposable income
trends reasonably predictably and is once again
facing those challenges. Such is the nature of being
invested in a cyclical business. I am also reminded that
it is the leading brands, like Arthur Kaplan and NWJ,
that typically come out stronger at the end of these
down cycles.
24
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As you’ve heard us increasingly say – “we’re a startup with 16 years’ experience”. To many the idea of
chasing that first rand of profit and eschewing all
the little comforts of a profitable business may not
be their proverbial “cup of tea”. To most of us in
the Taste business it’s in our DNA. It’s proving to
be tangibly inspiring among our food team. This
is important as, in my experience, a large part of
the success of a new venture lies in the persistence
required to push through to that first rand of
profit. If we had our way, this report would only
be emailed.
In the event that we do sell our luxury goods
business this year, we will be required to pivot
nimbly into that mode of growing store numbers
aggressively, but with disciplined investment
rationale. The five-year potential of the food
business is hugely attractive, but that objective
should not in any way “rose tint” the many hurdles
that will need to be scaled in this journey. There
will be set-backs and enormous successes. It will
take 12 to 24 months to reach real profitability. In
any journey, success or failure is influenced largely
by one’s travelling companions. We have strong
aligned anchor shareholders, a really experienced
management team and the support of the best
brands on the planet, which to me feels like the
right team for this journey.

Highlights
Successfully launching Starbucks was a major
highlight. Our initial three stores are simply the
visible peak of the mountain of human effort
behind the training, infrastructure and supply
chain required to bring Starbucks to reality in
South Africa.
The Domino’s Pizza rollout and conversion of
existing outlets was finalised during the year.
Conversion complete, the refocus on the existing
business has seen improvement in nearly all
operating metrics, and this has started to reflect in
sales. Despite an almost unprecedented consumer
downturn, same-store sales in Domino’s has
increased 7.8% and 13.4% respectively in March
and April this year.
Introducing two global brands, each with its own
culture and requirements, has been a massive

learning curve for the group. We responded
by bringing in a spread of fresh executive and
management talent across the brands and to lead
shared services such as human resources, IT, and
distribution. We have also gained world leading
knowledge in disciplines such as online ordering,
customer rewards programmes, food delivery,
marketing, branding, quality control and logistics.
These insights are being utilised to optimise all
Taste’s brands.
Another highlight was a robust improvement in
the average store sales performance of The Fish &
Chip Co. In April this year, average store sales were
27% higher than the prior year. This is as a result
of both poorer performing stores closing, and a
full year same-store sales increase of 5.8%, having
accelerated from 5.0% in the first half of the year to
6.6% in the second half of the year.
Our Luxury Goods Division once again generated
a healthy profit on the back of outstanding samestore sales in the Arthur Kaplan business. Arthur
Kaplan further raised its image as South Africa’s
premier watch and jewellery destination by reimaging its stores and introducing the prestigious
Richemont brands of Cartier, IWC and Montblanc
in select outlets. The team also opened a premium
watch store in Mall of Africa, further entrenching
its strong market representation with premium
Swiss brands such as Rolex, Breitling, and Omega.

42%

The percentage of total orders
that Domino’s delivers
Disappointments
In the Food Division, new store openings in
Zebro’s and The Fish & Chip Co undershot our
own measures. In hindsight, we should have
reacted quicker to consumer, landlord and lenders’
perceptions of these brands. The market relevance
and portfolio fit of our local food brands is currently
being addressed, with new imaging being rolled
out across all three chains. Refreshing the look and
Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2 0 1 7
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feel of our outlets is also aimed at broadening the
appeal of these brands to a broader income group
and to better quality locations.

extent that we are once again prepared to invest
in new corporate stores and open up new store
growth to franchisees.

We have also been disappointed in not addressing
the sharp decline in sales in Zebro’s in the second
half of the year. After a first half of where samestore sales increased 1.5% (which was on the back of
9.5% the prior year), same-store sales in the second
half declined 31%. April and May performance has
improved on the back of interventions, but remains
negative. The fact that there are external factors is
cold comfort to us. Despite this, I am encouraged
by the early signs of improvement we are currently
seeing, and by the medium-term implementation of
a more contemporary store design and, therefore,
brand appeal. Total system sales increased 9.1%
over the prior year.

Given our continued investment in Domino’s
its worth sharing why I believe Domino’s is well
positioned in the South African market: First, it’s
about convenience. Customers ask us to deliver
orders to their home or work 42% of the time.
Values of delivered orders are materially higher
than those customers that walk in the door,
meaning that delivery accounts for over 50% of
our business by value. In April 2017, we delivered
85% of all our deliveries within 30 minutes, and
had an average delivery time across all stores of 24
minutes. It’s my opinion that this is market leading.
(I apologise if you are one of those customers that
got your order after 30 minutes, but am delighted if
you got your order in under 18 minutes!)

Licensed brands
Domino’s Pizza
Having worked through the hard yards of rolling
out the Domino’s Pizza brand in 2015 and 2016,
we are starting to see the rewards through samestore sales and volume growth, which is especially
encouraging in the present consumer climate.
During last year, we finalised the conversion and
focused our efforts on the existing store base,
choosing to open few new stores. This focus is
paying off, as margin control has improved and
gross margin increased from 55% to our target of
59%. Labour efficiency continues to improve due
to increased focus, but also simply as a function
of team members being in their roles for longer.
The staff turnover decline from 127% a year ago to
76% recently, is a strong leading indicator of people
performance. As the team becomes more familiar
with the Domino’s operating model, we expect
further efficiencies in layout, both in-store and with
what we call “above store” support costs. Given
the review of our capital allocation framework, we
embarked on a project to review the return model
on new Domino’s stores, and opened the first store
in December operating under this model. Results
have been broadly in line with expectations to the
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Second, it’s about digital convenience and digital
engagement. Domino’s is arguably the leading
e-commerce QSR retailer on the planet. They have
been at it for years and the South African online
ordering platform simply leverages their current
infrastructure, meaning we don’t have to think
about what to develop for an online application,
and can instead focus on making great pizzas. If
there was any doubt whether customers have an
appetite to order online, we are getting close to
the majority of our orders being placed through
our online channel. So next time you walk into
an empty store and wonder why our partners are
frantically making pizza, although no phones are
ringing, the orders are coming through our online
ordering channel. Online customers tend to spend
more; we don’t make mistakes taking the order, and
of course we have the ability to tailor marketing
directly to you as we own the customer database.
If you follow the innovation pipeline of Domino’s
internationally you’ll see that online ordering is just
the beginning of a digital journey for our loyal South
African consumers.
Third, product. As customers are shifting
preferences to handmade, artisanal and fresh food
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ingredients, we believe our customers will give us
increasing levels of credit for the consistency of
our dough (made possible through our centralised
dough producing facilities), the fact that’s its fresh
(not frozen), and handmade to order (not through a
mechanical roller in store or made before the order
is placed).

The network
To date we own 57 outlets ourselves. In some
cases we have acquired stores from franchisees
and have in the vast majority of cases increased
sales under our ownership. That’s not to say that
corporate ownership is the silver bullet. It has its
own set of challenges and requires capital and
people infrastructure. It does, however, increase
our ability to respond to trends, trial initiatives in
an ever changing world, and compels us to view
every activity through the lens of how it contributes
to the bottom line. Most importantly, however, it
compels us to invest in people in a manner that
franchisee run outlets do not always do.
As I’ve written before we have invested deeply
in building infrastructure, first in people; second
in supply chain; and third in technology; that is
scalable beyond just Domino’s store numbers but
also to other brands. We converted fewer stores
than we originally wanted to and are in the position
where we will have to grow into that infrastructure
before producing meaningful profits in the business.
120 stores looks to be about a breakeven number.
It is still our view that the Domino’s brand can
be represented in over 300 locations in South
Africa. At that level we would command a share
of approximately 20% to 25% of the total units of
just the top 10 branded chains. If we look at other
markets around the world, we don’t think we’re
overestimating the potential size. This year, we
plan on ending the year with 100 to 105 outlets,
with eight to 10 of the new stores being corporate
owned. We’re determined to build the pipeline for
another 20 to 30 outlets in the following years. Of
these new stores, we’ll open about 40% to 50% as
corporate stores.

Starbucks
Having internalised many lessons from the Domino’s
launch, our team once again put in a super-human
effort to launch Starbucks in April last year. I know
that our teams did themselves, Taste and even
South Africa proud in their commitment to localise
the Starbucks brand, to bring the coffee-authority
of Starbucks to our customers, and, as the glue
holding all this together, to do it through authentic
leadership and a commitment to our partners to
“build the business people-first from the inside
out”. Aside from the expected early excitement,
I am most pleased with the natural rhythm we are
starting to see in our stores. Spend a few hours in
one of our stores and you will likely see a myriad
of customers not often seen in one place. A large
amount of 20-somethings; business people having
meetings; an interesting skew to females; and most
satisfyingly, an appeal that seems to transcend race
or religion. Of most interest to us is that people
are using the “space” as a new place of safety
and comfort – the mythical “third place” that the
founder of Starbucks, Howard Shultz speaks of.
Given the large part that we envisage Starbucks
playing in our future it is worth sharing why we
think we are not a “fad” and will remain relevant in
the future: First, youth and their circumstances: like
many African countries we have a predominance of
millennials in our population. These are folk that
are somewhere between 17 and 27. In South Africa
they also have the highest rate of unemployment
in the population. Their aspirations are, however,
similar: wanting to be heard; characterised by
increased use and familiarity with technology,
communication and digital media; and wanting
to feel “in control”. The Starbucks offering is
based fundamentally around creating a space for
human engagement and connection, in person
and digitally (digital engagement is actually ok if
you’re a millennial!). Our stores appear large for
a coffee house – 250 m2 to 500 m2 – but they’re
designed to allow people to linger and connect.
We don’t have table service (sometimes a point
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of criticism). This does two things – it allows us
to employ fewer partners, but pay them relatively
more, and it means that a customer can sit down
without a waiter staring at them asking them to
hurry up so someone else can sit down. It also
means that if you’re tight for cash you don’t have to
leave a gratuity. We have undoubtedly the fastest
and “free’est” Wi-Fi in the market. We don’t cap
our customers or limit their time; and we do this at
speeds that most corporates aspire to.

The network
Unlike some of our other businesses, the Starbucks
store model has many variations. We currently have
four locations, and plan to open a further seven to
eight this year. By the end of the year, we would like
to have trialled our first store in a large corporate
head office, have opened our first stores in Cape
Town, as well as Durban and have opened our
first Drive Thru. In the event that all our location
options work as planned this year, we would be in a
strong position to expand aggressively for the next
five years from those three metro bases, across
multiple store formats.

150GB
the amount of data our customers
use every day in a Starbucks store

The fastest free Wi-Fi – Starbucks

Our coffee offering represents the best of Starbucks:
We have Starbucks Reserve® coffees in three of
our four stores. These stores collectively make up
less than 2% of the Starbucks stores around the
world that offer these rare micro-lot and exclusive
coffees roasted in Seattle. These stores present our
customers with handcrafted beverage options not
currently offered in one location in South Africa.
We launched Starbucks Rewards® in February 2017
and already 9% of our customers are paying for
their purchase using their mobile devices. We are
already leveraging our data and are able to provide
customers with individually tailored offerings
through the mobile application. We will follow the
broader Starbucks innovation pipeline in the next
few years, always tailored to our South African
customers.
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I often get asked about potential market size. We
have identified about 150 shopping malls around
South Africa that are suitable for conventional
Starbucks outlets. These are malls that attract
A, B and C income customers. This excludes the
opportunities for Drive Thru’s, corporates, and
neighbourhood stores like our Rosebank store.
Despite the opportunity for store numbers we
are determined to invest cautiously above our
IRR hurdle rate of 25% and will err on the side of
quality, rather than quantity when it comes to store
numbers.

Local brands – food and luxury
Food
Our owned food brands have had a year of mixed
fortunes. Our Zebro’s business, after two years of
positive same-store sales growth, experienced a
really tough last six months in terms of same-store
sales, ending the year at -14%, but still increased
total system sales by 9.1%. At 69 stores, serving
the population’s most sought-after-product
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(chicken) in a cooking method that is considered
healthy (braai’ed) and at a price point that is in
the strong value segment, its positioning remains
relevant. The store look requires a revamp to
something more contemporary and our consistency
requires improvement. Zebro’s is still among the
lowest capex for a franchisee to enter the large
Chicken QSR segment and remains an attractive
opportunity. New store growth has been difficult
as lending requirements tighten across all sectors,
making it more difficult for franchisees to access
capital. We will need to invest in marketing during
this downturn in consumer spending, but I am
confident that this brand will be resilient in the
downturn.
Our Maxi’s brand had an average year, posting samestore sales growth of 3.0% in the first half and, given
its exposure to declining foot count in shopping
malls, -3.6% in the second half. At 41 stores, the
positioning of the brand is being assessed with new
store design and menu positioning a priority.
The Fish & Chip Co continued to have a pleasing
turnaround year, as reported previously. While
we lost a net number of stores, ending the year at
164 stores, same-store sales increased consistently
throughout the year, to end at 5.8% up on last year.
Average store sales across all stores have increased
27% from a year ago, reflecting the closure of poorer
performing stores and sales increases in existing
stores. Stores that have undergone a revamp have
together shown a total same-store increase of
33%, compared to sales prior to revamp. Although
the fish category is considered the fourth largest
in the food segment, it has undergone substantial
challenges in input pricing, further exacerbated by
financial pressure on the lower income consumer.
Many brands have failed in the category in the
last three years, and there is a sense of being the
“last man standing” that is probably helping our
sales, in addition to revamps and improved menu

offerings. Given these increases in average sales the
investment opportunity for potential franchisees is
once again strengthening and we are seeing this in
our new store pipeline. At R700k excluding VAT it is
also one of the lowest capex entries into the QSR
segment.

Luxury Goods
After posting a same-store sales increases of 15%
for the full year ended February 2016 and then
a further 25% increase in same-stores sales for
the six months ended August 2016, the division
posted a full year same-store sales increase of 5.4%
for the full 12 months ended February 2017. The
materially weaker performance in the second half
of the year is reflective not only of the consumer
but also the cyclical nature of the segment. Luxury
Goods sales are cyclical and tend to mirror not
only discretionary spending patterns but also
consumer sentiment. The current weakening of
sales is mostly expected in a business of this nature
within the climate of weak consumer sentiment
currently being experienced in South Africa.
The South African luxury goods market has been
driven by an emerging middle class, valuing brands
and aspirational purchases as symbols of wealth
and status.
Furthermore, a weakening currency often has a
positive impact on sales in that it attracts tourists
into South Africa and makes luxury goods purchased
in South Africa more affordable relative to other
parts of the world. It is unlikely that the South Africa
currency will adopt a long-term strengthening
trajectory, nor that the size of both the middle
class and those individuals classified as wealthy will
decline in numbers. It is also unlikely that the social
aspirations of the middle class will change or that
luxury goods will lose their symbolism or value in
the foreseeable future.
Arthur Kaplan commands a market leading position
in its sector and its sales tend to markedly over-
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perform in the up cycle. NWJ has also historically
performed well compared to peers through the
cycles, underscoring its strong position in the value
segment of the luxury goods market.
We have made material investments into the
division in the last three years. Stores have been
re-imaged and both brands are well maintained in
terms of the quality of the asset base. Within Arthur
Kaplan, we delivered on the expectation of being
the leaders in luxury Swiss watches, increasing our
number of premium watch locations, as well as the
brands we represent, extending our custodianship
to Cartier, IWC and Montblanc in select locations.

Strategy
In essence, Taste Holdings is transforming into
a start-up food business – albeit with a 16-year
track record of success. Management and our
shareholders can commit to a single market
sector, as food brands have again become our
singular focus.
Many potential investors in Taste don’t understand
jewellery and find our multi-sector brand offering
confusing. Food and luxury goods also have differing
capital requirements, inventory and stock turn
levels. Ideally, financial strategy should dovetail
with operational strategy, yet the two businesses
operate differently and yield increasingly different
returns. By reverting to a single sector business,
we can broaden investor interest and improve our
access to capital.

Licensing globally leading brands
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Division, we sold the manufacturing assets located
in Cullinan, to the founding management team, in
December. In line with our group strategic intent,
we are focusing on aligning the supply chain
with our licensed brands and will continue to
seek opportunities that are material within our
supply chain.
Through our dedicated food distribution centres
in Midrand and Cape Town, we distribute 100% of
all our product to Starbucks and Domino’s. These
facilities are accredited to these brands’ global
standards, thereby adding a layer of risk mitigation
to the reputational damage that could occur
through a food safety incident. We are building
world-class global sourcing and logistics skills that
will benefit the business in the long run.

Corporate store ownership
We will continue directly owning Domino’s Pizza
and Starbucks stores so that we can react swiftly
to market changes, but remain committed to a
purely franchised model in our locally owned food
businesses.

“Building

the
business people first,
from the inside out”
Executive capacity

Having successfully launched Domino’s and
Starbucks within a year of each other, Taste will
consider other brands when we have sufficient
capital, shareholder buy-in and management time.
We have now built executive teams across every
needed function and a world-class distribution
system and are therefore prepared for the right
opportunities.

Building people capacity remains a strategic
priority. Over the past year, Taste’s executive and
senior management teams were significantly
expanded and are now well integrated into
the Taste environment. Bidding farewell to our
Luxury Goods colleagues will be sad, yet we are
confident that they will have more opportunities to
manoeuvre without the unwieldy co-existence with
food brands.

Increase scale and leverage in low cost

Material matters

As part of our strategic realignment, which has
culminated in the decision to sell the Luxury Goods

Taste is being repositioned as a food start-up,
underpinned by globally leading brands in their
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categories. The nature of a start-up is to grow its
way into profitability. We must commit to opening
new stores and allocating capital diligently within
our capital allocation framework.
Our risk profile will, however, be substantially
changed as Taste will be debt-free following the sale
of Luxury Goods and our recent rights issue. This
reduced risk will be replaced with a different risk.
As with any business in a “start-up” phase, there is
increased risk due to lack of substantial history on
which to base forecasts. Until we produce our first
rand of profit we will always carry risk. We are also
susceptible to the trading environment that we find
ourselves in and the impact that may have on new
store growth.

responsibility. The group is in the early stages
of measuring waste and emissions to establish
baselines, while working out how to reduce
packaging. Two examples is that we now only print
till slips on request and that we promote recycling
of our recently launched Nespresso® compatible
pods – having even committed to buying back 100%
of the plastic furniture made from recycling, and
donating it to local schools.

“Only if we treat our partners with

respect and dignity
they will treat our customers
with respect and dignity”

Building people capacity
The Domino’s Pizza rollout taught us that we
cannot afford to be caught short on executive
capacity, particularly with our shift to corporate
owned stores. We recruited suitably experienced
executives for key roles, with a special focus on
bolstering our HR capacity.
The executive team is now stable and scalable
beyond our current brands and store numbers, with
strong skill sets across shared services such as IT,
property and HR.
We are especially proud of being able to reach out
to the unemployed youth through our corporate
store model. About one-third of new Starbucks
employees are brought in through our “Changing
Lanes” programme, whereby we employ currently
unemployed youth.
Taste has made great progress towards building a
unique culture of empowerment and accountability,
which will ultimately deliver sustainable
financial rewards to the workforce, business and
shareholders.

Appreciation
As the number of these reports to stakeholders
add up, I find that written words increasingly do
not adequately convey the appreciation I need to
convey to our committed partners that breathe life
into the business we have, and are trying to, build.
Without the support of our long-time shareholders
much of what you read in this report would be in a
business plan gathering dust. Last, the board that
has made some courageous decisions, I thank you,
on behalf of all our partners, for your counsel and
leadership.

Carlo Gonzaga
Chief Executive Officer

Social responsibility
A vital aspect of representing global brands is
complying with their international standards
for ethical sourcing, governance and social
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The results for the year ended 28 February
2017 reflect the outcome of a transformational
period for Taste. Over the past three years,
the group acquired Arthur Kaplan and Zebro’s
Chicken, while also licensing and launching
Starbucks, the world’s leading coffee retailer
and roaster, and Domino’s Pizza, the world’s
largest pizza delivery chain.

E VA N G E LO S

Capital was raised to fund these acquisitions, as well
as to successfully launch Starbucks and Domino’s, which
required significant investment to build capacity and
infrastructure in order to support future growth of these two
global brands in southern Africa.

“If people believe they share values with a company, they will stay
loyal to the brand.” – Howard Schultz
The introduction of Starbucks and Domino’s resulted
in the Food Division launching two new “Greenfields”
businesses at the same time, the implementation of
global best practices, as well as a general change in
focus by the Food Division from being a pure franchisor
company of local brands, to becoming a predominately
corporate owned store business with a mix of global
and local brands. As a result, the Food and Luxury
Goods divisions began to grow increasingly different in
business fundamentals, capital requirements and longterm growth opportunities. These divergences required
a re-evaluation of the group’s strategic direction and
earlier this year, the board announced a strategic
restructure, that entailed the divesting of the Luxury
Goods Division from the group. In this announcement,
the board further concluded that both the luxury goods
and food businesses will best be served by having
separate shareholders and management teams, and
be allowed to reach their full potential independently.
32
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The Fish & Chip Co Westgate
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While Luxury Goods has shown exceptional organic
growth and many opportunities remain to unlock
further value, the future focus of Taste will be on
food where Taste will pursue opportunities to
license further international food brands, selectively
vertically integrate, and expand its existing portfolio
of brands in South and southern Africa.

the Luxury Goods Division. Any proceeds from the
sale will be used to reduce existing debt and should
leave the Taste food business debt-free, reducing
the risk associated with debt. The board further
resolved to raise R120 million of equity through a
claw-back offer which will be applied to accelerate
the rollout of Starbucks and Domino’s stores.

Consequent to the board’s announcement, the
group has entered into a formal sales process for

Performance overview
Group
As with previous years, the group discloses core/normalised earnings. IFRS earnings are adjusted to exclude
Domino’s and Starbucks start-up costs and other once-off costs and revenues. Details of this adjustment and
on core earnings are included in commentary further below.
IFRS earnings

Core earnings

28 February

29 February

IFRS

2017

2016

% change

R’000

Revenue

3

1 097 614

1 062 829

Food (net of eliminations)

(3)

475 498

9

622 116

EBITDA

(51)

(74 656)

(49 583)

Food

(31)

(117 670)

(90 126)

1

60 917

60 138

Luxury Goods

Luxury Goods
Corporate services

28 February

29 February

Core

2017

2016

R’000 % change

R’000

R’000

7

1 085 514

1 010 729

492 320

5

463 398

440 220

570 509

9

622 116

570 509

(144)

(20 885)

47 272

(1299)

(64 053)

(4 578)

(12)

61 071

69 600

1

(17 903)

(17 750)

(9)

(17 903)

(19 595)

Operating (loss)/profit

(41)

(110 703)

(78 703)

(388)

(56 932)

19 800

Food

(29)

(143 684)

(111 019)

(278)

(90 067)

(23 823)

Luxury Goods

(2)

52 510

53 565

(16)

52 664

63 027

Corporate services

(8)

(19 529)

(21 249)

1

(19 529)

(19 404)

Comprehensive (loss)/
income for the year
attributable to equity
holders of the company

(33)

(100 818)

(75 806)

(1501)

(62 103)

4 433

(Loss)/earnings per share
– cents

(11)

(26.8)

(24.2)

(1201)

(16.5)

1.5

Headline (loss)/earnings
per share – cents

(30)

(25.0)

(19.2)

(1078)

(14.7)

1.5
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Group system-wide sales increased by 1% to
R1.74 billion which contributed to the increase
in group revenue. The effects of the launch of
Starbucks and Domino’s at the same time are
evident in the expected decline in earnings in the
Food Division. This has been offset to an extent
by the performance of the Luxury Goods Division.
This, together with the year-on-year increase in the
cost of capital (increase in borrowing costs and to
the total shares in issue), as well as the increase in
depreciation and amortisation relating to corporate
store ownership resulted in a headline loss per
share of -25 cents (2016: -19.2 cents).
Although added back for core earnings, the IFRS
losses per share above include an exceptional
non-cash after-tax expense of R26 million which
equates to 7.0 cents per share. Excluding this, the
comprehensive loss for the year is -R74.5 million
(2016: -R75.8 million) and the headline loss per
share for the year is -18 cents (2016: -19.2 cents).
This non-cash expense relates to a present value
discount adjustment to the loan to the Domino’s
marketing fund and is more fully described in core
earnings below.

Divisional performance
Food Division

The conversion of Scooters Pizza and St Elmo’s
stores, to Domino’s stores was completed during
the year. At 28 February 2017, there were 88
Domino’s stores (2016: 74). 49 of these stores
were corporate owned stores (2016: 26). With
the conversion completed, Domino’s Pizza gained
traction with most recent same-store sales in
March and April being positive (7.8% and 13.4%
respectively). The Domino’s online ordering
platforms which we anticipate will account for the
majority of orders are proving to be a success. Store
gross profits have improved and the localisation
of ingredients was finalised during the year. With
all internal operational and financial metrics
continuously improving, the brand is in a position
to now expand its store footprint, as the large
infrastructure that was necessary to successfully
launch this brand was built with a breakeven of 120
stores in mind.
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Zebro’s Chicken

As stated previously, in April 2016, we launched
Starbucks to unprecedented consumer interest,
and our first three stores are trading well ahead
of our original investment cases and forecasts.
The fourth store was opened in April 2017. While
we are still on track to achieve a core Earnings
Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation
(“EBITDA”) breakeven in our Starbucks business
by the fifth store – a remarkable achievement
in itself – we acknowledge that our short-term
earnings will remain under pressure as we invest
in the additional outlets that will secure Taste’s
long-term future.
Our local food brands (Maxi’s, The Fish & Chip Co,
and Zebro’s Chicken) are all franchised and make
up the majority of the store numbers in the Food
Division at 274 stores at financial year-end (2016:
340 stores). Fewer stores were opened in 2017 than
in the prior year and this impacted the comparable
profitability of these brands in the current year.
There were fewer store closures in 2017 than in the
prior year, with the majority of these closures in The
Fish & Chip Co brand as the brand continues to close
poor-performing and non-conforming stores. With
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lower store numbers, this brand delivered a samestore sales increase of 5.8% but most importantly
average store sales in April increased 27% over the
prior year. Same-store sales in Maxi’s were -0.5% and
Zebro’s which reported a same-store sales increase
of 1.5% for the first six months of the year, ended at
-14% for the full 2017 year. South Africa’s stagnant
economy doubtlessly mutes consumer spending, but
our challenges in these local brands are to refresh
brand appeal and continue opening new stores to
achieve greater efficiencies and reach scale.
As part of the strategic realignment around a
focused food business that culminated in the
decision to sell the Luxury Goods Division, the
manufacturing assets located in Cullinan were sold
to the founding management during the year. Out of
a separate facility we currently distribute 100% of all
Starbucks product, but manufacture none of it. This
follows a strategic decision to partner with best-ofbreed manufacturers in each food category that
supplies the Starbucks business. This will result in
increased focus on the customer experience, quality
of end product and innovation. The Cullinan facility
supplies a select number of external customers,
but we acknowledge that supplying third parties
outside of our brands is not a core competency.
Combined, we sold these assets to management
in December through a funded management buyout. The funded amount of R9.5 million is reflected
under other financial assets.
The Food Division recorded an expected EBITDA
loss for the year ended 2017. We anticipate this loss
to continue for this year.

Luxury Goods Division

System-wide sales in this division increased by 8%
over the prior year. Sales performance was driven
by strong growth in the Arthur Kaplan watch
business. NWJ enjoyed a fast start to the year, but
customer spend in the second half offset much
of the earlier gains. Overall, the division recorded
same-store sales growth of 5.4%.
Both brands were exposed to the challenging
retail environment in the latter part of 2017
where the jewellery industry as a whole began to
feel the effects of tightening of the economy and

discretionary spend. The division delivered solid
results albeit slightly lower than the prior year.
The decline is not entirely unexpected due to the
cyclical nature of the segment, and a down-cycle
will once again favour those in market leading
positions like Arthur Kaplan and NWJ.

Core earnings/adjustment
As with previous years, the group discloses core/
normalised earnings. IFRS earnings are adjusted to
exclude Domino’s and Starbucks start-up costs and
other once-off costs and revenues. In the current
year, the group launched the Starbucks Coffee
brand and finalised its conversions of Domino’s
Pizza outlets and this is reflected in a core earnings
adjustment in the current year of R39 million.
However, the prior year’s core earnings adjustment
amounting to R80 million was predominantly
relating to the launch and conversion of Domino’s
Pizza. This has resulted in the core earnings
adjustment being materially lower than the prior
year.
As previously disclosed, now that the group has
finalised the Domino’s conversion and launched
the Starbucks brand, the core earnings adjustment
will in future be limited to pre-opening expenses
of corporate owned stores; material, exceptional
once-off costs or revenues; and non-cash lease
smoothing and IFRS 2 charges. The group has
used this core earnings measure in the last three
years in order to disclose more fully the costs
associated with establishing and launching these
global brands. As these brands are now established,
future reporting will be comparable as any costs left
in the business are continuing and are now simply
part of the business.
The tax on the core earnings adjustment is
calculated only on expenses that are deductible for
taxation purposes.
Core revenue and cost of sales exclude the
contribution made to franchisees for the conversion
of their stores to Domino’s Pizza. The current year
exclusion of R12 million (2016: R52 million) is
substantially less than the prior year as the majority
of the store conversions were completed in 2016.
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW continued
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS continued
The pre-tax core adjustment for the current year is
made up as follows:
Domino’s Pizza once-off costs of R43.2 million
(2016: R62.7 million) relate to the following:
•	R1.8 million expended on specialised national
training teams (2016: R9.8 million).
•	R1.2 million ongoing project management
fees and other non-recurring costs (2016:
R8.3 million).
•	R0.2 million of lost income as each Scooters Pizza
and St Elmo’s store is closed for three weeks for
it to be converted into a Domino’s outlet (2016:
R2.9 million).
•	R3.5 million of impairments to the Scooters and
St Elmo’s marketing funds as these brands are
converted to Domino’s Pizza (2016: R5.8 million).
•	R36.5 million present value discount adjustment
to the loan to Domino’s marketing fund (2016:

R nil). During the year, the loan to the Domino’s
marketing fund was assessed and a decision
was made to not charge interest on this loan in
order to ensure that more funds are available for
future brand marketing. As a result, a present
value discount adjustment was made to reflect
the loan at its present value. This is a non-cash
adjustment.
Starbucks once-off costs of R9.4 million (2016:
R8.3 million) relate to the following:
•	R3.5 million of pre-opening expenses (people,
travel, etc.) (2016: R4.3 million).
•	R5.9 million marketing expenses to launch the
Starbucks brand (2016: nil).
Other once-off costs of R1.1 million (2016:
R25.8 million) are as follows:
•	R1.1 million of lease smoothing charges (2016:
R8.3 million).

Domino’s Pizza partner in action
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Summarised group consolidated statement of comprehensive income
Reconciliation to core earnings
Core earnings
% change
Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other income
Operating costs
EBITDA
Amortisation and depreciation
Operating (loss)/profit
Investment revenue
Finance costs
(Loss)/profit before taxation
Taxation
(Loss)/profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Minority shareholders
Total comprehensive (loss)/income
for the year
Attributable to:
Equity holders of the company
(Loss)/earnings per share attributable to
equity holders of the company
(Loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Reconciliation of headline earnings:
(Loss)/earnings attributable to ordinary
equity holders
Adjusted for:
Impairment losses
Loss on sale of property, plant and
equipment and non-current assets
available-for-sale
Tax effect on headline earnings adjustments
Headline (loss)/earnings attributable to
ordinary shareholders
Weighted average shares in issue ('000)
Weighted average diluted shares in
issue ('000)
(Loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Headline (loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Diluted headline (loss)/earnings per
share (cents)

7

28 February
2017
R’000

Core earnings
28 February
29 February
adjustment Core earnings Core earnings
2017
2017
2016
R’000
R’000
R’000

1 097 614
(671 237)
426 377
1 047
(502 080)
(74 656)
(36 047)
(110 703)
16 298
(34 809)
(129 214)
28 060
(101 154)
–
336

(12 100)
12 100
–
–
53 771
53 771
–
53 771
–
–
53 771
(15 056)
38 715
–
–

1 085 514
(659 137)
426 377
1 047
(448 309)
(20 885)
(36 047)
(56 932)
16 298
(34 809)
(75 443)
13 004
(62 439)
–
336

1 010 729
(600 765)
409 964
30
(362 723)
47 271
(27 472)
19 799
14 597
(23 675)
10 721
(4 583)
6 138
–
(1 705)

(1 501)

(100 818)

38 715

(62 103)

4 433

(1 501)

(100 818)

38 715

(62 103)

4 433

(1 279)
(1 257)

(26.8)
(26.2)

10.3
10.1

(16.5)
(16.2)

1.4
1.4

(1 501)

(100 818)

38 715

(62 103)

4 433

5 260

–

5 260

–

2 062
(385)

–
–

2 062
(385)

377
(70)

(93 881)
375 927

38 715
375 927

(55 166)
375 927

4 740
312 615

(1 200)
(1 257)
(1 080)

384 379
(26.8)
(26.2)
(25.0)

384 379
10.3
10.1
10.3

384 379
(16.5)
(16.2)
(14.7)

316 766
1.5
1.4
1.5

1 060

(24.4)

10.1

(14.4)

1.5

4
24
(144)
31
(388)
12
47
(804)
(1 117)

(1 264)
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW continued
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS continued
The following aims to provide some clarity to the
core earnings and includes additional commentary
on the significant items in the statement of financial
position.

Comprehensive income
(refers to core earnings)
Revenue

•	R25 million relates to costs incurred in the
Starbucks brand over and above store-related
costs. Although stores are individually profitable,
the brand is projected to break even after the
fifth store has been opened.

Both divisions contributed to the 7% increase in
group core revenue for the year ended 28 February
2017.
•	The 9% increase in core revenue in the Luxury
Goods Division is consequent to this division
achieving an 8% system-wide sales over the prior
year as well as owning five more corporate stores
in the current year (2016: 60 stores).
•	Food Division revenue increased 5% after intersegment eliminations. This increase is due mainly
to the increase in corporate store ownership.
The division owned and operated 52 stores
(49 Domino’s Pizza and three Starbucks) at the
end of 2017 (2016: 35 stores).

As a result, the operating costs as a percentage of
revenue in the Food Division increased to 44.9%
(2016: 36.1%), reflecting the infrastructure and
executive capacity required to launch and run
Domino’s and Starbucks brands.

Gross profit

EBITDA

Core gross profit increased by R16 million or 4%
over 2016; however, core gross profit margin
decreased to 39.3% (2016: 40.6%). This decrease is
attributable to:
•	A slight decrease in the Luxury Goods margin as
the sales mix changed to more watch sales than
the prior year, and gross margin on watches is
less than that of jewellery.
•	A similar small decrease in the food margin due
mainly to the reduction of input pricing from
food distribution to Domino’s franchisees as
their in-store gross profit margins improved.

Operating costs
Both divisions contributed to the 24% increase in
core operating costs. Core group operating costs as
a percentage of revenue increased to 41.3% (2016:
35.9%), due mainly to an increase in costs in the
Food Division. This increase amounts to R65 million
and is mainly made up as follows:
•	R26 million of these costs relate to the division
owning more corporate stores than the prior
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year and due to the majority of these stores not
trading for a full 12 months in the prior year.
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The increase in operating costs of the Luxury
Goods Division over the prior year amounts to
R20 million, or 9%, and is attributable to the
division’s commensurate revenue increase, as
well as due to the division owning more corporate
stores than the prior year. The Luxury Goods
Division operating costs as a percentage of revenue
increased slightly to 30.1% (2016: 29.3%).
As expected, the core EBITDA loss for the
current year is -R21 million (2016: R47.2 million
profit), and is attributable wholly to the Food
Division as it establishes Starbucks and Domino’s.
The Luxury Goods Division reported a core EBITDA of
R61 million, 12% lower than that of the prior year.

Amortisation and depreciation
The increase of R8.6 million in depreciation and
amortisation is due to the increased number of
corporate owned stores in both divisions compared
to the prior year. This amount is expected to grow
in future as the Food Division adds to its corporate
store base.

Finance costs
As the group continues to invest in food and has
reported an EBITDA loss in the Food Division, the
group’s net leverage ratio for the year has exceeded
3 and this has resulted in the group consequently
paying a higher interest rate than it previously
did on its debt facilities. As a consequence of the

Leadership review

group’s announcement of its intention to sell its
Luxury Goods business, the group has agreed with
lenders that any proceeds from a sale of the Luxury
Goods business will first be applied to settling
existing debt. Part of the increase in the finance
costs is also due to R119 million debt that was
not in issue for a complete 12 months in the
prior year.

Taxation
The group’s core effective tax rate for the current
year is 17% due to once-off capital expenses during
the year, as well as continuing non-deductible
expenses such as intangible amortisation and
IFRS 2 share-based payment expenses.

Financial position
Non-current assets
The capital investment in corporate stores in both
the Food and Luxury Goods Divisions accounted
for the increased property, plant and equipment
to R191.8 million (2016: R159.7 million), as well as
for the additional goodwill of R12.6 million in the
current year.
The decrease in intangible assets to R103.7 million
(2016: R117.1 million) is mainly a consequence
of the reclassification of certain intangibles to
property, plant and equipment and to goodwill
when we acquire stores from franchisees.
Deferred tax assets increased to R87.6 million
(2016: R56.6 million) mainly due to the IFRS
loss before tax reported by the Food Division.
R63 million of the deferred tax asset is in respect
of the recognition of assessed losses available for
use against future taxable income. The losses in
the Food Division are attributable to the launch
of the Starbucks and Domino’s brands in South
Africa and are not operational losses but rather
“start-up” losses. These losses are expected to
be recovered in the foreseeable future as the
Starbucks and Domino’s businesses mature out of
their infancy stage.

Other financial assets
Other financial assets mainly consist of:
•	Loans made to marketing funds of brands within
the group, including pre-funding the Domino’s
marketing fund through a loan to launch the
brand in South Africa.
•	Conversion loans provided to Scooters Pizza and
St Elmo’s franchisees for the conversion of their
stores to Domino’s.
•	Extended payment terms given to franchisees of
the group.
During the year, the loan to the Domino’s marketing
fund was assessed and a decision was made to not
charge interest on this loan in order to ensure
that more funds are available for future brand
marketing. As a result, a present value adjustment
was made to reflect the loan at its present value.
This adjustment amounts to R36 million, is noncash, and is the main reason for the year-on-year
decrease in other financial assets.

Current assets
Group inventories increased to R341.4 million
(2016: R289.2 million) due to a R54 million increase
in the Luxury Goods inventory commensurate to
the division’s same-store sales increase; investment
in new brands (Cartier, IWC and Montblanc), as well
as due to additional corporate stores in NWJ.

Borrowings
Borrowings are relatively unchanged and comprise
mainly of notes issued in terms of Taste’s DMTN
programme.

Lease equalisation
With the substantial increase in corporate store
ownership across both divisions, lease rentals are
now a material expense to the group and the lease
smoothing charge in terms of IAS17 is separately
disclosed. The balance on the lease equalisation
account at year-end is R12.1 million (2016:
R11.2 million). This difference between the years is
a non-cash item and is excluded from core earnings.
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW continued
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS continued
Cash flow

Gearing

The group began 2017 with R170.5 million cash on
hand. This cash was applied as follows:

• R18.5 million net finance costs.
•	R12.8 million in tax paid by the profitable Luxury
Goods Division.
•	R59 million on the construction and acquisition
of corporate stores in both the Food and Luxury
Goods Divisions.
•	R22 million net loans advanced. R12 million to
franchisees for the conversion of their stores to
Domino’s Pizza, and R10 million to fund the sale
of the food manufacturing assets.
• R5.4 million repayment of borrowings.
This resulted in the group overdraft
-R15.4 million at year-end 28 February 2017.

of

The working capital investment in the Luxury
Goods Division was R52 million for the year (2016:
R45 million) while the Food Division generated
working capital of R10 million (2016: R19 million
investment in working capital). The Food Division
will continue to generate working capital as it
improves its supply chain efficiencies and opens
more corporate stores, thereby eliminating debtors.
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•	R68.2 million utilised in operating activities,
R42 million of which pertained to a net working
capital investment comprising of jewellery stock.
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Net debt/equity

At present, the group is highly geared due primarily
to the losses in the Food Division as it starts up
Domino’s and Starbucks. This division requires
equity funding rather than debt in order to grow
and mature, while the Luxury Goods Division,
a mature and established business requires the
opposite to capitalise on its growth prospects. The
current level of gearing resulted in the group’s net
leverage ratio for the year ended 28 February 2017
exceeding 3 times and as such there was an increase
in borrowing costs to an effective rate of 12.4%
(2016: 11%). The group gearing level is expected
to decrease substantially in the near future as any
proceeds from the sale of the Luxury Goods Division
will be used to reduce debt. In addition, a further
R120 million in equity will be raised to accelerate
the rollout of Starbucks and Domino’s stores in
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the Food Division. In the interim, lenders have
introduced a new financial covenant for the group
to comply with, being that the group’s consolidated
net cash should it at each month-end exceed
R30 million.
The R120 million equity will be raised through
a claw-back fully underwritten rights offer to
shareholders of 80 million Taste shares at R1.50 per
share. At the time of this letter, shareholders had
approved the necessary conditions precedent in
order for the rights offer to be made and the rights
offer declaration announcement was disseminated
on SENS.
Returns in food on per store basis look to exceed
our IRR hurdle and with the start-up food business
being debt-free post the disposal of Luxury Goods,
it is envisaged that any future incurrence of debt
will, in the absence of any acquisitions, be used
in the rollout of corporate stores once the
division eases into recording profits which will
take 12 to 24 months.

Capital allocation
Financial risks related to liquidity, interest rate risk
and exchange rate risk are monitored by group
treasury. The group acts as the treasury for both
divisions, and is responsible for managing funds
and raising capital as required. This arrangement
enables the divisions to focus on their business
operations, rather than equity and debt.

The group actively monitors capital allocation by
reviewing investment performance against their
specific investment cases.

In conclusion
The R120 million equity raise is underway and we
have entered into a formal sales process of the
Luxury Goods Division, appointed advisors, and
engaged with potential bidders. While we expect
trading conditions in the South African economy
to remain challenging in the short term, the new
strategic direction that the group will face as a food
group after a sale of the Luxury Goods Division is
very exciting. The resulting debt-free business
will be working capital generative, should reach
profitability in 12 to 24 months’ time and in the
absence of any acquisitions will only incur debt
related to the rollout of new corporate stores,
the infrastructure having been built already. Food
returns are high and opportunities abound. The
Food Division is well positioned to identify and
maximise these available opportunities.
Warm regards

Evan Tsatsarolakis
Chief Financial Officer

The treasury function ensures that group resources
are allocated to the best possible investment
opportunities.
Our divisions have to motivate investment
opportunities, which the group’s investment
committee will evaluate in order to maximise return
on investment and to ensure that shareholder value
grows in the medium to long term. These are also
presented to the board for final approval. The group
assesses all investment opportunities based on the
predictive future cash flow of these opportunities
by utilising the group’s weighted average cost of
capital adjusted upwards for opportunity-specific
risks. Currently, the threshold IRR is 25%.

Maxi’s
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WHY INVEST IN TASTE HOLDINGS

Taste’s board and senior management worked through an intensive strategic review
guided by our new chairman. We reached the conclusion that Food and Luxury Goods
brands in the same group is an unwieldy combination and an unclear investment
proposition for investors. These categories should be separated so that each could achieve
their full potential under sharply focused management teams.

As QSR food brands are Taste’s original offering,
the board chose to revert to a food only business
and to sell off the Luxury Goods brands. Taste’s
investment case has now been updated, and is
more compelling than before.

Both Domino’s and Starbucks outlets easily
exceed our IRR hurdle of 25%. Given that our
brand outlet setup costs are the lowest in their
categories, franchisees can pay off their stores
within four years.

Why invest in Taste?

The vertically integrated QSR business model being
adopted by Taste is highly cash generative from
the stores and from the supply chain, depending
how quickly food inventories are turned over. Cash
flow improves immediately upon the opening of
new outlets.

Arthur Kaplan, NWJ and the World’s Finest Watches
have performed consistently well under Taste, and
will attract a worthy price. That cash will be used
to retire debt and accelerate our rollout of outlets
across our food brands.
Taste has a proven track record in food, which was
our founding business in 2000.
Our international brands, Starbucks and Domino’s,
are the leading brands in their categories around
the world. Along with our local brands, they are all
in categories that are large or are growing robustly,
such as coffee, pizza and chicken.
Starbucks and Domino’s are particularly attractive
to the youth market, by far the biggest in Africa.
Digitally aware younger consumers respond
positively to the online ordering interactivity and
the connected in-store experience. These two
brands also have long development pipelines, with
potential for over 300 Domino’s and 150 Starbucks
outlets in South Africa, before even taking on crossborder opportunities.
The supply chain infrastructure and executive
capacity is in place and scalable to the rollout of
new stores. The initial major investment required
into vertical integration and human upskilling is
completed.
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The drivers of Taste’s investment case
• Class leading brands in their categories
• Strong focus on youth
• Leaders in digital engagement, which lowers our
development costs
• Refocused and experienced management
• Food business generates working capital
• Healthy IRRs of above 30% at store level
• Supply chain costs already paid and relatively
fixed.

Value creation from the investment
• Immediate cash flow from each outlet as it
commences trading
• Growing cash flow from the supply chain as store
numbers increase
• Rising profitability as debt and set-up costs are
retired
• Increasing economies of scale and operating
leverage.

Performance review
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BUSINESS MODEL
The Taste business model of “integration,
decentralisation and collaboration” of the past few
years has delivered its objective of creating a sturdy
and integrated basis for new growth. It has been
superceded by a new business model built on the
outcomes of the earlier version.
The foundation layers of Taste’s new business
model are our vertically integrated distribution
system, provided by Buon Gusto, and the shared
services operated from the group’s head office
in Johannesburg. The shared services, made
available to all food brands, are treasury and
capital allocation, human resources, IT and data
management, property management, legal and
compliance services.
These two foundation layers enable each brand’s
management to direct their efforts on operations
and rolling out strategy.

What we value
Taste’s day-to-day decisions are made in accordance
with the values that guide us towards “the true
North” of Taste’s destiny. Our values are based
on integrity, leadership, focus, respect, intellect,
passion and energy, teamwork and innovation. If
we embrace and utilise these values authentically
in everything we do, Taste can fulfil its vision.

Vision
Taste intends evolving into the preferred vertically
integrated QSR franchisor and licensee in Africa.
We will create superior returns for franchisees
and shareholders, while leading by example in
corporate citizenship, and making positive impacts
in communities where we are present.

Opportunities and risks
Taste’s leadership is constantly looking out for
additional brands that could be brought into its
portfolio. These opportunities are weighed up by
the board against set risk parameters, which are
evaluated and adjusted from time-to-time.
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Strategy
We adopt an entrepreneurial approach towards
creating, acquiring or licensing brands, which we
then grow towards achieving their potential. We
will also exit or close down brands that no longer
fit our business model, or can be supplanted by
high-potential brands in the same segment. Brands
will be designated for franchisee or corporate
ownership, or a mix of both, depending on Taste’s
specific strategy for that brand.

Resource allocation
Resources flow through Taste in the form
of financial, human, intellectual, social and
relationship, natural and manufactured capitals.
The board decides on how the capitals are
prioritised, mixed and allocated to operations, new
projects and stakeholder returns.

Business activities
These are the day-to-day activities that drive Taste’s
value creation process. Taste has prepared for
organic growth by creating new executive roles,
strengthening the head office and shared services
utilised by all the brands and optimising the Buon
Gusto group-wide distribution system.

Governance
Taste is committed to sound corporate governance
and scrupulous observance of King III, JSE Listing
Requirements, the Companies Act and the
governance aspects required by our licensed global
brands. We report to our stakeholders using the
International Integrated Reporting <IR> framework,
which is designed for transparency, clarity and
conciseness. The new chairman recently conducted
a thorough review of Taste’s governance and we
are committed to preparing for the incoming
King IV requirements.

Performance review

OUR MODEL IN BRIEF

BRAND LEADERSHIP
MANAGING DIRECTOR
FULL OPERATIONS TEAM
DEDICATED BRAND MANAGEMENT
OPERATING STANDARDS AND
COMPLIANCE

...supported by centralised supply chains
that control route to market...

LEVERAGED SUPPORT

Brand leadership and skills necessary to
win in the eyes of the customer are not
shared and are brand-specific...

• C ENTRAL WAREHOUSING
• DISTRIBUTION
• ORDER TAKING

• LOGISTICS
• G LOBAL PROCUREMENT
• REPLENISHMENT

...but are supported by shared services
platforms that are leveraged giving brands
access to resources at a lower cost than if
they were standalone.

TREASURY
CAPITAL –
ALLOCATION
FUNDING

GOVERNANCE
RISK
LEGAL

ACCOUNTING
PAYROLL
TAX

REAL ESTATE
HUMAN
RESOURCES
IT

HUMAN RESOURCES

VERTICAL INTEGRATION

CUSTOMER/BRAND FOCUS

A mix of owned and licensed brands that can
be #1 or #2 in each category they trade, that
together target more than 85% of the adult
population...

...with selected manufacturing capability
where innovation is critical and capex and
skills are moderate.

• HACCP COMPLIANT
• QUALITY ASSURANCE
• SUPPLIER AUDITS

• P RODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AND INNOVATION
• I SO 22 000 TARGET
CERTIFICATION
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OUR VALUE CREATION PROCESS
Unit Economic Guidance
The table below contains guidance as to potential store numbers in 2020 and their effect on profitability
across our business units. In the case of corporate stores each new store receives approval by a brand specific
committee, thereafter the group investment committee and finally the board. Starbucks stores are additionally
approved by the Starbucks investment committee in London.

Division

Brand

Pre-opening
expenses3

Store sales
(monthly
average)

Once-off
income per
new store

ROI4

Total Taste
income as
a % of
store sales5

Number
of forecast
stores by
end FY206

Ownership

Capex1

Inventory2

Corporate

R5 million
– R8 million

–

R0.3 million R1.0 million
– R0.6 million – R1.5 million

n/a

30% – 50%

30 – 45

Corporate

R1.7 million
– R1.9 million

–

R0.08 million R0.3 million
– R0.1 million – R0.4 million

n/a

30% – 50%

70 – 90

Franchised

n/a

n/a

n/a

R0.3 million
– R0.4 million

R0.1 million

7% – 9%

60 – 80

Franchised

n/a

n/a

n/a

R0.25 million R0.1 million
– R0.4 million – R0.2 million

5% – 9%

360 – 400

Corporate

Franchised

Corporate

R0.9 million R1.0 million
– R1.1 million – R1.4 million
n/a

n/a

R2.0 million R4.0 million
– R2.5 million – R9.5 million

–

n/a

–

R0.25 million
– R0.3 million

n/a

25% – 35%

R0.25 million R0.35 million
– R0.3 million – R0.4 million
R0.75 million
– R2.5 million

n/a

60 – 70

15% - 17%

25% – 35%

24 – 30

12 – 15

1. 	Capex includes joining fees payable to Starbucks and Domino’s, professional fees for plans and project management, leasehold improvements and
all equipment and furniture. It excludes the benefit of any landlord contributions to capex.
2. 	The working capital cycle in the Food Division generates cash hence the net investment in inventory in the food brands is zero on each store
opening.
3. 	These are expenses that are incurred prior to opening date and include rental, food, accommodation, salaries and wages of partners during
training, and pre-opening functions for the store where applicable.
4. 	For corporate stores the ROI is calculated over a 10-year lease period and assumes a re-image in year six equivalent to 20% of the setup cost.
Importantly it also takes into consideration the incremental costs of regional managers for corporate stores.
5. 	Opening franchise stores requires little to no additional investment hence no ROI is shown. Instead each franchise store contributes an amount to
Taste which includes its royalties and supply chain contribution, shown as a percentage of each stores’ sales. The Fish & Chip Co is at the lower end
of the range due to the fact that its fixed monthly royalty in rand terms represents a lower percentage of store sales than the other local brands,
which are at the higher end of this range.
6. 	Potential store numbers by 2020 across the business units, but does not reflect the long term market size.
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INPUTS

OUTPUTS

Manufactured capital

Manufactured capital

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

117 corporate owned stores
2 manufacturing facilities
Vehicles
Equipment.

Stores converted to Domino’s
Dough production
Jewellery production
Jewellery stores revamped
World-class supply chain.

Financial capital

Financial capital

• Working capital R44 million
•	Operational expenditure
R538 million
• Debt R244 million.

• System-wide sales R1.74 billion
• Core earnings R4 million
• Taxes paid.

Social and Relationship capital

Social and Relationship capital

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Employees
Franchisees
Customers
International partners
Vendors and suppliers
Shareholders
Local communities.

Trust and transparency
Brand awards
Customer complaints and satisfaction tracking
Marketing and branding spend
CSR spend.

Human capital

Human capital

• 1 172 full-time employees
• 382 managers.

• Training and development stats
• 728 new jobs created
•	Staff churn in Domino’s reduced to 76%.

Intellectual capital

Intellectual capital

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Policies and standards
IT systems
Brand and reputation
Experienced board and executive.

Digital platforms, online ordering
Improved shared services
Loyalty programme
Legal compliance.

Natural capital

Natural capital

• Energy
• Water
• Fuel.

• Becoming more energy efficient
•	Increasing recycling and promoting
reusable cups
• Emissions
• Recycling coffee pods
• Reducing paper use by not printing till slips.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

FOOD DIVISION

Highlights
• 88 Domino’s outlets open at year-end, with 18 more scheduled for 2017
•	Finalising the conversion of Scooters Pizza and St Elmo’s to Domino’s Pizza
• Our third Starbucks store opened in Pretoria in September 2016
• Extending the scale of our food distribution business by distributing all Starbucks products
•	Improving our locally owned business to positive same-store sales in The Fish & Chip Co brand.

Taste’s Food Division manages a portfolio of owned and licensed brands across diversified
major product categories and serves a broad range of income groups. While household
spending is becoming constrained, consumers seeking convenience and premium experiences
are attracted to the value and variety offered by our various local and global brands.

Challenges and opportunities
Challenges

Providing value while maintaining profitability in
the face of rising input costs is a challenge across all
brands. The effect of a sluggish economy and high
consumer debt is being felt, particularly in input
costs. Cash strapped consumers are cutting back,
especially in the sit down and protein categories.

Quality
•	We do not compromise on high quality end
products and continually evaluate our suppliers
•	We have long standing relationships with key
suppliers that understand our strategy and
in many instances, have partnered with us to
reduce the impact of pricing on our business.
Zebro’s changed its poultry supplier in this
period
•	We explore all opportunities, both local and
abroad, to procure high-quality product at a
good price, though have localised as much
product as possible. Certain import products
must still be imported for economy and quality,
such as pizza sauce from Portugal.

Profitability
•	The pizza market is awash with promotions and
price cutting. Domino’s innovative technology
and quick deliveries is growing our market share
in this tough environment
•	Concentrating procurement through Buon Gusto
pools our buying power for preferential pricing
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•	Domino’s has supported underperforming stores
through training and guidance.
Despite all the challenges, gross profit improved in
all brands this year.

Opportunities
Starbucks and Domino’s are stand-out opportunities
in our Food Division and will provide an asset base
for long-term sustained growth.

Domino’s Pizza
The group is planning to open a further 18 corporate
and franchise stores over the next year. We have
identified numerous potential sites and will expand
the chain within an aggressive yet prudent business
model. Domino’s will continue innovating in the
online channel, which is growing its share of sales
faster than projected.

Starbucks
• Intends growing to 150 Starbucks stores
•	Taste intends partnering with local equity players
with proven operating skills
•	Positioned as the “third place” between work
and home. It can be an extension of either,
a home from home or a comfortable work
interlude for the digitally connected
•	Drive Thru’s and outlets at large corporate
premises are a material opportunity in South
Africa
•	Starbucks Rewards launched in August 2016 and
is already exceeding projections.

Performance review

Local brands
•	Shared services delivered improved efficiencies
and lower costs
•	Re-imaging of stores across the brands has
improved sales remarkably in every instance.

Corporate owned stores lead the way
Operating global brands require far more than store
management skills. Domino’s and Starbucks, along
with our other corporate owned stores, enables
Taste to recruit the right calibre people into the
group. Corporate ownership of our global brands
enables the required level of management control
to establish these brands in the country.
At this time, corporate store ownership is focused
on the Domino’s and Starbucks brands, although
Taste will acquire stores in other brands from timeto-time.
Our local brands are well established in the South
African food landscape and are well suited to
franchisee management. Making these available to
entrepreneurs enables us to distribute economic
opportunities.

Job creation and training
Taste has partnered with the Khulisa NGO in a
“Changing Lanes” programme, which recruits
unemployed young people to work in Domino’s
Pizza or Starbucks outlets close to the communities
where they live. These people are usually
inexperienced and require training in life and
work skills. We have refined the programme by
improving our screening and coaching so that we
retain a higher percentage of graduates from the
programme. Besides tackling unemployment, Taste
makes a positive contribution to South Africa’s
hospitality and food industry by training these
young people.

Buon Gusto is based at two distribution depots
located in Gauteng and Cape Town. It owns a large
fleet of multi-temperature vehicles to transport
food products around the country.
Procurement and distribution is discussed in greater
detail under Manufactured Capital, on page 54.

Exchange rate

Food inflation climbed steadily over the last year,
partially due to the drought, which forced menu
price increases. Taste mitigates these where
possible through improved distribution and cost
controls to prevent passing on inflation increases to
customers. The price of fish remains at the mercy
of the volatile South African currency, resulting
in much of the catch being exported, and export
parity prices being charged.
In the past year, the exchange rate did not
significantly impact on our Starbucks set-up and
pricing. We’ve managed to localise nearly all of
the furniture inputs and used local artists and
craftsmen extensively for our first built stores.
More than 95% of the food menu is sourced from
South African producers. The only imports have
been specialised equipment and certain furniture
items unobtainable locally. As everywhere else,
Starbucks coffee products are supplied by its
distribution centres.

A fully equipped Starbucks training store at Taste’s
head office is training a pipeline of new Starbucks
personnel for stores planned for opening this year.

Procurement and distribution
Our Buon Gusto Cuisine food distribution unit
manages the food supply chain to all our food
outlets and supplies the bulk of their requirements.
Buon Gusto has been accredited by Domino’s and
Starbucks, which opens the door for Buon Gusto to
export markets.

Maxi’s
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

LUXURY GOODS DIVISION

Highlights
• Made significant investment forecast at above 25% IRR in new Starbucks stores
• IT infrastructure and supply chain this year
•	Invested in revamping Arthur Kaplan and NWJ stores and investing in new watch brand
inventory.

Taste’s Luxury Goods Division is largely aimed at middle and upper income consumers. Our
Arthur Kaplan brand targets the upper middle to high income brackets, while NWJ is positioned
for the broad consumer market. The World’s Finest Watches outlet is for discerning watch
enthusiasts in the upper income bands.

Arthur Kaplan
Performance
The first three quarters of the year was characterised
by strong growth in the premium Swiss watch
brands and a steady performance by the other
jewellery lines. Overall performance subsided in Q4
due to declining consumer confidence.

Opportunities
Arthur Kaplan is upgrading its premium watch
stores to attract new customers, particularly as
South Africans become increasingly aware of the
intrinsic value of top end watches.
Store refurbishments continuing through the
2017/2018 year introduced the refreshed Arthur
Kaplan brand identity and upgrading prestige
display areas.

Challenges
As in the previous year, minimal economic growth
and low business confidence may dissuade
spending on luxury goods. The volatile Rand affects
pricing and could raise certain luxury products
beyond financial reach. Many South Africans do,
however, purchase premium watches or jewellery
as investments for uncertain times.
When undergoing refurbishments, Arthur Kaplan
stores are closed for approximately six to eight
weeks. Lost sales may not be recovered in the
financial year of refurbishment.
50
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Procurement and manufacturing
Each year, Taste conducts market research with
various consumer sets and control groups to track
current trends. Brand audits are also conducted.
Taste’s buyers and designers travel regularly to
jewellery fairs around the world to remain abreast
of international design trends.
Arthur Kaplan jewellery manufacture is not yet
vertically integrated into the group.

Innovations
Richemont portfolio of Swiss watch brands

In this year, Arthur Kaplan introduced the Cartier
and IWC brands owned by Richemont into
our portfolio adding to Montblanc which was
introduced the prior year and expanded this year.
Our expanded offering has lifted Arthur Kaplan’s
reputation as a destination for luxury brands.
The Swiss premium brands in particular are adept
at engaging and retaining the interest of their
target markets. Their marketing campaigns are
sophisticated, nuanced and world leaders.

Marketing drives and promotions

In 2016, Arthur Kaplan launched an inaugural
Engagement Exhibition to showcase its glittering
collection of engagement rings. Based on the
brand’s philosophy of “Love is in the Details”, the
Engagement Exhibition highlighted Arthur Kaplan’s
strength in jewellery design. It is also positioned

Performance review

to engage consumers at an early stage in their love
stories, with the intention of establishing life-long
relationships with them. This exhibition ran from
March into May, with engagement jewellery sales
peaking in April. The Engagement Exhibition will
be a regular event as part of an ongoing marketing
strategy for strengthening Arthur Kaplan as a luxury
jewellery destination.

Store revamps
The Eastgate and Gateway flagships were
revamped during the period, leaving only the
Menlyn store to be upgraded to the new brand
identity and standards. Following its scheduled
2018 refurbishment, Arthur Kaplan will revert to a
regular and less costly refurbishment cycle.

Exchange rate
Most Swiss brands have proactively managed forex
challenges by phasing in price adjustments and
focusing new product development on slightly
lower price points. In South Africa, the Swiss brands
spread price increases across the year to maintain
consumer demand.
We replenish our watch and jewellery inventories
regularly to average out the effect of exchange rate
fluctuations.
On the ground, the Rand/Dollar exchange rate and
prices for silver and gold had little impact on our
jewellery business over the past year.

Crime and security

Our Mall of Africa store opened in May 2016, which
was Arthur Kaplan’s first new outlet since 2007.

Luxury Goods continually reviews internal controls
to ensure our crime prevention systems remain
effective and that risk for customers and staff is
minimised. These measures include daily high-value
stock counts and investigations into possible staff
collusion. Polygraphs are used for pre-employment
and investigative enquiries.

Rolex granted the rights to its range for the Mall
of Africa store. It also features a fully-fledged
Montblanc corner, which is another Arthur Kaplan
first.

Shoplifting is increasing in South Africa, largely
due to low prosecution rates. Valuables such as
cell phones, electronics and jewellery are always
a target. As a result, malls have increased security

We used the Gateway renovation as the opportunity
to introduce the Richemont brands, Cartier and
IWC, while the Eastgate renovation was utilised to
improve the Breitling and Omega offerings.

In this financial year, the division set over 471 000 stones in its own jewellery.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

LUXURY GOODS DIVISION

and improved cash transit processes. Taste also
receives regular updates from the Jewellery Council
of South Africa regarding store thefts, including the
modus operandi and photographs of suspects.

manufacturing and warehousing facilities. For the
NWJ brand, erratic stock purchases by franchisees
complicates the management of inventory and
revenue.

Arthur Kaplan and World’s Finest Watches have
instituted a self-insurance policy that adequately
covers the risk of high-cost theft.

Procurement and manufacturing

NWJ
Performance
The financial year was highly challenging due to
political uncertainty, low growth in disposable
income, inflation creep and rising unemployment.
Our three new corporate stores in targeted
markets are scheduled to be followed by three new
corporate and two franchise stores in 2018.

Vertical integration enables new lines to get to
market quickly. The latest designs can be developed
locally, with prices kept down through in-house
manufacturing and volume purchases of raw
material.

During the reporting period, gold sales improved
5%, with 9ct gold the star performer at 16% growth.
We expect 9ct gold to continue performing well and
will rationalise our 18ct gold offering to meet our
consumer needs in specific markets.

NWJ negotiates better prices and trading terms
through volume purchases and economies of scale.
We purchase diamonds directly from international
suppliers to obtain quality stones at lower prices.

Monthly engagements with franchisees have grown
warehouse sales due to better stock replenishment
in the second half of the year. We will focus efforts to
improve the quality of engagement with franchisees
to further aid in improving their performances.
We have introduced a high-performance in-store
culture to encourage upselling against measurable
targets.

Introducing the tagline “Loved for our diamonds,
famous for our price” into all NWJs above and
below the line marketing material improved
diamond sales by 7.1%.

A six-month interest-free credit initiative launched
in November 2016 grew credit turnover by an
impressive 8% since the launch until February 2017
over the same period in the prior year.

Challenges
Certain franchisee stores delivered mediocre
performances due to sub-optimum restocking
of inventory, which impacted the sales of our
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NWJ’s marketing department annually researches
consumer behaviour to inform our merchandising
departments’ buying decisions. Our buyers and
designers travel regularly to jewellery fairs around
the world to stay abreast of international design
trends.
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Marketing and promotions

Store revamps
All new stores opening from 2015 onwards were
designed in line with a refreshed NWJ image. The
new imaging brands NWJ as a unique value retailer
offering quality, value and choice. The new stores
were positively received and traded better than
expected.
Revamps of our stores at King Shaka and Waterfall
Mall helped drive 15% growth in these outlets.
Our Pavilion store were relocated into a smaller
footprint, resulting in, substantially improved
trading density.

Performance review

NWJ
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

BUILT (MANUFACTURED) CAPITAL

Highlights
•	Opened three new Starbucks stores in Rosebank, Mall of Africa and Menlyn Maine
• Dominos: eight new corporate stores
•	Buon Gusto Cuisine expanding into a world-class distribution facility
• Sale of Cullinan manufacturing assets
•	Upgraded Arthur Kaplan stores reflect new brand identity.

Corporate store ownership at year end
Food Division
Domino’s Pizza
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Starbucks

3

Total

52

Central warehousing
Distribution
Order taking
Logistics
Global procurement
Replenishment.

Food Division

Luxury Goods Division
NWJ

54

Arthur Kaplan

10

World’s Finest Watches

1

Total

65

Property and development
Taste’s property and development portfolio
manages the complex responsibility for locating
appropriate sites and efficiently developing
these into branded outlets. Taste prefers to lease
property as this frees up development capital and
shares real estate risk with landlords.
The drivers for selecting sites differ from brand
to brand, depending on their customer value
propositions, relative target markets and store
formats, among other factors. There are some
commonalities, such as visibility, accessibility and
intrinsic appeal of the trade area.
The Starbucks brand requires an extra dimension of
store design.

Leveraging shared services
Taste’s brands are supported by centralised supply
chains that control the route to market across five
African countries. Leveraged support includes:
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Supply chain and distribution
Group distribution is performed by Buon Gusto
Food Services, which is wholly owned by Taste.
Buon Gusto is a profit centre that enables pricing
flexibility to support our brands during promotions
and campaigns, as well as significant cost savings
compared to outsourced storage and distribution.
The Buon Gusto food and global supply chain
business supplies all branded food outlets, giving
Taste full control of safety standards and quality.
Buon Gusto warehouses inventory at two
distribution depots located in Gauteng and Cape
Town.
Logistics are conducted through a combination of
owned and rented vehicles that transport ambient,
frozen and chilled inventory.

Procurement and manufacturing
Buon Gusto Cuisine has developed into a worldclass distribution facility and has being vetted by
Starbucks and Domino’s Pizza to manufacture and
supply food products in line with global standards.
South Africa’s prices have become competitive due
to the falling Rand, which potentially enables Buon
Gusto to export quality products to markets around
the world.

Performance review

Buon Gusto currently supplies pizza dough, protein
products, spices, pre-mixes and sauces.
Taste only works with suppliers who share our
commitment to ethical sourcing. Starbucks is a
world leader in responsible and sustainable coffee
sourcing and community building. Buon Gusto also
partners with the Food Bank, which delivers food
to needy communities sourced from suppliers that
have edible stock close to expiry dates.

Food safety
In-bound temperatures of chilled and frozen food
product are recorded and we reject products that
don’t comply with our criteria. Our stores test the
temperature of product delivered to them. Our
suppliers have to be accredited against food safety
standards. The types of accreditation required
depend on categories of product supplied, though
high risk category suppliers require the stringent
FSSC 22 000 certification.
We set high standards and offer assistance to
correct poor business practices.

Local procurement
Apart from specialised equipment, all Starbucks
furniture and fittings were procured or
manufactured locally. The entire Starbucks fresh
food programme has been localised, with only till
point impulse items such as branded peppermints
and chocolates being imported. South African
manufacturers are producing all our food products
in compliance with Starbucks quality controls, which
places them in a position to export internationally.

Food distribution network
• Two primary distribution centres, based in
Midrand and Cape Town
• Manages a fleet of owned and rented
refrigerated trucks
• Halaal accredited food supply chain
• Distribution centres are HACCP compliant.
Buon Gusto own’s 85% of our fleet, which drives
value for long-haul distribution. Outsourced
transport is more economical for delivery to stores
close to our distribution centres.

Buon Gusto is equipped to deliver product within
strict temperature parameters. We passed the
Starbucks and Domino’s Pizza food safety audits,
which are rigorous according to global standards.
Buon Gusto is HACCP compliant and is working to
become FSSC 22 000 compliant, to be achieved
by February 2018. FSSC 22 000 is a food safety
accreditation accepted by the Global Food Safety
initiative.
A supply process, set up at our Midrand facility,
makes the exact requirements of Starbucks
outlets and reduces waste significantly. The
innovative “Cost to Serve” project is a bottom-up
analytical build on the exact cost to serve each
store countrywide, as well as each customer. This
analysis enables a deeper understanding of the
front- and back-end profitability of each store.
A new Warehouse Management System at our
Cape Town and Midrand distribution centres is
under investigation.

Luxury Goods Division
The Luxury Goods Division is the only vertically
integrated and partly franchised jewellery business
in South Africa. It owns and operates approximately
65% of the country’s jewellery outlets.

Supply chain and distribution
NWJ is the only national vertically integrated and
franchised Luxury Goods business in South Africa.
Approximately 45% of NWJ’s inventory is produced
at a Durban manufacturing facility.

Procurement and manufacturing
NWJ’s in-house manufacturing capability supports
in-house innovation, fast routes to market and
greater control over input costs. A further benefit
of owning the manufacturing facility is that slowmoving or returned stock can be re-worked with
negligible yield loss or transferred to another
location with known demand for that item. The
remaining Luxury Goods inventory is sourced from
a combination of local and international suppliers.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

BUILT (MANUFACTURED) CAPITAL
New and refurbished jewellery stores
Re-imaged Arthur Kaplan stores are delivering
pleasing results and the opportunity to showcase
additional premium brands such as Cartier, IWC
and Montblanc.

NWJ
Three new corporate stores successfully opened
this year, namely Mall of Africa, Mall of the South
and most recently, Somerset Mall, with two
corporate stores going under revamp.
A flagship store, the Pavilion, relocated to a smaller
site and our international airport store, King Shaka
was revamped.
The store in Nelspruit, in Ilanga Mall, was
relocated to a temporary site due to the centre’s
refurbishments and will open a new look store in
May 2017.
In the franchise network, the Waterfall Mall store in
Rustenburg and the Menlyn store in Pretoria were
revamped during this period. Four of the existing
franchise stores were converted to corporate stores
over this period, namely Vaal Mall, Brooklyn Mall,
Greenstone and Mall of the North.
Three corporate stores were closed during this
period, namely Key West, N1 City and Weskus
Mall and three franchise stores closed during this
period, i.e. Promenade, Mossel Bay and Namibia.

Arthur Kaplan
We launched our new generation Arthur Kaplan
“luxury boutique” concept in March 2014 with
the Sandton store. This store marked a completely
new brand identity which affected every customer
touch point.
During the current year, we transformed the
Eastgate and Gateway flagships, which leaves only
the Menlyn store that has not been upgraded to the
new brand identity. Once this store is completed in
the 2018 financial year, we are back into a normal
retail refurbishment cycle, which is far less onerous
than the rebranding project.
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The Gateway renovation marked the introduction
of Richemont brands, Cartier and IWC, into the
Arthur Kaplan stable. The Eastgate renovation was
planned to take advantage of the introduction of
Breitling and Omega, which were awarded in the
previous year in anticipation of this revamp.
We opened our Mall of Africa outlet in May 2017,
which is the first new store opened by Arthur Kaplan
since 2007. We are proud of being granted Rolex
retail rights in that store. This store also marks the
introduction of a fully-fledged Montblanc corner,
which is also a first for the Arthur Kaplan business.

Performance review

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Investment committee
The decision of where to allocate capital is primarily
made by the board of directors. The board sets the
framework for how opportunities are evaluated;
the thresholds for which allocations can be made
by the five-person investment committee, and
which are referred to the board. It also sets the
strategic direction in which the company seeks
opportunities.

Capital allocation
•	Capital is primarily allocated on the basis
of the strategic fit within identified growth
areas. Identifying these growth areas follows a
process of annually mapping core competencies
by division and reviewing past performance
of capital allocation against their specific
investment cases
•	The group assesses all capital allocation
opportunities based on the predicted future cash
flows of those opportunities, using the group’s
weighted average cost of capital, adjusted
upwards for opportunity-specific risks
•	The threshold IRR must support the compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) and headline
earnings per share (HEPS) target. Currently, the
threshold IRR is 25%
•	For acquisitions, the discounted cash flow (DCF)
value must exceed the price by a margin of
safety. The price paid must yield an IRR of above
25% based on the future cash flows
•	Capital allocation is currently made within the
context of growing Starbucks and Domino’s
outlets.

As the business has grown,
capital raising for expansion and
acquisition has changed from
being transactionally based and
raised within the division deploying
the capital, to a group function
that takes into account the
group’s cash flows and various
funding metrics.
The group, therefore, acts in a
treasury function to maximise the
utilisation of cash. The division,
brand or business unit is charged
appropriately for the cost of
capital, as if it has raised the
capital, and may not necessarily
reflect the group’s actual source
of funds at that particular
instance. This capital cost charge
is important when setting
incentive targets and evaluating
performance within divisions
and business units.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Job creation in our communities through the “Changing Lanes” programme
Partnerships with international brands
Dedicated marketing teams for each brand
One-on-one monthly meetings with NWJ franchisees improved sales and stock replenishment
Participation with the Just Footprints Foundation to support children with special needs.

The value of Taste’s stakeholders

Our social licence to operate depends largely on the quality of our stakeholder relationships with
shareholders, employees, brand partners, franchisees, customers, suppliers and the communities where
we operate.
Taste is acutely aware of the socio-economic challenges faced by communities around our stores. We
recognise that our impact goes beyond the workplace and that our long-term sustainability is linked with
that of our communities.

Stakeholder engagement
SHAREHOLDERS

EMPLOYEES

Our shareholders are part owners of Taste Holdings
and play a significant role in the group’s operations.
Shareholders elect the board of directors who appoint
and supervise executives, including the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) and the Chief Financial Officer (CFO).
Shareholders also indirectly influence the group
through the stock market.

Proactive employee engagement results in
increased employee trust, job satisfaction and
group efficiency. We communicate regularly
with employees through:
• An annual results and strategy presentation
to the workforce, by the CEO
•	Quarterly publication of “The Taste Times”
magazine
• Meetings at Linbro Park (Town Hall)
•	Video conferencing with NWJ, Arthur Kaplan
and Buon Gusto Midrand and Cape Town staff
• Business review meetings
• Department meetings
• Weekly and monthly store meetings

Taste’s board of directors answers to shareholders, not
to management.
The group provides timely and transparent disclosures
to shareholders by means of:
• Annual formal presentations
• SENS releases as required
• An annual integrated report
• Telephonic and in-person interactions as requested.
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Taste regularly evaluates employee feedback.
Our employee relationships are described
in greater detail under “Human Capital” on
page 62.

Performance review

FRANCHISEES

SUPPLIERS

We firmly believe that franchising is a social
responsibility at work. The entrepreneurship unlocked
by franchises underpins sustainable economic growth
by transferring skills and creating jobs.

Taste has a transparent pricing policy and fair
procurement practices. The group engages
with suppliers via supplier visits, performance
measurements and quality assurance.

While each brand uses its own channels of engaging
with its own franchisees, we share certain common
practices across the group. These include:
•	Regular franchisee meetings throughout the year
•	Ongoing training for existing franchisees
•	A franchisee advisory council
•	Annual recognition of high-performing franchisees
•	Circulating “The Taste Times” to all franchisees and
managers
•	Encouraging feedback and news on local events for
inclusion in “The Taste Times”
•	Store visits conducted by executive directors.

Taste continues vetting all our suppliers in
accordance with the Starbucks and Domino’s
licence quality expectations.
The food safety standards demanded by
Domino’s and Starbucks benefit our customers
and suppliers, who could enter export markets.

Franchisees utilise our outsourced call centre to
provide feedback on our service levels to them.
Engagement with franchisee employees is maintained
via in-store evaluations, training and promotional
launches throughout the year.
CUSTOMERS

MEDIA

In a competitive marketplace, customer satisfaction
plays a significant role in how much revenue we
generate. Taste builds customer relationships through:
•	Customer satisfaction surveys
•	Customer research
•	Mystery shoppers
•	An outsourced call centre.
All comments are maintained in a central database and
acted on as required. We respond swiftly to customer
complaints, as these can result in reputational
damage. Feedback from customers creates valuable
opportunities to increase the overall quality of our
customer service.

Taste is accessible to the public media and is
committed to providing accurate information.
Newsworthy corporate activities are supported
by media releases and interview opportunities.
Journalists and analysts are encouraged to
attend shareholder or results presentations.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW continued

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
The value of international partnerships

Partnering with international brands strengthens
Taste’s value proposition and broadens the group’s
access to global supply chains, intellectual property
and global best practices.
The transfer of operational skills from Starbucks
and Domino’s is unprecedented for Taste, as these
brands build their knowledge from major markets
around the world. In time, these learnings will
permeate from Taste throughout the industry and
ultimately make the South African food industry
more globally competitive.
Our strategic partnership with Richemont has
gained luxury licensed brands such as Cartier,
IWC and Montblanc for Arthur Kaplan. This has
strengthened the group’s position of being the
largest retailer (by number of outlets) of luxury
Swiss watches in southern Africa.

Marketing our brands

Marketing has a well-developed entry strategy
for new franchisees that includes social media,
neighbourhood visibility and opening specials. This
is included in the store purchase price.
Ongoing marketing is financed by a brand marketing
fund. Each marketing fund manager has access to
the Marketing Executive, who ensures that we pool
our buying power to get more from our suppliers,
provides support and standardises our marketing
approach.

Starbucks
The Starbucks brand is positioned as the “third
place” between home and work. This concept is
disseminated through a niche marketing strategy
that highlights customer engagement through
online and in-store events.

Domino’s Pizza
Although the leading pizza delivery brand globally,
Domino’s Pizza was relatively unknown in South
Africa. Creating awareness of the new brand
and persuading pizza consumers to switch is the
challenge. Domino’s marketing focuses on making
customers aware of our multi-order channels and
fast deliveries.

Zebro’s
The Zebro’s chicken concept is becoming a firm
favourite in new areas due to being braaied rather
than deep fried.
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The Fish & Chip Co
This brand has undergone numerous challenges,
but changes implemented in message and store
design are starting to bear fruit. The Fish & Chip
Co stores offer opportunities for local marketing
initiatives tailored towards specific customer needs
from area to area.

Maxi’s
Maxi’s has a highly loyal customer base due to its
quality and wide ranging menu. Maxi’s is marketing
for new customers through a refreshed brand
positioning based on affordability and variety.

NWJ
This brand serves the middle to upper income
market and offers jewellery from affordable fashion
items to pieces crafted in 18ct gold. Introducing
the tagline “Loved for our diamonds, famous for
our price” into all NWJs above and below the line
marketing material improved diamond sales by
7.1%.

Arthur Kaplan
Arthur Kaplan is a luxury jewellery and Swiss
watch retailer with brand appeal based on a
legacy of integrity, quality and personal service. A
new generation Arthur Kaplan “luxury boutique”
concept was launched in March 2014 with the
Sandton store. This store marked a completely new
brand identity which affected every customer touch
point.

Franchisee engagement

All franchisees have direct access to a franchisee
relationship manager, area manager and brand
operations manager. Each brand holds a franchisee
regional meeting at least twice a year, at which we
share and discuss menu changes, new products and
market and competitor information.
Most brands have a Franchisee Advisory Council
(FAC) made up of influential franchisees. The FAC
meets with franchisees more regularly to uncover
areas for improvement and discuss growth
strategies.
All feedback received is channelled through the
marketing and operations teams, who act on the
information as they see necessary. Feedback on
action taken would be provided through monthly
branch newsletters and at the follow-up FAC or
regional meetings.

Performance review

Just Footprints Foundation is a registered non-profit organisation founded in 2008 with
the aim of meeting the need for a unique, safe and secure outdoor camping experience for
children with serious health and life challenges.

We care – socially responsible business
Creating new jobs

Job creation and enterprise development are critical
to developing the South African economy. Taste’s
franchising business model provides proven and
sustainable enterprise development opportunities
for small businesses, which are supported by
seasoned franchisors. At the same time, franchised
outlets create new jobs. (See our Human Capital
achievements on page 62 for further details on our
job creation success.)
In many cases, the opening of a new Taste franchise
store provides people with their first job. In
addition, they gain portable skills through the skills
training they receive in our outlets.

Corporate social initiatives

Taste’s partnership with the Just Footprints
Foundation is an integral part of our corporate
social investment (CSI), specifically because it is
the opportunity to build young minds and create
memories in the lives of South Africa’s youth.
The programme focuses on establishing social
infrastructure and supporting children suffering
from serious life-threatening diseases and life
challenges.
Just Footprints Foundation, is a registered nonprofit organisation founded in 2008 with the aim
of meeting the need for a unique, safe, secure and
nurturing “fun” outdoor camping experience for
children.
“Camp Footprints” provides opportunities for these
special children to participate in an amazing lifechanging adventure, to learn new skills through
intentional programming, to develop confidence
and enhance their self-esteem. Our campers are
encouraged to be fearless, to escape, fantasise and
be joyful kids once again.
During the period under review, the Taste Food and
Jewellery divisions contributed and participated to
various social initiatives such as:
• Just Footprints Foundation
• 67-minutes for Mandela Day
• TLC Old Aged Home Dinokeng, Hammanskraal
• “Surfers Not Street Children”
• Uitkoms Home for Girls
• Thembisa Child and Welfare Society
• Phomolong Child Care Centre
• Othandweni Children’s Home
• Masabambisani Outreach Centre.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Highlights
Significant investment in resources within Human Capital:
• HR Manager – Domino’s Pizza
• Marketing Manager – Domino’s Pizza
• Payroll Manager
• Employee Relations Manager
• Loyalty and Rewards Manager
• Business Analyst
• Franchisee Relationship Manager
• Recruitment Manager
• HR Consultant.
657 new employees started in the Food Division from 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
Staff turnover continues to improve in the Pizza Business Unit, dropping to 76% (2016: 130%)

TASTE’S VISION FOR ALL STAFF
• A company in which each person is treated with respect and dignity
•	An environment of fun and hard work in which team members support each other without a
second thought
• A home away from home where egos are replaced with gratitude and humility
•	A community from which employees go home every day renewed with energy that only comes
from the feeling of accomplishment from hard work done well, pride and appreciation.

Performance 2017
•
•
•
•
•
•

62

51% of our middle managers are historically disadvantaged South Africans (HDSAs) (2016: 46%)
3.3% increase in middle management employees from 2016
78% of our total permanent workforce are HDSAs
HDSA females make up 41% of our workforce
3.08% growth in Taste workforce
68% of our junior managers are HDSAs.
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Performance review

Starbucks Menlyn Maine

Building skills and creating jobs
Our largest contribution to society is the dignity
that comes with work. This is only possible through
skills transfer and sustainable employment.
Franchising is widely recognised as a successful
mechanism for advancing the goals inherent in the
Department of Trade and Industry’s broad-based
black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) guidelines,
particularly in line with its measures for skills
development and enterprise development.
Taste provides the training, set-up and logistical
support that enables franchisees to build their
businesses, create employment and transfer skills.

The benefits we provide our full-time employees,
over and above legally mandated employment
benefits, include paying above minimum wages and
salaries. We also pay additional bonuses annually,
based on performance against both individual
criteria and company performance. All pay grades
are market-related and job-specific, with no gender
differentials.
Remuneration is job-specific; therefore, women and
men are paid equally in the same job categories.
All employees are paid within the parameters set
by the relevant bargaining councils or regulatory
bodies in each industry sector.
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Split by skill type 2017
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80%
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Junior
management

3.6

0

Total
workforce

Semiskilled

Number of new employees

Year-on-year % growth

67.4

7.9

10

129

Year-on-year* % growth in employees by skill type

Semi- and unskilled
Senior and top management

Middle management
Junior management

Year-on-year* nominal growth in employees by
skill type
441

6
Middle
management

6%

500

Senior
Middle
Junior
SemiTotal
management management management skilled workforce
2016

2017

10
32

17

125
(25)

36
26
3

3
6

1
4

(10)

3

7

20
(29)

0
-100

23

41

200
100
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300

67

58
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96

400

34
69

7%

6

12

20
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15%

Senior
management
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0
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50
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%

Growth of HDSA employees by skill
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Junior
SemiTotal
management management management skilled workforce
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* Historically disadvantaged South Africans.

New jobs created and people trained*
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

856
201
141
73
441

2015
New store production
New store managers

64

591
285
171
101
34
2016

390
75
168
78
69
2017
New frontline/service
New corporate staff
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* These figures are based on the average number of people
employed per store multiplied by the number of stores
opened per brand. They are not net figures. Corporate
store staff refer to both staff employed at the support
office and in corporate owned stores. The other figures
relate to franchisee employed staff. We cannot yet track
staff retention or employment once they leave the employ
of a store, although we do know they will have gained
skills that are suited to today’s economy and would be
better equipped to find employment in the future.

Performance review

Creating new jobs in townships
Where possible, Taste hires management and staff from local communities. This policy is being vigorously
applied as the Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks stores open across the country.
Taste Holdings is an early adopter of Khulisa’s Corporate Volunteer Programme (CVP) that offers businesses
an opportunity to effect the change they want to see in deprived communities. Khulisa and Taste launched
a “Changing Lanes” programme to recruit and train young employees for new Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks
Coffee stores.
Taste’s five-day “Changing Lanes Life Skills and Job Readiness” programme, implemented by Khulisa, includes
modules specific to working within the QSR industry. Candidates learn what will be expected of them and
trainers can assess whether they are suitable recruits for the industry. Candidates are given a food and
transport stipend during this five-day programme.
Following this programme, a Taste representative is introduced to the candidates in their community
environment, to give the potential employer an opportunity to gain an understanding of where the
candidates live and of the environmental circumstances that may at times impact on their ability to perform
– notably transport issues. This has proved to be a successful retention strategy.
After successful candidates and the store manager have been introduced, they begin work at a Domino’s
Pizza or Starbucks store.
After each programme, a number of young people are permanently employed and undergo brand-specific
intensive training, for which they are remunerated, as per an employment contract.
Jobs created in partnership with Khulisa Social Solutions Changing Lanes programme:
Khulisa Changing
Lanes training

Recruited via
Khulisa

Still in
employment

% retained from
recruitment

10

7

4

57%

6

100%

Rosebank

23

16

10

100%

Total

33

23

20

87%

Menlyn Maine
Mall of Africa
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HUMAN CAPITAL
Workforce statistics

Taste Holdings – Group direct
Male

Female

Coloured

Indian

Coloured

Indian

White

Total SA
workforce

% black
representation

% female black
representation

2

18

–

–

1

2

1

2

5

8

–

–

1

1

42

31

21

1

7

21

–

–

–

–

15

10

9

25

–

1

–

–

93

51

38

Junior management

57

5

17

37

–

–

–

1

53

12

23

41

–

–

1

–

247

68

36

308

21

1

50

3

–

1

– 299

27

21

58

1

–

–

–

790

86

44

Total permanent workforce 2017 369

28

27 126

3

–

2

3 368

51

58 132

1

1

2

1 1 172

78

41

Total permanent workforce 2016

19

44 125

2

–

2

2 404

44

41 135

6

1

2

2 1 137

77

44

Semi-skilled and unskilled

308

White

African

White

1

4

African

Indian

–

Middle management

White

Senior and top management

African

African

Disabled

Coloured

Able-bodied

Indian

Disabled

Coloured

Able-bodied

Racial and gender breakdown of Taste workforce in 2016

Total workforce

Males

22%
8%

Females

22%

23%
63%

African

67%

5%
5%

7%

Gender breakdown

52%

60%

10%

48%

8%

Coloured

Indian

White

Females

Males

Group franchisees
Male

Female

African

Coloured

Indian

White

White

Total SA
workforce

% black
representation

% female black
representation

–

–

2

1

36

7

10

26

–

–

–

–

312

63

17

125

–

–

1

–

52

5

16

42

–

–

–

–

430

61

17

South Africa and Taste alike needs skilled business
entrepreneurs and leaders at all levels, preferably
in line with the national demographic profile.
Our operational leadership team must have the
necessary skills to continue growing a flourishing
business. Taste is, therefore, investing in upskilling
our managers with the aim of developing a
Taste Holdings Integrated Annual Report | 2017

Indian

White

88

88

Coloured

Indian

65

5

African

Coloured

9

96

African

68

Group franchisees 2016

White

Indian

Disabled

Group franchisees 2017

Leadership development

66

Able-bodied

African

Disabled

Coloured

Able-bodied

succession pipeline into all levels of senior
management.
The Human Resources (HR) department was
considerably strengthened through several new
appointments and dedicated training resources for
each brand. The team now comprises of a HR Lead,
ER Manager, Recruitment Manager, HR Manager
(Domino’s Pizza) and a HR Consultant. Each Taste
brand has dedicated training resources.

Performance review

During the reporting period, emphasis was placed
on capacitating the senior leadership team with
the appropriate leadership skills required for
business growth. Succession plans are in place and
supported by a robust Talent Review process.

Performance and career development

•	Taste does not presently have collective
agreements with any unions, as the majority
of our employees have not taken up union
membership.
• Key issues such as health and safety are,
therefore, discussed in specific internal forums.

HR recently rebooked the Talent Management
policy and procedures and in so doing completed
an exercise formalising performance management
and succession planning in the Food Division.
An accompanying exercise was focused on
organisation designed rebooking and confirming
an effective structure within Food aligned to
the overall business strategy and objectives.
A component of this organisation design included
formal job evaluation examining all job descriptions
and, finally job grading utilising the Paterson
Grading system.

Labour practices and human rights due
diligence

This consistent approach applied to performance
management across the business, enables the
development of a culture of ongoing performance
conversations aligned to agreed business outcomes
and/or results.

During the reporting period, no grievances
regarding labour practices were filed in the Luxury
Goods Division, while one grievance was filed by
the Food Division.

Employee relations
During their induction, new employees are briefed
on the group’s expectations for their employment.
They sign an acknowledgement of receipt for
their induction packs, which are continually
updated according to amendments or deviations.
A disciplinary code is in place to correct any
deliberate deviation from standards.
The CEO presents Taste’s strategy and results to
all employees twice annually when our results are
released.
Taste is on the journey to developing an effective
employee value proposition through rewards,
opportunities and career paths. We take pride
in diversity, respect, ethics and quality work
experiences.
• No issues of discrimination were recorded in the
period.
•	We did not experience any internal employee
relations issues that warrant specific reporting.
Employee discipline occurring in this period was
well within normal parameters.

Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave

All new parents are entitled to parental or maternity
leave. All employees who went on maternity leave
returned to work after the required period.

Labour practices in the supply chain
No instances of illegal labour practices were
encountered in our supply chains.

Labour practice grievances in the group

Security personnel trained in the
organisation’s human rights policies or
procedures
No human rights training has been conducted for
security personnel. The group does not employ
security personnel at Taste Food Franchising stores.

Total number and percentage of operations
that have been subject to human rights
reviews
As human rights principles are built into our
operations, this is a non-issue.

Number of grievances about human rights
impacts filed, addressed, and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms
None.

Operational changes
Taste has not experienced any situations that
would require notice given for operational changes.
Should these situations arise, we will respond
in accordance with prescribed legislation and
common law.
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Human capital in our Food Division
Number of employees as at 28 February 2017
Taste Food Franchising

702

Taste Holdings

7

Buon Gusto

101

Total

810

Number of new positions due to new corporate store openings
Full-time

Permanent
Part-time

Total

Menlyn

19

12

31

Mall of Africa

17

10

27

Rosebank

22

34

34

Starbucks

Total at end February 2017

Dominos

94

Full-time

Permanent
Part-time

Total

Brackenfell

20

20

Church

14

14

Kosmosdal

11

11

Moreletta Park

11

Rustenburg

10

Florida Junction
11
5

15

Wierda Park

14

14

Sunninghill

12

12

Total at end February 2017

111

Training and development
We provide training for our franchisees and their employees before a new outlet is opened, and ongoing
training once the outlet is operating. With each store we open we create approximately 10 to 20 new entrylevel jobs in the local community.
We also provide additional support to assist franchisees with limited financial skills.
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Performance review

Training provided during the year
More than 50 different training interventions were
attended by just under 400 people during the
reporting period.

Training was focused on four major areas:
1.

Domino’s, with specific focus on:
• New Take On training (NTO)
• General Managers in Training (GMiT).

	Domino’s Pizza managers enter a five-week
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology (GMIT)
training programme before being assigned to
a store. Store insiders and drivers complete a
two-week programme.
2.

Starbucks, with specific focus on:
• Barista training
• Shift supervisor training
• Retail management training.

	Other areas of training also included, but
were not limited to, coffee master training,
food safety training and succession planning.
3.

Supply chain – with specific reference to:
• Commissary training
• Food safety training
•	Supervisory and management development
training
•	Legislative-related training, e.g. forklift
training.

4.	General staff development, which included
training on:
• Computer skills
• Safety
• Job-specific training
• Management development.
Average hours of training per employee: 84.

New employee hires and retention rates
High employee turnover is an endemic issue in
the worldwide food and hospitality industry. High
turnover rates cause extra costs in recruitment
and training. Nevertheless, by imparting industry

skills, Taste accepts that we are making a positive
contribution to South Africa’s workforce in general.
Our workforce turnover is artificially high as many
leave our direct employ to be taken up by our
franchisees.
We have refined the “Changing Lanes” programme
to become more effective at retaining staff through
improved screening and coaching. We are also
reviewing employee benefits to ensure that highperformance individuals are recognised and
retained.

Domino’s Pizza

Staff turnover is annualised on a monthly basis.
This figure is obtained by dividing the number of
employees who left the business by the average
number of employees for the year. Management
turnover dropped to 54% (in March 2016 it was
119%). Non-management turnover reduced to 81%
(March 2016: 129%).
The overall turnover for the Pizza Business
Unit dropped to 76% (March 2016: 127%). This
sharp drop is mainly due to higher retention of
management, good management practices and
investment in management capacity.

Starbucks

The total Starbucks headcount is made up of
permanently employed salaried staff, which
include full-time staff and hourly paid wage earners
(combination of students, scholars and vacation
workers).
Management turnover as at end of the reporting
period dropped to 16% (March 2016: 26%). Nonmanagement increased to 30% (March 2016: 19%).
Hourly paid wage earners increased to 81% (March
2016: 62%).
This increase was mainly due to introducing a
combination of students, scholars and new entrants
(non-management) into the permanent part-time
workforce. Specific strategies for recruitment
and selection will be introduced to reduce labour
turnover and increase employee retention in the
hourly wage category.
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Health and safety

We have a moral and legal obligation to protect our
employees and customers against injury, disease
and risks to their health and safety. Our health
and safety committees hold monthly meetings to
address any issues or potential risks.
Taste is committed to providing safe food products
to its affiliated franchise restaurants. The state-ofthe-art food distribution centres we established in
2015 include high-volume manufacturing facilities
that produce spices, sauces, dough pre-mixes and
added-value meat products.
Our operations are accredited by the South African
Bureau of Standards (SABS) to meet the criteria
of the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point
(HACCP) food safety management system. This
system allows us to trace the origin of all our input
products.
In addition, we monitor our fleet of vehicles in
real time and receive alerts if the cold chain is
broken. We apply benchmark hygiene principles
throughout our manufacturing process and our
food technologist ensures that all the products we
produce comply with our specifications, before
being dispatched to customers. We have a number
of robust food safety systems in place, all of which
we regard as being high priority.
Safety committees are operational at Buon Gusto,
Taste’s distribution and manufacturing subsidiary.
Similar safety committees will be established in
Taste’s retail store environment during 2017/2018.

Health and safety training

Taste employees are trained in:
• First aid
• Health and safety representative training
• Forklift operation
• Pest control
• Standard operating procedures
• Critical control points (ccps) and fire fighting
• Hazard identification and risk analysis (HIRA)
training
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• Temperature monitoring and control (both
crucial in controlling product quality)
• Food factory and personal hygiene
• Standard operating procedures
• Electrode boiler operation
• Critical control points (ccps) training
• Spectank training for all employees in basic
chemical usage, dilutions, chemical safety, basic
hygiene and hand washing.

Safety performance

During the reporting period, 17 claims for injuries
on duty were received by the Corporate Industrial
and Risk Consultants (CIRC) compensation fund.
The majority of these were related to motor vehicle
accidents.
We do not yet formally track these incidents, but
can confirm that most were due to unfortunate
mishaps rather than risks intrinsic to our operations.
Taste is in the process of developing a unified group
database for health and safety information and
planning.
Percentage of significant product and service
categories for which health and safety impacts are
assessed for improvement
Taste has adequate controls in place from the
supplier of the ingredients right through to the
final product served to the customer. We conduct
supplier audits and test ingredients to ensure that
they meet our required standards. Regular audits
are conducted in our corporate and franchise stores
to ensure quality compliance.
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning the
health and safety impacts of products and services
during their lifecycle
Food products are strictly regulated for health
and safety. No incidents of non-compliance were
reported.

Performance review

Human capital in our Luxury Goods
Division
The company employs 252 employees of which
79% are females and 63 are between the ages of
18 to 29, which earns an employee tax incentive for
the division.
A further 147 employees are employed on part
time to assist with seasonal and weekend work.

Training and development
Franchisees and their employees undergo training
before a new outlet is opened, followed by ongoing
training during operations.
Induction processes into NWJ impart customer
service skills and outline NWJ’s credit offerings,
including the six months interest free account.
Early morning training is conducted once a week
at all NWJ outlets to improve product knowledge,
enhance customer service and reinforce store
policies and procedures. Employees are tested
weekly and achieved an average of 91% for
the year.
High-performance sessions were held with store
personnel nationally. At these sessions, employees
engage first hand with operational and HR
management, as well as in team building exercises.
Three employees were awarded NQF Level 5
learnerships at the Durban University of Technology
to equip them with generic management skills. A
further two employees were placed on NQF Level 5
learnerships for buying and planning skills.

NWJ encourages internal applications for vacancies,
which has worked exceptionally well at store level.
Casual employees can step up to permanent
positions and high-potential employees are
promoted to store management roles.
NWJ prioritises succession planning, and transfer of
skills within critical roles is in support of our drive to
meet employment equity targets.
Luxury Goods has an EE committee comprising
16 staff members across six occupational levels.

Health and safety
We have a moral and legal obligation to protect our
employees and customers against injury, disease
and other risks. Our health and safety committees
hold monthly meetings to address potential risks
and issues.
The joint management-worker health and safety
committee comprises 12 members.

Safety performance

During the period under review, 1 injury on duty
were recorded in the Luxury Goods Division. No
incidents of non-compliance were reported.
We do not yet formally track these incidents, but
can confirm that most were due to unfortunate
mishaps rather than intrinsic risks. Although not
formally defined as injuries on duty (IOD), the
effects of robberies can impact on employees, who
may require trauma counselling, anxiety treatment
and recovery time.

Recruitment, retention and scarce skills
A large focus was placed on recruiting employees
from underrepresented groups as per the group’s
Employment Equity (“EE”) plan. NWJ offered
employment to 71 new employees, all of whom
emanated from HDSA groups.
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INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

Highlights
• Improved customer analysis
•	Implemented the Starbucks loyalty programme
•	Significantly expanded executive team
• Taste’s IT systems audited in terms of ISO 2700 and 2701 standards.

Intellectual competencies
Taste is driven through a competency framework
of skills and experience that underpins each level
across specific brands. Head office provides group
direction and shared services across universal
(common) functions.
Although each brand appeals to its own target
market group, Taste applies a cascading strategy
across all its integrated brands. Each brand benefits
from the group’s strong competency framework,
which includes:
• Identifying and acquiring appropriate real estate
• Hiring and training staff
• IT systems
• Merchandising
• Procurement
• Distribution
• Manufacturing.

Learnings from global brands
Global brands develop best practices that can be
adopted by Taste’s local brands.
The global brands analyse sales and marketing data
differently to our traditional approach. We have
amended our customer analysis accordingly.
Domino’s Pizza and Starbucks have sophisticated
and proven customer loyalty programmes,
which Taste has introduced locally. Based on the
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learnings from these, the group can create loyalty
programmes for our local brands.

Starbucks licence intellectual gains
•	Access to global best practices, operations and
new products
•	Launching the world’s largest loyalty programme
in South Africa
• Improved standards in our supply chain
• Stronger focus on sustainability practices
• Unique approach to mitigating unemployment.

Curating internal knowledge
Intellectual capital dovetails with human capital
through employee competence, skills, training
and development, which includes knowledge of
work procedures, work ethics and values, and
experience.
In recent years, Taste has assembled a proficient
executive team with considerable experience.
This team was significantly expanded following
the Starbucks agreement to bring in executives
responsible for:
• Human resources
• New property
• New product development
• Safety
• IT.

Performance review

Technology development
Taste’s highly skilled IT team built an e-commerce
platform for Domino’s Pizza in South Africa. This
online ordering system launched in October 2015
and has delivered above budgeted returns.
The entire Starbucks digital platform was launched
in South Africa in late 2016. Customers can transact
through their mobile phones and have access to a
rewards programme.
Taste’s IT department had to embed two widely
differing brand platforms. Domino’s offers a
mature operational system with deep insight into
running calls and stores. Starbucks supports strong
people philosophy and communicates clearly with
operators and customers. Each brand offers specific
strengths that can be carried across to other
operations.
Taste’s IT capability is a shared service. Group policy
is to make technology as user friendly as possible
for our stores and customers.
Although online ordering is certainly causing a shift
in customer behaviour, we remain mindful that
the customer “walk in” experience must not be
diminished by online ordering volumes.
Implementing the Starbucks loyalty programme
was one of the biggest projects that Taste’s IT
department has undertaken to date. It was the first
time we built systems from ground up, at scale. This
process entailed coordinating with three service
providers around the world and was an invaluable
learning experience. We continue gaining IT
insights by participating in a global Starbucks forum
in which about 20 markets share IT knowledge.

IT capital expenditure
Behind our customer interfaces, Taste is an
increasingly technology driven business. We will
continue spending on IT as we constantly look for
ways to streamline systems for our customers and
stores, while looking out for simple and secure
payment systems.

IT governance
Taste’s IT is audited in terms of ISO 2700 and 2701
standards and we report regularly to the board on
IT strategy.
Cybersecurity is becoming increasingly important
and Taste is audited by Starbucks and Domino’s
Pizza, who commission independent experts to test
our systems for vulnerabilities. With public-facing
brands and thousands of transactions happening
every day, Taste is well aware that we are a prime
target for cybercrime.
Taste is fully prepared for the implementation of
the Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act.

Brands and reputation
Taste intends growing into the preferred vertically
integrated QSR franchisor and licensee in Africa. We
understand southern African low to high income
QSR customers and serve the emerging socioeconomic vision of aspirational consumers who are
time starved and seek convenient and quality food,
or a social space between home and work.
Having founded our own brands, Taste knows how
to build brands across multiple customer segments.
We are also proving to be exemplary licensees of
global brands.
The Taste food brands cater for customers across
every market segment in South Africa. We have a
brand that is right for a wide spread of potential
franchisees. Taste’s development team is adept in
identifying the optimum locations for new stores.
By owning our own stores, we remain closely
attuned to franchisee requirements and pressures.
Taste’s licensing of international brands has given
us access to world best practices in disciplines such
as marketing, customer analysis, online ordering,
loyalty programmes and supply chain logistics.
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Highlights
• Implemented recycling Starbucks espresso pods
•	Store offers customers coffee grounds to use as fertilizer
•	We only print till slips on request.

The Starbucks sustainability gain
Managing Taste’s environmental impacts requires
collaboration between our business functions,
and continuous improvements in processing
and monitoring of inputs/outputs. Starbucks is
recognised as a world leader in sustainability
practices:
• Since 2004, Starbucks has been pursuing
strategies to address climate change and help
farmers mitigate the impact on their farms
• Starbucks is working to bring select stores to
LEED® building standards and ensures that the
approach to designing, building, and maintaining
stores is inclusive of a range of environmental
goals
• Starbucks works constantly towards increasing
recycling, promoting reusable cups and reducing
the waste associated with cups and other
packaging
• Renewable energy credits are purchased by
conserving the energy and water used in stores
• Starbucks has a strong focus on reducing the
environmental footprint of its operations and is
helping to ensure access to clean water in coffeegrowing communities.
Taste’s partnership with Starbucks is an excellent
opportunity to absorb how Starbucks manages
its sustainability issues without having to reinvent
the wheel for ourselves. We could utilise localised
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Starbucks practices to reduce our environmental
impact by looking at all aspects of our business,
how they intersect and how we can integrate
our efforts to realise meaningful reductions in
environmental impacts. These learnings will be
shared with our suppliers and franchisees to help
spread positive changes wider.

Becoming more energy efficient
Taste’s most material impact on natural capital
is our consumption of energy, in the form of
electricity used to power our stores, prepare food
and manufacture jewellery, as well as the fuel
consumed by our fleet of vehicles. We are working
to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions resulting
from our coal-powered electricity consumption.
Fuel and electricity prices continue to increase
above the rate of inflation; therefore, it is also in
Taste’s and our customers’ interests that we reduce
our energy consumption.
All new Taste outlets are designed for energy
efficiency through layout and equipment, while
existing stores are retro-fitted to reduce energy
consumption when being converted or renovated.
Our vehicle fleets are now fuelled at contracted
suppliers, which has improved monitoring of
consumption. Improved trip planning has enabled
Taste to significantly reduce the number of trucks
used for local deliveries.

Performance review

Water
Municipal water supplies are Taste’s only source of water. The bulk of our water is utilised in the production
of our menus and inventories, with the remaining water utilised for hygiene purposes.

Recycled input materials
These are currently not specifically tracked but elements of our inputs, such as packaging, are made of
recycled materials. Our Starbucks partnership will enable best practices for reducing waste, increasing
recycling and promoting reusable cups.
During the reporting period, no significant environmental grievances, fines or sanctions were received.

Maxi’s
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS – NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
GRANT M
IC H

AE

TI
AT
LP
SO N (

BSc Eng Elec
Independent Non-executive Chairman
Chairman of the nominations committee
Chairman of the social, ethics and transformation committee
Member of the remuneration committee
Appointed: March 2014

45)

Grant is currently CEO of Gpam (Pty) Ltd, a private equity, venture capital and consulting
business. He also sits on the boards of various private companies. He has previously
worked for South African retailer Massmart Holdings Limited, The Monitor Company and
Anglo American.
Grant graduated from the University of Cape Town in 1992 with a first class BSc Honours degree in
Heavy Current Electrical Engineering.

ANTHON
Y (T
ON
Y)
BE

CA(SA)
Independent Non-executive Director
Chairman of the audit and risk committee
Appointed: April 2009

L’AM
Y

4)

Bill is a BA LLB graduate of Stellenbosch University. He was admitted as an attorney, notary
and conveyancer and practiced as the Chairman of RL Daly Incorporated, an attorneys
firm which specialises in the provision of call centre services to national corporates,
retailers and banks. He was one of the founding shareholders and the Chairperson of
Scooters Pizza (Pty) Ltd and has, since inception until February 2016, been the Chairperson
of Taste Holdings Limited. Bill is a director of a number of companies, including a Director and
the Deputy Chairperson of HBZ Bank Limited, and brings a wealth of business experience to the
group which has proved invaluable, particularly in the last number of years.

RAMSAY

LY (7
) DA
ILL
(B

BA, LLB
Retired on 28 February 2017
Independent Non-executive Director
Chairman of the remuneration committee
Member of the nominations committee
Appointed: March 2000

AN
RM
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L

IAN

Kevin is the CEO of Coricraft Group (Pty) Ltd, having taken up this position in April 2012.
Prior to this, he spent 16 years at Nando’s, formally as Managing Director of Nando’s
South Africa and thereafter as a director of the Nando’s global group. Kevin is a chartered
accountant by profession, and has been a board member from the inception of Scooters
Pizza in 2000. Kevin’s experience of the franchise model and exposure to international
markets makes his contribution invaluable to the group.

KEVIN M
ICH
AE

UT

BCom, BAcc, CA(SA)
Independent Non-executive Director
Member of the remuneration and nominations committee
Appointed: September 2000

(74)

As a chartered accountant (SA), Tony practiced in Durban within the auditing profession his
entire working life. Tony is also an FSB qualified Financial Planner having been (until 30 April
2015) a director of and substantial shareholder in a financial planning business operating in
Durban, Stellenbosch, Johannesburg and Port Elizabeth. He served articles with G Hackner,
Benn & Co, to which firm he returned after a few years on his own, remaining with them, now
Grant Thornton, until 1 March 2009 when he retired as a partner. Tony was Managing Partner of
the Durban office from 2003 for five years. Tony has had extensive experience in and consulting
on taxation, mergers and acquisitions, trusts, estate planning, valuations, exchange control and
corporate and general business. Tony’s favoured involvement is, however, in real estate.

Corporate governance

HYLTON

RO
YR

A
WIT
NO
BI

Non-executive Director
Appointed: August 2008

Z (68)

Hylton began his career in the jewellery industry when he first opened Hylton’s Jewellers
in 1983. The second store followed in the same year and the name changed to Natal
Wholesale Jewellers. In 1988, Hylton went on to extend the brand when he purchased
a share in one of the oldest jewellery manufacturers in Durban, Durban Manufacturing
Jewellers, which supplied NWJ with the majority of its locally manufactured jewellery giving
NWJ the ability to offer excellent quality jewellery at competitive prices. Hylton has played a
significant role in influencing the jewellery industry in South Africa. Hylton retired in November
2011, but still serves as a non-executive director and is focused on sharing his immeasurable
wealth of experience with the team.

WESSEL
P

ET R

US
N
VA

CA(SA)
Independent Non-executive Director
Member of the audit and risk committee
Member of the remuneration and nominations committee
Appointed: November 2011

RM
DE
ERWE (47)

Before starting his own business in 1998, Wessel completed his articles in 1996 at
Arthur Anderson and joined Gensec Investment Bank for a period of two years. He
gained valuable experience in investment banking, deal structuring, private equity and
underwriting. During 1998, he started a corporate finance business and built it into one of
the biggest advisory businesses for small and medium companies. The business was ranked
by dealmakers in the top 10 corporate advisory firms for more than five years. He was involved
in more than 30 listings, various corporate finance transactions and private equity transactions.
He participated actively in more than 22 boards as a Designated Advisor or sponsor over the last
few years and gained valuable experience as an advisor to the various boards. He sold his business
during 2008 to a black-owned financial services group where he headed up the corporate advisory
business. Wessel is now actively involved as a non-executive member in five listed companies.

TYRONE

RIS
T

OO
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DLEY (30)

Tyrone is a co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of Midbrook Lane Proprietary
Limited (Midbrook), a private investment company and is a Senior Advisor to Protea
Asset Management LLC, an investment advisor based in the United States. His career
began at Sasfin Securities before leaving to start Midbrook. Tyrone obtained a Bachelor
of Commerce degree from the University of Johannesburg. He currently serves as a nonexecutive director of Conduit Capital Limited and enX Group Limited. He is also a non-executive
director of Constantia Life & Health Limited and Constantia Life Limited.

CH

M
IE

BCom
Non-executive Director
Appointed: October 2016
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS – EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

RD
IN

AN
GO
GA (43)
NZA

EVANGE
LOS
(

EV

)
AN
TSAROLAKIS (41
)
TSA

CA(SA)
Chief Financial Officer
Member of the executive and investment committee
Member of the social, ethics and transformation committee
Appointed: September 2009

CARLO FE

DO

BSocSci, LLB
Chief Executive Officer
Chairman of the executive and investment committee
Appointed: March 2000
Carlo completed a postgraduate LLB degree at the University of Natal after which he and
his father, Luigi, owned four franchised pizza outlets in the Durban region. In 1999, Carlo
sold his interests and commenced the groundwork to create a new pizza delivery concept
which became Scooters Pizza in September 2000. Since 2000, Carlo has headed up the
team that saw the evolution of Scooters Pizza to the Taste businesses of today. In 2014, Carlo
was inducted into the FASA Hall of Fame for Taste’s contribution to franchising in South Africa.
Carlo guides the strategic direction of the company, its growth strategy and Human Capital
development. He also chairs the executive and investment committees. Carlo also serves on the
board of Endeavor SA, a non-profit organisation that supports high-impact entrepreneurs globally.

Evan qualified as a chartered accountant in 2001 after completing his articles with
PricewaterhouseCoopers. He left PwC and spent seven years with the JSE-listed Spur
Group where he gained extensive experience within the food franchising industry having
been exposed to the financial, operational and supply chain aspects of the business. He then
served as Financial Director within a logistics group of companies. Evan joined Taste in April
2009 and was appointed to the board in September 2009 as Chief Financial Officer. Evan acts in a
non-executive capacity to the management boards of the Food and Luxury Goods divisions and is a
member of the executive committee.
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DUNCAN

OS
CR

BCompt (Hons)
Chief Executive Officer – Luxury Goods Division
Member of the executive and investment committee
Appointed: November 2000
Duncan obtained his BCompt (Hons) while serving articles with Morrison Murray
in Durban. Duncan gained valuable experience in a manufacturing and distribution
environment servicing the retail and fast-moving consumer goods industry. Duncan
progressed to Chief Financial Ofﬁcer and shareholder of the group of companies. Duncan
joined Scooters Pizza in 2000 and has been a member of the board of directors of Scooters
Pizza since 2001 and Taste since inception. Duncan was appointed Chief Operating Officer
of NWJ Fine Jewellery in September 2009 and subsequently, Chief Executive Officer in April
2010. Following the acquisition of Arthur Kaplan in December 2014, Duncan was appointed
Chief Executive Officer of the Taste Luxury Goods Division. Duncan was appointed to the board
of the Jewellery Council of South Africa in April 2011 and has served on the Jewellery Council’s
executive committee from February 2012 to 2014. Duncan has been instrumental in the successful
management and control of the significant growth of the group over the past 16 years. Duncan is a
member of the executive committee and chairs the Luxury Goods Division management committee.

Corporate governance

Hand tossed pepperoni
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued
How we govern our business

Our approach to governance

Taste believes that good corporate governance, which includes transparency and accountability, is key to the
integrity of our organisation and ability to manage risk and perform at optimum levels.
Underpinning our disciplined approach to governance is our determination to ensure we maintain a balance
between good governance and the spirit of entrepreneurship that has built our business.
We recognise that strategy, performance, sustainability and risk are inseparable. Our board also takes into
consideration the concerns and priorities of our wider stakeholder environment in its strategic guidance and
decision-making process.
To ensure that we consistently practise effective corporate governance throughout the Taste group, our
board materially applies the principles of the King Code of Governance Principles for South Africa, 2009
(King III) and the Listings Requirements of the JSE (see the King III Index and our reporting in terms of section
3.84 of the JSE Listings Requirements on our website).

Statement of compliance
JSE Limited

The company is subject to, and remains compliant with, the JSE Listings Requirements.

Our board governance structure
Shareholders and other stakeholders

Board of directors

Company secretary

Board committees

Nominations
committee

Remuneration
committee

Audit and risk committee

Social, ethics and
transformation committee

Executive and
investment committee
Two divisional executive
management committees
Taste Holdings’ board independence as at
28 February 2017

Total
20%

30%
50%

Executive directors – three
Non-executive directors – two
Independent non-executive directors – five
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Governance and management systems
Good governance is the cornerstone of the group’s
board and committee structure. Our board recognises
its leadership role in taking responsibility for the
governance of the group. It sets the company’s values
and is responsible for establishing and maintaining a
strong ethical culture throughout the group.
Our board performs its governance responsibilities
within a framework of policies and controls which
provide for effective risk assessment and management
of our economic, environmental and social performance.

Corporate governance

The board’s responsibilities are outlined in its
charter, which the board reviews and adopts
annually. Mandates, charters and terms of
reference governing the board and its committees
are available from our company secretary. The
board also plays an important role in setting ethical
standards of conduct for the group.
The board charter, which is closely aligned with
the recommendations of King III, details the
responsibilities and duties of the board, which
are also addressed in our memorandum of
incorporation.
Shareholders are required to elect the members of
our audit and risk committee, which is a statutory
committee in terms of the Companies Act, at our
annual general meeting. The members of our social,
ethics and transformation committee, which is also
a statutory committee, are reappointed annually by
the board.

The board of directors
Meets a minimum of three times a year and met
four times in 2016/2017. It also convenes additional
meetings as necessary. In addition, the CEO and
CFO met with board members at least three times
a year outside of the formal board meetings. Board
packs are distributed prior to the meetings.
As at the reporting date, the board comprised
seven non-executive directors, five of which are
independent, and three executive directors. The
chairman is an independent non-executive director.
The chairperson ensures the overall effectiveness
of the board and its committees; that the board

provides effective leadership, maintains ethical
standards and is responsible, accountable, fair and
transparent; and that strategies are developed
and implemented with the objective of achieving
sustainable economic, social and environmental
performance.
To achieve this, he encourages constructive debate
and discussion within the board through a culture
of openness and constructive challenges. He makes
himself available to shareholders for discussion
on corporate governance matters and matters of
concern.
Board members are accountable to shareholders
and they owe a duty of care and diligence to
the company. They act in the best interests of
the company and its shareholders. To fulfil their
role, board members participate in rigorous and
constructive debate and discussion. The board is
responsible for:
•	strategy,
strategic
decision-making
and
execution;
•	governing the company on behalf of its
shareholders;
• engaging with stakeholders;
•	Taste’s approach to corporate citizenship, safety,
health, the environment, ethics and risk;
•	its own governance, including the rotation
of directors, training of directors, conflicts of
interest and the appointment of directors;
•	monitoring and assessing Taste’s reputation in
the marketplace; and
•	establishing the framework within which capital
is allocated.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued
The directors’ attendance at the board meetings for the year under review was as follows:
Member
GM Pattison (Chairman)*
RL Daly*
A Berman*
CF Gonzaga**
DJ Crosson**
E Tsatsarolakis**
KM Utian*
S Patel1
WP van der Merwe*
HR Rabinowitz*
TC Moodley2*

18 May 2016

4 Aug 2016

10 Oct 2016

21 Feb 2017

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
A
3
3
3
3
A

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
A
3
3
3
3
3

3
A

3
3
3

3
3
3

Resigned.
	Appointed.
* Non-executive director.
** Executive director.
A Apology.
1
2

Audit and risk committee
This committee meets a minimum of three times
a year, with special meetings called as and when
required. The committee also meets periodically
with the group’s external auditors and Taste’s
executive management.
It comprises three independent non-executive
directors. The CEO and CFO attend meetings by
invitation and do not have a vote.
The external auditor also attends meetings by
invitation.
The audit and risk committee ensures that
appropriate checks and balances are in place to
ensure robust, independent and efficient audit
processes and that financial reporting throughout
the group is accurate and reliable. The audit and
risk committee has an updated and formal boardapproved terms of reference. The board is satisfied
that the committee has complied with these terms
and with its legal and regulatory responsibilities
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as set out in the Companies Act, King III and the
JSE Listings Requirements. The terms of reference
for the audit and risk committee intend to ensure
compliance with governance recommendations
and statutory requirements.
The board believes that the members collectively
possess the knowledge and experience to exercise
oversight of the company’s financial management,
external auditors, the quality of the company’s
financial controls, the preparation and evaluation
of the company’s financial statements and financial
reporting. The board has established and maintains
internal controls and procedures, which are
reviewed on a regular basis. These are designed to
manage the risk of business failures and to provide
reasonable assurance against such failures. The
elimination of risk cannot be guaranteed.
The statutory report of the committee can be found
on page 99 and the risk management report is on
page 18.

Corporate governance

Audit

• reviews and oversees Taste’s integrated reporting;
• reviews and monitors its system of internal
controls;
• reviews the findings of the external auditors, and
once our internal audit function is established,
will review its findings and oversee the internal
audit function;
• obtains external assurance on the financial
statements included in Taste’s integrated annual
report and recommends them to the board for
approval;
• carries out its statutory duties set out in section
90 of the Companies Act;
• satisfies itself as to the expertise and experience
of the group’s financial director and its financial
function. During the financial year under review,
the committee agreed to an action plan for
areas of the group where financial skills and/or
procedures are considered inadequate;
• satisfies itself that management regularly
monitors the group’s compliance with the
Franchise Association’s code of conduct;
• assists the board with its responsibility for
IT governance by ensuring that the group
manages its information assets effectively,
that an IT governance framework is in place
and that management is implementing the
framework; and
• monitors and evaluates significant IT investment
and expenditure, if and when necessary.

• reviews and confirms the company’s levels of risk
tolerance and its risk profile at least twice a year;
• coordinates the group’s risk management efforts,
reviews the results and ensures appropriate
action is taken;
• monitors external development relating to
corporate accountability, including emerging and
prospective risks and opportunities; and
• reviews and discusses the group risk register,
which is aggregated from the risk registers
prepared by the risk officers of the company.
In February 2017, the audit and risk committee
formally evaluated the performance and
effectiveness of the external auditor in terms of
King III and the JSE Listings Requirements.
It confirmed the suitability and effectiveness of the
external auditor and nominated BDO South Africa
Inc. for reappointment as external auditor for the
coming financial year, having satisfied itself that the
company and its individual auditors are properly
accredited and independent.
The committee also determines and carefully
monitors the use of the external auditor for nonaudit-related services. The formal policy in place
precludes the auditor from providing services that
could impair audit independence.
The members’ attendance at the committee
meetings for the year under review was as follows:

Risk

• considers risk in its widest sense;
• identifies and assesses all risks, their impact and
the probability of them occurring;
• monitors the perceived effectiveness of the
group’s existing controls and systems, and
assesses their integrity;
• ensures the company’s risk policies and
strategies are effective and efficiently managed;
• establishes and maintains a common
understanding of the body of risks that need
to be addressed if the company is to achieve its
corporate objectives;

Member
A Berman
(Chairman)
WP van der
Merwe
GM Pattison
S Patel*

17 May
2016

10 Oct
2016

21 Feb
2017

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

* Resigned.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued
Risk management

Risk philosophy and culture
As a business manipulating resources to create value, Taste is inherently exposed to several categories of
risks. To manage these risks, the board instituted a risk management process with the objective of effectively
balancing risk and reward, based on a philosophy aimed at maximising business opportunities and minimising
adverse outcomes.
To enable a strong risk culture, the following practices were implemented:
• Risk leadership and strategy managed through a “top-down” approach, with risk reporting following a
“bottom up” approach.
• To ensure accountability and enforcement, risk management responsibilities are assigned to specific
individuals.
• A thorough risk management process for identifying, assessing and measuring risk events.
• Formulation of appropriate and effective risk responses.
The Group Risk Officer has responsibility for reporting on risk to the executive committee, audit and risk
committee and board of directors at intervals determined by the board.

External environment

Communicate
and consult

Risk
assessment

Internal environment

“Top-down”

Risk identification
Risk evaluation
Risk response

Remuneration committee
The remuneration committee met once during
the period under review and convenes additional
meetings as necessary.
The committee comprises three independent nonexecutive directors. The CEO attends portions of
these meetings by invitation. He does not have
a vote, nor does he participate in discussion
regarding his remuneration. External remuneration
84

Monitor, review and report

Group objectives and strategies
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“Bottom up”

specialist companies are requested to present to
the remuneration committee as required.
Details of directors’ fees and remuneration are fully
disclosed in the financial statements. In addition, the
proposed fees to be paid to non-executive directors
for approval by shareholders by way of a special
resolution are set out in the notice of the annual
general meeting.

Corporate governance

Non-executive directors only receive remuneration
that is due to them as members of the board.
Directors serving as members on board committees
receive additional remuneration. Remuneration of
executive directors in their capacities as executive
members of the management team as approved by
the committee is fully disclosed in the consolidated
financial statements. The committee invites
executives and senior managers of the group to
attend meetings by invitation in order to perform
its mandate.

Responsibilities include:

• approving, guiding and influencing human
resource policies and strategies;
• ensuring appropriate transparent disclosure of
remuneration;
• skills development;
• recommending
appropriate
levels
of
remuneration to be paid to the members of the
board of directors;
• upholding, reviewing and amending, if
appropriate, the company’s remuneration
philosophy and policy, with particular reference
to the remuneration of executive directors and
senior management, ensuring that executive
directors and senior management are fairly
rewarded for their individual contributions to the
company’s overall performance, having regard to
the interests of stakeholders and the financial
condition of the group;
• approving remuneration packages to attract,
retain and motivate high-performing executive
directors and senior management; and
• benchmarking remuneration against competitor
companies and third-party salary surveys.
The members’ attendance at the committee
meetings for the year under review was as follows:
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
RL Daly (Chairman)
GM Pattison
KM Utain
WP van der Merwe

17 Feb 2017

Nominations committee
The nominations committee met once during
the period under review and convenes annual
meetings as required. The committee consists of
three independent non-executive directors and
the chairperson of the board is the chairperson
of the nominations committee, as required by the
JSE Listings Requirements. During the year, it was
tasked with addressing the diversity of the board.
Having conducted interviews with candidates,
the committee presented three candidates for
consideration by the board in February 2017 and
the board decided to defer any appointments that
would address gender and racial diversity until after
the strategic restructure is complete.

Responsibilities include:

• setting the criteria for board nominations
and ensuring the appointment of directors is
transparent;
• identifying, evaluating and recommending
suitable candidates for appointment to the
board;
• succession planning;
• ensuring Taste’s leadership is representative of
all race groups and is in accordance with the
spirit and targets set by the department of trade
and industry’s codes of good practice; and
• ensuring directors retire and are re-elected in
accordance with the company’s Memorandum
of Incorporation.
The members’ attendance at the committee
meetings for the year under review was as follows:
NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
GM Pattison (Chairman)
RL Daly
WP van der Merwe

17 Feb 2017
3
T
3

T Teleconference.

T
3
A
3

A Apology.
T Teleconference.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued
Social, ethics and transformation
committee
Taste established a social, ethics and transformation
committee in accordance with the requirements
of the Companies Act. The committee met twice
during the period under review. This committee
executes the duties assigned to it by the Companies
Act, as well as any additional duties assigned to it
by the board of directors. Although management
is tasked with the day-to-day operational
sustainability of their respective areas of business,
the board remains ultimately responsible for group
sustainability and has delegated certain duties in
this regard to the social, ethics and transformation
committee.
A formal charter has been adopted to guide the
committee in ensuring that the group conducts
its business in an ethical and properly governed
manner, as well as for reviewing or developing
sustainability policies, governance structures and
practices.
As at the reporting date, members of the committee
were as follows:
• GM Pattison (Chairman)
• E Tstatsarolakis
• T Doorasamy
Management reports to the committee on matters
relevant to its deliberations and the committee in
turn draws relevant matters to the attention of the
board and reports on them to the shareholders
at the annual general meeting. Mechanisms to
encourage ethical behaviour such as the code of
ethics, corporate citizenship policies and the whistle
blower hotline were confirmed as adequate by the
committee in the year. No human rights incidents
were reported during the year. In South Africa,
aspects such as prohibition of child labour, forced
compulsory labour and discriminatory practices
are monitored by the Department of Labour, in
addition to the committee.
The primary role of the committee is to supplement,
support, and guide effective management of
social, ethics and sustainable development-related
matters. These include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

embedding an ethical culture;
safety, health and wellness;
socio-economic development;
human resource development;
employment equity and transformation;
the group’s empowerment credentials;
the group’s corporate social responsibility;
protection of company assets; and
stakeholder engagement.

SOCIAL, ETHICS AND
TRANSFORMATION
COMMITTEE
GM Pattison (Chairman)
E Tsatsarolakis
T Doorasamy

17 May
2016

13 Oct
2016

3
3
3

3
3
3

Executive and investment committee
Meets monthly, or more often if required, to review
detailed operating performance of the company
and assess capital allocation proposals in line with
the board’s mandate.
As at the reporting date, the committee comprises
three executive directors and the group commercial
executive, by invitation. The group CEO is the
chairperson and the group CFO is the deputy
chairperson.
It is responsible for the group’s day-to-day
management,
reviews
current
operations
continually, and develops strategy and policy
proposals for submission to the board.
The CEO liaises regularly with the CFO and other
directors on matters to be raised at the committee
meetings. The executive committee, which also
acts as the group’s investment committee, meets
at least once a month, assists the CEO with the
performance of his duties, and is responsible for,
inter alia:
•	developing strategy, operational plans, policies,
procedures and budgets for board consideration;
• implementing the group’s strategy;
• carrying out the board’s mandates and directives;
• the group’s operational activities;
• monitoring
operational
and
financial
performance against set objectives;

Corporate governance

• executing
compliance
and
disclosure
obligations; and
• deciding on capital allocation across the group,
including replacement and investment capital,
based on proposals submitted by the divisions in
terms of the board-agreed investment mandate.

Company secretary
The group’s company secretary is responsible for
administering the proceedings and affairs of the
directorate, the company and, where appropriate,
owners of securities in the company, in accordance
with the relevant laws. The company secretary
is available to assist all our directors with advice
on their responsibilities, their professional
development and any other relevant assistance
they may require.

Claire Middlemiss has over 15 years’ experience
as company secretary of listed companies and
has a FCIS qualification. She is a member of the
Southern African Institute of Chartered Secretaries
and Administrators. She has never been censured
by the JSE, penalised or fined for any misconduct.
The board, having assessed her abilities based
on her qualifications, experience and the level
of competence she has demonstrated as Taste‘s
company secretary as required in terms of section
of 3.84(i) of the JSE Listings Requirements, agreed
that Claire Middlemiss is sufficiently qualified,
competent and experienced to act as Taste’s
company secretary. Our policies and terms of
reference are available through the company
secretary.

iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions
(Pty) Limited (iThemba), represented by Claire
Middlemiss, is appointed as the company secretary
of Taste. Neither iThemba nor Claire Middlemiss
are a director or a shareholder of Taste, or any of its
subsidiaries. On that basis, the board is comfortable
that both the shareholders and directors of
iThemba and Claire Middlemiss have maintained an
independent relationship with the executive team,
the board and the individual directors in terms of
section 3.84(j) of the JSE Listings Requirements.
The board has unlimited access to the company
secretary, who advises the board and its committees
on issues, including compliance with group policies
and procedures, statutory regulations and relevant
governance principles and recommendations. The
company secretary attends board and committee
meetings to ensure that comprehensive minutes
of meetings are recorded. The company secretary
maintains an arm’s length relationship with the
executive team, the board and the individual
directors.
The company secretary has provided the board with
documentary evidence of her levels of competence
in terms of fulfilling her responsibilities as company
secretary, which included her qualifications and
experience.
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Reporting in terms of section 3.84 of the JSE Listings Requirements on board
governance processes
Requirement Principle

Approach

3.84(a)

Our directors are appointed by means
of a transparent and formal procedure,
governed by the mandate and terms
of reference of the remuneration and
nominations committees and the board
charter. The board adheres to a formal
board policy in this regard.

There must be a policy detailing the
procedures for the appointment to the
board.
Appointments must be formal and
transparent and a matter for the board as
a whole, assisted where appropriate by a
nominations committee.
If a nominations committee is appointed,
such committee must only constitute nonexecutive directors and the majority must
be independent. The committee must be
chaired by the chairman of the board.

The nominations committee responsibilities
include setting the criteria for board
nominations, identifying, evaluating and
recommending to the board suitable
candidates for appointment to the board, as
well as succession planning.
The members of the remuneration
and nominations committees are all
independent non-executive directors and
the nominations committee is chaired by
the chairman of the board.

3.84(b)

There must be a policy evidencing a clear
balance of power and authority at board
level to ensure that no one director has
unfettered powers.

Our board charter demonstrates that there
is a clear balance of power and authority
at board level and that no one director
has unfettered powers. Decisions, if not
unanimous, are taken by a simple majority
with one vote per director. The chairman
does not have a casting vote.

3.84(c)

Issuers must have a CEO and a chairman
and these positions must not be held by
the same person.

The CEO and chairman positions in Taste
are held by different people and the
chairman is an independent non-executive
director. This principle is documented in
the board charter.

The chairman must either be an
independent director or the issuer must
appoint a lead independent director as
defined in the King Code.
3.84(d)
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Issuers must appoint an audit committee in
compliance with the King Code.
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Taste has a combined audit and risk
committee. Its membership is set out on
page 82 of this integrated annual report.
The committee currently has three
members all of whom are independent
non-executive directors, as set out in the
King Code.

Corporate governance

Requirement Principle

Approach

Issuers must appoint a remuneration
committee in compliance with the King
Code.

The board has appointed a remuneration
committee, which has three members all
of whom are independent non-executive
directors.

Where appropriate, issuers must appoint a
risk and nominations committee.

The company does not have separate risk.
Risk is combined into the audit and risk
committee. The board has appointed a
nominations committee which is chaired
by the chairman of the board.

The composition of such
brief description of their
number of meetings held
relevant information must
the annual report.

committees, a
mandates, the
and any other
be disclosed in

Brief descriptions of the mandates of these
committees and the number of meetings
held during the year are available on pages
81 to 86 of this integrated annual report.

3.84(e)

Brief CV of each director standing for
election or re-election must accompany
relevant notice of meeting.

Information appears on pages 76 to 78 of
this integrated annual report.

3.84(f)

Capacity of directors in relation to
executive, non-executive and independent
must be categorised and disclosed in the
relevant documentation.

This information is also contained in the
curriculum vitaes mentioned in 3.84(e).
The composition of our committees is in
accordance with the requirements of the
Companies Act and the King Code.

3.84(g)

Issuers must have a full-time executive
financial director.

Taste Holdings has a full-time Chief
Financial Officer who does not hold any
other position nor does he have any other
commitments that could be considered as
full- or part-time employment.
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Requirement Principle

Approach

3.84(h)

The audit committee must consider, on
an annual basis, and satisfy itself of the
appropriateness of the expertise and
experience of the financial director and
report thereon in the annual report.

Our audit and risk committee annually
considers and satisfies itself of the
appropriateness of the expertise and
experience of the Chief Financial Officer
and has reported on its findings in its audit
and risk committee report on page 99 of
our annual financial statements.

3.84(i)

The provision deals with the competence,
qualifications and experience of the
company secretary and the board of
directors’ responsibility in relation thereto.

We refer you to page 87 of this integrated
annual report where the company
secretary’s competence, qualifications and
experience are set out, as are the board’s
assessment of her abilities to carry out her
responsibilities.

3.84(j)

The provision deals with the arm’s length
relationship between the board of
directors and the company secretary and
the board of directors’ responsibility in
relation thereto.

We would also refer you to page 87 of this
integrated annual report where it is stated
that the company secretary maintains an
arm’s length relationship with the executive
team, the board and the individual directors.

Our application of King III
Every year we consider the 75 corporate principles of King III. We have provided an update below of our
actions in terms of the principles we listed in 2016 as not yet fully applied by Taste. A comprehensive
assessment of all of the 75 principles can be found on our website under the governance section.
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King III principle

Current and future actions

Internal audit function

The group is satisfied that an appropriate risk management function is in place,
and has compliance officers in place for its financial products segment to monitor
compliance with the relevant regulations. During this year, an internal audit
function will be established.
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Statement of internal control
The board acknowledges overall responsibility
for the group’s system of internal controls. This
includes the establishment of an appropriate
control environment and framework, as well as
reviewing the effectiveness, adequacy and integrity
of this system.
Our system of internal controls is based on an
ongoing process designed to identify the principal
risks to the achievement of policies, aims and
objectives, to evaluate the nature and extent
of those risks and to manage them efficiently,
effectively and economically. Our system of
internal controls is designed to manage rather
than eliminate risk. Accordingly, the system
can only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance against the occurrence of any material
misstatement or loss.
The group has an ongoing process for identifying,
evaluating, monitoring and managing the principal
risks affecting the achievement of our business
objectives. This process is embedded in the group’s
processes and structures.

Delegation of responsibilities
The group has clearly defined the delegation of
responsibilities for both executive and operating
management, which includes authorisation levels,
for all aspects of the business. The delegation of
these responsibilities is reviewed annually.

Policies and procedures
Clearly documented policies and procedures are
set out in Taste’s policies and are subject to regular
review and updating.

Divisional review meetings
Divisional and operating unit review meetings are
held monthly. They are chaired by the divisional
CEO and attended by the CEO or CFO at least
once a quarter. Operational, financial and key
management issues are identified, discussed and
actioned at these meetings.

Monitoring of results

variances against the budget are followed up by
management and action is taken.

Code of ethics
The group adheres to the stringent Franchise
Association’s code of ethics, which commits our
employees to high standards of integrity, behaviour,
good faith and accountability in dealing with our
stakeholders.
We expect our directors, employees, employees of
companies providing outsourced functions and our
suppliers to comply with the principles of this code
and to act in accordance with it.
The social, ethics and transformation committee
monitors ethical behaviour in the group.
Where there is non-compliance with this
code of conduct, disciplinary action is taken
and consistently enforced across the group to
discourage a recurrence.
The Taste Holdings group does not engage or
condone the perpetration of any illegal acts in the
conduct of its business. It is the policy of the Taste
Holdings Board to actively pursue and prosecute
perpetrators of fraudulent or other illegal activities
of which they become aware.

Certification by company secretary
In terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies
Act, as amended, I certify that, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, the company has, in respect
of the financial year reported upon, lodged with the
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission
all returns required of a public company in terms
of the Act and that all such returns are true, correct
and up to date.

Claire Middlemiss
iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Ltd
29 May 2017

Sales from outlets and through the distribution
centres are monitored daily and weekly. Monthly
monitoring of financial results against budget takes
place at both divisional and board level. Major
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Share dealings
The board has an approved Trading in Shares
Policy in terms of which dealing in the company’s
shares by directors and employees is prohibited
during closed periods. Directors may also not deal
in the company’s shares without first advising and
obtaining clearance from the chairperson of the
board. In the absence of the chairperson, clearance
must be obtained from any two directors. No
director or executive may trade in Taste shares
during closed periods as defined in the JSE Listings
Requirements. The directors of the company advise
the company secretary of all their dealings in
securities for publication purposes.
Directors and employees are subject to an embargo
on trading in shares during closed periods when
the company is operating under a cautionary
announcement, and in the period between the
close of annual and half-yearly reporting periods
and the publishing of results.

Relationship with stakeholders
The board is very much aware of the importance
of constructive and positive relationships with all
stakeholders of the group. The company maintains
dialogue with its key financial audiences, especially
institutional shareholders and analysts. The
investor relations team manages the dialogue with
these audiences, and presentations take place at
the time of publishing final results. The company
adopts a proactive stance in timely dissemination
of appropriate information to stakeholders
through print and electronic news releases and the
statutory publication of the company’s financial
performance. The board encourages shareholders
to attend its annual general meeting, notice of
which is contained in this integrated annual report,
where shareholders will have the opportunity to
put questions to the board and the chairpersons of
the board committees.
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Our remuneration philosophy
The group’s remuneration policy is based on the
premise that fair and competitive remuneration
motivates individual achievement and enhances a
company’s general performance. We achieve what
we believe is fair and competitive remuneration
through combining fixed and performanceenhancing incentives with the aim of attracting and
retaining competent and experienced employees.
We recognise that senior management have
more influence over the long term than junior
management and seek to reward those who are
committed to long-term value creation more than
short-term opportunists. Despite having relatively
complex operations, we seek to align individual
performance to group performance, but recognise
that individuals are relatively more motivated by
incentives linked to objectives within their sphere of
influence. There is, therefore, a trade-off between
incentives linked solely to group performance and
objectives linked solely to individual performance.
We seek to strike an appropriate balance between
the two. As a professional group, Taste seeks to
utilise efficient and transparent remuneration
practices that are conservatively aligned with best
practice, regulation and legislation.

Base remuneration policy
As part of its strategy to attract and retain top
individuals in their area of expertise, Taste’s strategy
is to pay base salaries in the 50th percentile, as per
external salary surveys. Our base pay for executive
directors and senior management is benchmarked
annually against direct industry peers, comparable
listed companies, and we utilise at least one salary
survey consultancy. We also take into consideration
the revenue, profit and the number of employees
and assets under each person’s control. Where
no adjustment is due to an employee, salary

Corporate governance

increases are guided by a combination of the
consumer price index and prevailing trends among
listed companies, based on surveys carried out by
specialist companies.
During the year, no ex gratia payments were made
to directors, executive committee or management
committee members.

Retention and incentive policy
The main purpose of our remuneration policy and
structure is to align management and shareholder
interests. At the core of this alignment are the
retention of key employees and the linking
of management performance measures to
shareholder and enterprise value. To this end, the
group uses two structures to retain employees.
Our short-term cash incentive programme rewards
increases in company profitability, while our
long-term incentive scheme rewards increases
in enterprise value and creates disincentives for
participating employees to leave the group’s
employ.

Short-term cash incentive programme
Participants in the long-term share incentive
scheme (LTI), as well as selected other participants,
have as part of their potential annual remuneration
the ability to earn a cash payment based on annual
audited profit targets set by the board annually.
This is in terms of a short-term cash incentive
scheme (STI). The amount an individual can earn is
capped based on recommendations from external
remuneration specialists.

Long-term share incentive scheme
There are two schemes in operation, the first of
which ran its course in the 2012 financial year.
In February 2015, the committee undertook an
external review of the scheme in light of King III,
Schedule 14 of the JSE Listings Requirements and
section 8C of the Income Tax Act.

King III provides that “Options or other conditional
share awards are normally granted for the year
in question and in expectation of service over a
performance measurement period of not less than
three years. Accordingly, shares and options should
not vest or be exercisable within three years from
the date of grant. In addition, options should not
be exercisable more than 10 years from the date of
grant. For new schemes, it is best practice to restrict
the exercisable period to less than seven years”.
As the first tranche of the 2013 scheme vests in
24 months, it has been resolved to comply with
King III in the revision whereby the first tranche will
vest after three years.
The scheme is compliant with Schedule 14 of the
JSE Listings Requirements and the revision to the
scheme will remain compliant.
The revised scheme is based on the following
principles:
• Share options are awarded annually, with no
conditions being attached to the award. An
award in one year is not a de facto guarantee of
an award for the forthcoming year or any year
thereafter.
• Share options are split into two types of options:
–	options that have no strike price, i.e. when
exercised, the purchase price to be paid for
these shares is zero cents. These are referred
to as “Retention Options” and are designed to
retain employees
–	options that:
		 >	have a strike price, i.e. when exercised, the
purchase price to be paid for the shares
which are the subject of the option is the
30-day volume weighted average price
(VWAP).
		 >	are adjusted based on the achievement of
certain performance targets.
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•	These are referred to as “Performance Options”
and closely align any value created with an
increase in enterprise value and ultimately the
share price.
•	The number of options granted annually is
calculated based on a multiple of a participant’s
annual cost-to-company, excluding cash bonuses
received during the relevant period, divided
by the volume weighted average price (VWAP)
when the remuneration committee approves
the grant.
•	The multiples of cost-to-company per band
take into account seniority, responsibility and
contribution to the group. The multiples are
between the 25th and the 50th percentiles of
actual multiples issued for JSE companies and
reviewed by the board annually, as advised
by a remuneration consultancy. The multiples
for Retention Options range from 0.25 to 0.65
times annual cost-to-company, and multiples for
Performance Options range from 1 to 2.15 times
annual cost-to-company.
•	Both options are exercisable in three equal
tranches, with the first tranche being exercisable
36 months after the date of an acceptance of the
award, the second tranche 12 months thereafter
and the third and final tranche 12 months after
that.
•	In line with best practice and King III, the Scheme
introduces the concept of conditions of exercise
and, in the case of Performance Options,
introduces an adjustment, including a potential
“claw back”, to the number of options that are
exercisable based on the achievement of certain
performance targets.
–	Exercise of a Retention Option is conditional
on the participant being in the employ of the
group.
–	Exercise of Performance Options is conditional
on the participant being in the employ of
the group, and the number of Performance
Options that are exercisable are adjusted
according to the achievement of certain
performance targets, as follows:
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		 >	The performance targets are the financial
targets, at divisional or brand level, that
are agreed to annually by the board and
are currently based on core operating
profit budgets for the forthcoming year.
Certain senior executives, including the
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial
Officer, are currently measured on core
headline earnings per share growth over
the three years prior to exercise, as well as
core EBITDA growth.
		 >	The number of Performance Options that
the participant can exercise can increase
(capped at 50% of the original award) or
decrease (to zero) from the original award,
based on the average performance over
the three-year period prior to exercise, in
accordance with a pre-agreed sliding scale.
This ensures that consistently sustainable
financial results are rewarded.
		 >	“Core” earnings will be determined by the
audit committee.
		 >	All shares must be exercised within six
years.

Disclosure of remuneration
King III recommends that a company should disclose
the salaries paid to the top three executives (aside
from the executive directors).
The Taste board has decided that because of the
value of these employees to the group and the
highly competitive nature of the South African retail
environment it is not in Taste’s interests to disclose
the individual salaries of these three executives.
Instead, we are disclosing the combined salaries
paid to these three executives in the 2016/2017
financial year. Including their basic salaries, motor
vehicle allowance, medical aid benefits and
bonuses, the three were paid a combined total of
R9 705 848.15.
The remuneration paid to directors is disclosed
on pages 155 to 156 of the financial statements
contained in this integrated annual report.
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Non-executive directors’ fees
In accordance with Taste’s policy of ensuring that
non-executive directors’ fees are market-related,
the company benchmarks annually against direct
competitors and comparable listed companies.
The fees for our non-executive directors are paid
in the context of good governance and in line
with our strategy of attracting and retaining highcalibre individuals as custodians of the company’s
business.
Their fees are based on a scale that takes into
account membership or chairpersonship of subcommittees. They vary according to the different
roles, such as chairperson, that non-executive
directors undertake in the board sub-committees.

Chairman of the board
Board membership
Chairman of the audit and risk committee
Member of the audit and risk committee
Chairman of any other board committee
Member of any other board committee

To avoid any conflict of interest, non-executive
directors do not and will not participate in any sharebased incentive scheme or any other incentive
scheme that the group may implement. Nonexecutive fees are tabled annually for approval by
Taste’s shareholders. The non-executive directors’
fees paid in the 2017 financial year are set out
below. These take into account the evolving
requirements of the board, international licensing
arrangements and an increased number of meetings,
while also considering peer group comparisons.
The remuneration committee proposed that the
fees of non-executive directors increase in the 2018
financial year as per the following table.

2017
Paid
R

2018
Proposed fee
R

345 000
166 000
85 000
71 000
52 000
36 000

365 700
175 960
90 100
75 260
55 120
38 160
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These annual financial statements have been audited in compliance with the
applicable requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.
These annual financial statements were authorised on 29 May 2017
by the board of directors.

Starbucks Mall of Africa
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY AND APPROVAL
for the year ended February 2017
The directors are required by the Companies Act of South Africa to maintain adequate accounting records and are
responsible for the content and integrity of the annual financial statements and related financial information included in
this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the annual financial statements fairly present the state of affairs of the
company and group as at the end of the financial year and the results of their operations and cash flows for the period then
ended, in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), the SAICA Financial Reporting Guides as
issued by the Accounting Practices Committee and Financial Reporting Pronouncements as issued by the Financial
Reporting Standards Council, the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa and the Listing Requirements of the
JSE Limited. The external auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on the annual financial statements.
These annual financial statements are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by
reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.
The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control established by
the company and group and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the
directors to meet these responsibilities, the board of directors sets standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk
of error or loss in a cost‑effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly
defined framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of
risk. These controls are monitored throughout the company and group and all employees are required to maintain the
highest ethical standards in ensuring the company and group’s business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable
circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the company and group is on identifying, assessing,
managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the company and group. While operating risk cannot be fully
eliminated, the company and group endeavour to minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems
and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined procedures and constraints.
The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management, that the system of
internal control provides reasonable assurance that the annual financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the
annual financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable, and not
absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss.
The directors have reviewed the group’s cash flow forecast for the year to 28 February 2018 and, in light of this review and
the current financial position, they are satisfied that the group has, or has access to, adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The external auditor is responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the group and company annual financial
statements. The annual financial statements have been examined by the group’s external auditor and their report is
presented on page 104.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 108 to 162, which have been prepared on the going-concern basis, were
approved by the board of directors on 29 May 2017 and were signed on its behalf by:

Grant Michael Pattison
Non-executive Chairman

Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga
Chief Executive Officer

Sandton
29 May 2017
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DECLARATION BY COMPANY SECRETARY
In terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act of South Africa, I certify that to the best of my knowledge all returns and
notices as are required by the Companies Act for a public company have been lodged with the Companies and Intellectual
Properties Commission and that all such returns and notices are true, correct and up to date.

Claire Middlemiss
Company Secretary
On behalf of: iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited
Sandton
29 May 2017

PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The financial statements set out on pages 108 to 162 have been prepared and supervised by the Chief Financial Officer,
Evangelos Tsatsarolakis CA(SA).
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REPORT BY AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
for the year ended February 2017
The composition of the audit and risk committee is in line with the provisions of the Companies Act of South Africa and
is chaired by Anthony Berman. During the financial year ended 28 February 2017, in addition to the duties set out on
page 82, the audit and risk committee:
• has reviewed the quality and effectiveness of the scope of the external audit;
• has nominated BDO South Africa Incorporated (BDO) as the registered independent auditor after satisfying itself through
enquiry that BDO is independent as defined in terms of the Companies Act;
• has satisfied itself through enquiry that the audit partner, Mr Stephen Shaw, is independent;
• has approved the terms of engagement and fees paid to BDO;
• has reviewed the nature of non-audit services provided by the external auditors in order to ensure that the fees for such
services do not become so significant as to call to question their independence. BDO provides non-audit services to a
subsidiary company;
• reviewed the external auditor’s report on the year end audit;
• reviewed the Group’s top risks and evaluated the mitigating controls and action plans, which committee found to be
satisfactory;
• reviewed the effectiveness of risk management processes;
• reviewed the Group’s IT governance framework and found it to be satisfactory;
• reviewed an assessment prepared by management of the going concern status of the group and made recommendations
to the Board accordingly. The committee concurs that the adoption of the going concern premise in the preparation of
the financial statements is appropriate;
• has considered and satisfied itself of the appropriateness of the expertise and experience of the financial director,
Evan Tsatsarolakis, and is unanimously satisfied of his continuing suitability for the position. The committee has further
assessed the appropriateness of the expertise and adequacy of resources of the finance function and experience of the
senior members of management responsible for the finance function and concludes that these are adequate; and
• recommended the annual financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2017 for approval to the board. The board
has subsequently approved the annual financial statements which will be open for discussion at the forthcoming annual
general meeting.

Anthony Berman
Chairman – Audit and Risk committee
Sandton
29 May 2017
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT
for the year ended February 2017
The directors have pleasure in submitting their report for the year ended 28 February 2017.

Nature of business
Taste Holdings Limited is a South African-based management group listed on the JSE Limited, the recognised securities
exchange in South Africa. Taste Holdings Limited is the leading licensor of global brands in the Southern Africa region. It owns
and licenses a portfolio of franchised and owned, category specialists, Quick Service Restaurants (QSR), coffee and luxury retail
brands currently represented in five countries in Southern Africa. Its Food Division licenses the world’s leading coffee retailer
and roaster, Starbucks; the world’s largest pizza delivery chain, Domino’s and owns one of South Africa’s leading fish take away
brands The Fish & Chip Co; in addition to Zebro’s Chicken and Maxi’s. Taste’s food brands comprise a diversified portfolio of
the largest product categories (coffee, pizza, chicken, fish, burgers and breakfasts) which appeal to middle-and-upper income
consumers (Starbucks, Domino’s, Maxi’s) as well as lower income consumers (The Fish & Chip Co, Zebro’s Chicken). Along with
these customer facing brands the division, through its manufacturing and distribution business, manufactures sauces, spices,
dough and value added meat products and distributes the majority of the products used by its food outlets.
Its Luxury Goods Division consists of retail outlets branded under NWJ, Arthur Kaplan and World’s Finest Watches. Through
Arthur Kaplan and World’s Finest Watches, Taste is the leading retailer (by number of outlets) of luxury Swiss watches in the
region, with brands like Rolex, Omega, Breitling, Hublot, TAG Heuer, Longines and Rado, among its custodian brands.
Additionally, the division recently became custodian of Cartier, IWC and Montblanc in selected outlets. Its brands appeal to
a diversified customer base ranging from premium watch and jewellery buyers (Arthur Kaplan and World’s Finest Watches)
to first time jewellery and fashion watch buyers (NWJ).

Acquisitions
During the year, in line with its strategy, the group made the following acquisitions (for more details refer to note 21).
• Acquired a further four NWJ stores from franchisees;  
• Acquired four food outlets from franchisees; and
• Acquired 80% shareholding in Aloysius Trading (Pty) Limited (“Aloysius”). Aloysius owned 15 Domino’s Pizza franchise
stores in Gauteng, Free State, North West, Mpumalanga and Limpopo. Aloysius has been a franchisee of the group for
over ten years, starting with two Scooters Pizza outlets in 2006.

Financial statements and results
The group results and financial position are reflected in the financial statements on pages 108 to 162. The group recorded
a loss after tax attributable to equity holders of the company for the year ended 28 February 2017 of -R100.8 million (2016:
loss after tax: -R75.8 million).

Events subsequent to year-end
Sale of Luxury Goods Division
The last three years have been transformational for the group. Through acquisitions and the winning of global licences, Taste has
undergone a significant transformation, from a pure franchisor company of local brands, to a predominately corporate-ownedstore business with a mix of global and local brands. This transformation has challenged the group to adapt to a very different
financial and operating model.
A recent strategic review by the board has concluded that the group should concentrate future investments, and management
efforts on rapidly growing the Food business, where returns are high and opportunities abound. The Food and Luxury Goods
businesses are very different in their maturity, capital returns, and working capital requirements. In particular, the Food business,
with the recent Starbucks and Domino’s investments, looks much like a start-up and therefore requires more equity than debt to
grow, whilst the Luxury Goods Division, a mature and established business requires the opposite to capitalise on its growth
prospects.
The board therefore concluded that these businesses will best be served by having separate shareholders and management teams
and be allowed to reach their full potential independently. Taste has thus entered into a formal sales process of the Luxury Goods
Division, appointed advisors, and engaged with potential bidders. The funds raised from the sale of the Luxury Goods Division will
be applied to reducing all existing debt. It is therefore envisaged that post the strategic restructure, Taste will be a focused Food
business, both owning and licensing leading global brands. Appropriate to a start-up, it will initially be debt free, with necessary
cash on hand to accelerate its Starbucks and Domino’s roll-out. This singular focus will allow Taste to pursue opportunities to
license further international food brands, selectively vertically integrate, and expand its existing portfolio of brands in South- and
southern Africa.
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Equity raise of R120 million
R120 million equity will be raised through a claw-back fully underwritten rights offer to shareholders of 80 million Taste shares at
R1.50 per share. At the time of this report shareholders had approved the necessary conditions precedent in order for the rights
offer to be made and the rights offer declaration announcement was disseminated on SENS. The funds raised from the claw-back
offer will be applied to funding the future capital and operational requirements of the Food business.

Disposal of Midrand property
In April 2017 Buon Gusto (Pty) Ltd a wholly owned subsidiary of Taste entered into an agreement to dispose of and further lease
back the property in Midrand which houses the dough manufacturing and food distribution business of the food division. This sale
will become effective in the new financial year.

Authorised and issued share capital
The authorised share capital of the company remained unchanged for the year ended 28 February 2017, details of which
are set out in note 16 of the annual financial statements. The following share issues were made during the year:
• O
 n 3 June 2016 1 248 667 ordinary shares were issued at 43 cents per share to the Taste Holdings Share Trust in
anticipation of share options being exercised in terms of the Taste Holdings Share Option Scheme.
As at 28 February 2017, 1 983 777 ordinary shares were held by The Taste Holdings Share Trust. These are treated as
treasury shares and are eliminated on consolidation.

Employee share option scheme
Details are reflected in note 32 of the annual financial statements.

Borrowings
In terms of the articles of Memorandum of Incorporation, the directors may exercise all powers of the company to borrow
money, as they consider appropriate.

Capital expenditure
The capital expenditure incurred during the year related to the acquisition and construction of corporate stores in the Food
and Luxury Goods Divisions.

Dividends
No dividend has been declared for the year ended 28 February 2017.

Directors
The directors of the company during the year and to the date of this report are as follows:
Name
Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga
Duncan John Crosson
Kevin Michael Utian
Hylton Roy Rabinowitz
Ramsay L’Amy Daly (Bill) – resigned 28 February 2017
Anthony Berman (Tony)
Evangelos Tsatsarolakis
Wessel Petrus van der Merwe
Sebastian Patel – resigned 30 May 2016
Grant Michael Pattison
Tyrone Christie Moodley – appointed 10 October 2016
In terms of the Memorandum of Incorporation, Messrs WP van der Merwe, GM Pattison and HR Rabinowitz retire at the
forthcoming annual general meeting. These gentlemen all being eligible, offer themselves up for re-election. Service
agreements with the directors of Taste Holdings Limited at the date hereof do not impose any abnormal notice periods on
the company. Shareholders will be asked at the forthcoming annual general meeting to confirm these reappointments and
to ratify the appointment of Mr TC Moodley.
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT continued
for the year ended February 2017

Company Secretary
The secretary of the company is Ithemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited of:
Business address

12 Gemini Street
Linbro Business Park
Frankenwald
2065

Postal address

PO Box 1125
Ferndale
Randburg
2160

Special resolutions
At a general meeting of the shareholders on 30 June 2016, the following resolutions were passed:
– General authority to directors to acquire the company’s shares.
– Approval of fees payable to the non-executive directors for the year ended 28 February 2017.
– 	Approval of authority to directors to provide financial assistance to all subsidiaries and their inter-related companies
within the Taste Holdings group of companies.
At a general meeting of shareholders in 17 May 2017, the following special resolutions were passed:
• C
 onversion of the ordinary shares in the company’s authorised share capital from par value shares to shares of no
par value.
• Increase in the authorised share capital of the company to 1 000 000 000 (one billion) ordinary shares of no par value.
• The inclusion of preference share capital to the authorised share capital of the company.
• To amend the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation to include the three changes to authorised share capital above.

Directors’ responsibility
The responsibility of the company’s directors are detailed on page 97 of this report.

Directors’ interests
No contracts in which directors or officers of the company or group had an interest and that significantly affected the affairs
or business of the company or any of its subsidiaries were entered into during the year.
Number of shares held
Director
At 28 February 2017
Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga
and associates
Duncan John Crosson
Ramsay L’Amy Daly (Bill) and associates –
resigned 28 February 2017
Hylton Roy Rabinowitz and associates
Kevin Utian and associates
Anthony Berman and associates
Wessel Petrus van der Merwe
and associates
Evangelos Tsatsarolakis
Grant Michael Pattison and associates
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Beneficially
direct

Beneficially
indirect

Total

%

–
4 711 082

5 491 891
–

5 491 891
4 711 082

1.45
1.24

85 000
426 358
–
–

4 779 758
32 039 954
1 292 000
2 180 250

4 864 758
32 466 312
1 292 000
2 180 250

1.29
8.58
0.34
0.58

–
161 500
–

1 938 000
–
2 000 000

1 938 000
161 500
2 000 000

0.51
0.04
0.53

5 383 940

49 721 853

55 105 793

14.56
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Number of shares held
Director
At 29 February 2016
Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga
and associates
Duncan John Crosson
Ramsay L’Amy Daly (Bill) and associates
Jay Bayne Currie – resigned
1 March 2016
Hylton Roy Rabinowitz and associates
Kevin Utian and associates
Anthony Berman
Wessel Petrus van der Merwe
and associates
Evangelos Tsatsarolakis
Grant Michael Pattison and associates

Beneficially
direct

Beneficially
indirect

Total

%

–
4 711 082
85 000

5 491 891
–
4 805 758

5 491 891
4 711 082
4 890 758

1.46
1.25
1.30

9 135 551
426 358
–
2 180 250

–
32 039 954
1 292 000
–

9 135 551
32 466 312
1 292 000
2 180 250

2.42
8.6
0.34
0.58

–
161 500
–

1 938 000
–
2 000 000

1 938 000
161 500
2 000 000

0.51
0.04
0.53

16 699 741

47 567 603

64 267 344

17.03

There has been no change in the directors’ interests between the end of the financial year and the date of approval of the
financial statements.

Corporate governance and sustainability
The corporate governance and sustainability report is set out on pages 76 to 95.

Shareholder spread
Details of the company’s shareholder spread are recorded on page 163.

Going concern
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the going-concern basis. Having reviewed the group’s financial
projections, which include the effects of the fully underwritten claw-back rights offer of R120 million, the directors believe
that the group will continue trading as a going concern in the foreseeable future. The group losses are attributable to the
launch of the Starbucks and Domino’s brands in South Africa and are not operational losses but rather “start-up” losses.
These losses are expected to be recovered in the foreseeable future as the Starbucks and Domino’s businesses mature out
of their infancy stage and eventually reach profitability.

Grant Pattison
Non-executive Chairman

Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga
Chief Executive Officer
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
for the year ended February 2017

Opinion

We have audited the consolidated and separate financial statements of Taste Holdings Limited and its subsidiaries (“the
Group”) set out on pages 108 to 162, which comprise the consolidated and separate statements of financial position as at
28 February 2017 and the consolidated and separate statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, the
consolidated and separate statements of changes in equity and the consolidated and separate statements of cash flows for
the year then ended, and the notes to the consolidated and separate financial statements, including a summary of
significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated
and separate financial position of Taste Holdings Limited and the Group as at 28 February 2017, and its consolidated and
separate financial performance and its consolidated and separate cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated and Separate Financial
Statements section of our report. We are independent of the group in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board
for Auditors Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence requirements
applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities
in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in
South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (Parts A and B). We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion.

Key audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the
consolidated and separate financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our
audit of the consolidated and separate financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not
provide a separate opinion on these matters. The key audit matters noted below relate to the consolidated and separate
financial statements.
Key audit matter
Going concern (refer to note 38)
When preparing annual financial statements, the directors
are required to make an assessment of the company and
group’s ability to continue as a going concern, and to
disclose significant risks of material uncertainty over the
company and group’s ability to continue as a going concern
if applicable.
The annual financial statements have been prepared on a
going concern basis. This basis assumes that the company
and group will continue in operation for the foreseeable
future, and that the company and group has adequate
access to capital and borrowings to meet its obligations as
they fall due. In making this assessment the directors take
into account all available information about the future
which is at least, but not limited to, 12 months from the
reporting date.
During the current and prior year, the group incurred
losses before and after taxation and the group reflects an
accumulated deficit of R63.6 million at financial year end.
In addition, the group has significant borrowings and bank
overdrafts.
The going concern assessment by management necessarily
involves making significant judgements and estimates
about the future and the going concern assumption
underpins the recognition and measurement of the entire
financial statements.
This was therefore noted as a key audit matter.
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Audit response
We discussed with management their assessment of the
company and group’s ability to continue as a going concern,
cash forecasts prepared, the availability of financing facilities
and access to capital, and whether all information that is
reasonably available had been taken into account. Our
procedures included:
• Evaluating the reliability of underlying data used to
prepare the forecast by comparing the projected cash
flows, including the assumptions relating to revenue
growth rates, operating margins, and growth in number of
stores to historical performance
• Determined that there was adequate support for the
assumptions underlying the forecast
• Discussed with management their plans for future actions
and the feasibility of these plans
• Reviewed the availability of financing facilities and access
to capital
• Concluded as to whether any significant risk of material
uncertainty existed which required disclosure.

Financial statements

Key audit matter

Audit response

Recognition of deferred tax assets (refer note 10)
Included in deferred tax assets, are assets of R62.6 million We performed the same procedures as noted above to assess
recognised for the carry forward of unused tax losses.
going concern on the forecasts of taxable income for periods
The directors have reviewed the group’s financial that exceed 12 months from the reporting date, until such
projections, and have recognised a deferred tax asset to periods that result in the utilisation of tax losses available to
the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will the group at its current financial year end.
be available against which the unused tax losses can be The forecasts support the recognition of deferred tax assets
utilised.
on tax losses available to the group.
There are no unrecognised deferred tax assets on assessed
losses.
The assessment by management necessarily involves
making significant judgements and estimates about future
profitability for periods that exceed 12 months from the
reporting date.
This was therefore noted as a key audit matter.
Assessment of carrying value of goodwill and intangible
assets (refer note 5)
The directors are required, at each reporting date, to Our procedures included, among others:
determine the recoverable amount of goodwill. Where the • E valuating management’s processes for estimating the
recoverable amount of goodwill and intangible assets, and
carrying amount exceeds the recoverable amount the
the controls related thereto.
difference is recognised as an impairment.
In addition, the directors must consider If there are any • The key assumptions used by management were
challenged and we assessed the appropriateness of the
indicators of impairment of any of its intangible assets. If
discount rates used in discounting cash forecasts.
there are any indicators that an intangible asset may be
impaired, the recoverable amount is estimated for the • Re-performing the calculations in the impairment models
and performed sensitivity analyses to assess the effects of
individual asset. If it is not possible to estimate the
reasonably possible changes in the key assumptions.
recoverable amount of the individual asset, the recoverable
amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset • Review of disclosures made in the Financial Statements to
ensure that these complied with International Financial
belongs is determined.
Reporting Standards (IFRS’s) (specifically IAS 36
The assessment of the recoverable amount, on the basis of
Impairment of Assets).
value in use, requires significant judgement about
inherently uncertain factors such as future cash flows and
future growth rates, and also the appropriate rate at which
cash forecasts should be discounted. This was therefore
considered to be a key audit matter.
Loans and receivables (refer note 14 and note 9)
Loans and receivables on the face of the Statement of Our procedures included:
Financial Position include, amongst others, the following: • Evaluating management’s processes for estimating the
• Trade and other receivables (refer note 14)
recoverable amount of loans and receivables, and the
• Other financial assets (refer note 9)
controls related thereto.
Management assesses its loans and receivables for • Evaluating the reliability of underlying data used to
prepare forecasts, and determined that there was
impairment at each reporting date. In determining
adequate support for the underlying assumptions used
whether any of its loans and receivables are impaired,
therein.
management makes judgements as to whether there is
observable data indicating a measurable decrease in the • Re-performing managements impairment and present
value calculations.
estimated future cash flows from any of its loans and
receivables.

In addition, the assessment of the recoverable amount of
non-current loans and receivables requires significant
judgement about inherently uncertain factors such as
future cash flows and future growth rates.
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR continued
for the year ended February 2017

Key audit matter

Audit response

Loans and receivables continued
If there is any indication that any loan and receivable may
be impaired, the recoverable amount is estimated for the
individual loan and receivable, and the carrying amount of
the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount.

•
•
•
•

Management has also assessed the measurement of loans
and receivables to ensure that these are carried at their
amortised cost. This assessment has led them to make a
present value discount adjustment to reduce the carrying
value of the loan to the Domino’s marketing fund carried
within other financial assets by R36.4 million at financial
year end.

Examining of receipts after year end
Testing the accuracy of ageing
Testing the adherence to terms of repayment
Ensuring the loans and receivables are carried at
amortised cost less any impairment

Due to the significant judgment required by management
as noted above this was therefore noted as a key audit
matter.

Other information

The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors’ Report, Audit
Committee’s Report and Company Secretary’s Certificate, as required by the Companies Act of South Africa, which we
obtained prior to the date of this auditors’ report and the integrated report, which is expected to be made available to us
after that date. The other information does not include the consolidated and separate financial statements and our
auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the consolidated and separate financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not
express any form of assurance or conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated and separate financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work
we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report, we conclude that
there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report
in this regard.
When we read the integrated report, if we conclude that there is a material misstatement therein, we are required to
communicate the matter to the Audit Committee and consider whether a Reportable Irregularity exists in terms of the
Auditing Professions Act, which must be reported to the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors. We have nothing to
report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the directors for the consolidated and separate financial
statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated and separate financial
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of
South Africa, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
and separate financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated and separate financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or have no
realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated and separate financial
statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated and separate financial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated and separate financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional skepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
a)	Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated and separate financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
b)	Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s
internal control.
c)	Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by management.
d)	Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant
doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated and separate financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group
to cease to continue as a going concern.
e)	Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated and separate financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated and separate financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
f)	Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities
within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated and separate financial statements. We are responsible for
the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear
on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit
of the consolidated and separate financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We
describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or
when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such
communication.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette Number 39475 dated 04 December 2015, we report that BDO
South Africa Incorporated has been the auditor of Tastes Holdings Limited for 12 years.

BDO South Africa Incorporated
per S Shaw
Director
Registered Auditor
Practice Number: 905526E

22 Wellington Road
Parktown
2193

29 May 2017
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STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
for the year ended February 2017

Notes
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Goodwill
Investments in subsidiaries
Loans to group companies
Net investment in finance lease
Other financial assets
Deferred tax
Non-current assets held for sale
Current assets
Loans to group companies
Net investment in finance lease
Other financial assets
Advertising levies
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Equity attributable to equity holders of the
company
Share capital and share premium
Accumulated (deficit)/retained earnings
Equity-settled share-based payments reserve
Equity attributable to owners of the company
Non-controlling interest
Total equity
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Loans from group companies
Borrowings
Lease equalisation
Deferred tax
Current liabilities
Loans from group companies
Current tax payable
Bank overdrafts
Borrowings
Lease equalisation
Trade and other payables

4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
7
8
9
12
13
14
15

16
32

17
18
10

15
17
18
20

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
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Group
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Company
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

191 751
103 774
121 581
–
–
8 905
46 820
87 647
560 478
–

159 767
117 180
108 967
–
–
10 742
78 324
56 648
531 628
3 459

108
–
–
105 058
794 849
–
–
586
900 601
–

85
521
–
105 058
606 087
–
–
212
711 963
–

–
522
11 720
3 416
341 424
66 722
897
32 791
457 492
1 017 970

–
459
2 921
5 444
289 245
88 996
3 610
202 644
593 319
1 128 406

14 463
–
–
–
–
1 508
–
9 300
25 271
925 872

12 565
–
–
–
–
3 694
–
195 377
211 636
923 599

611 610
(63 579)
11 055
559 086
(2 732)
556 354

611 192
37 239
6 221
654 652
1 174
655 826

624 146
(25 295)
3 190
602 041
–
602 041

623 909
(24 489)
2 355
601 775
–
601 775

–
246 916
11 025
26 943
284 884

–
248 906
6 517
40 379
295 802

73 599
242 800
–
22
316 421

73 332
242 030
–
–
315 362

–
179
48 259
13 543
1 164
113 587
176 732
461 616
1 017 970

–
3 805
32 148
6 984
4 495
129 346
176 778
472 580
1 128 406

1 175
20
–
1 522
–
4 693
7 410
323 831
925 872

1 364
357
–
1 425
–
3 316
6 462
321 824
923 599

Financial statements

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ended February 2017

Notes
Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other income
Operating expenses
Operating loss
Investment revenue
Finance costs
(Loss)/profit before taxation
Taxation
(Loss)/profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year
Attributable to:
Equity holders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Loss per share attributable to equity holders
of the company
Basic loss per share (cents)
Fully diluted loss per share (cents)

22
23

24
25
26
27

37
37

Group
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Company
2017
R’000

1 097 614
(671 237)
426 377
1 047
(538 127)
(110 703)
16 298
(34 809)
(129 214)
28 060
(101 154)
–
(101 154)

1 062 829
(652 865)
409 964
30
(488 697)
  (78 703)
14 597
(27 050)
(91 156)
  17 055  
(74 101)
–
(74 101)

8 500
–
8 500
–
(17 924)
(9 424)
37 065
(28 233)
(592)
(214)
(806)
–
(806)

(100 818)
(336)
(101 154)

  (75 806)
1 705
(74 101)

(806)
–
(806)

(26.8)
(26.2)

(24.2)
(23.9)

–
–

2016
R’000
12 249
–
12 249
–
(19 611)
(7 362)
35 304
(22 896)
5 046
(2 256)
2 790
–
2 790
2 790
–
2 790

–
–
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
for the year ended February 2017

Group
Balance at
1 March 2015
Changes in equity:
Issue of shares
Options exercised
Total comprehensive
loss for the year
Share-based payment
Dividends paid (refer to
note 19)
Balance at
1 March 2016
Changes in equity:
Options exercised
Total comprehensive
loss for the year
Acquired through
business combination
Share-based payment
Total changes
Balance at
28 February 2017
Notes

110

Share
capital
R’000

Share
premium
R’000

Equitysettled
sharebased
payment
reserve
R’000

3

282 634

3 724

132 212

1
–

  325 207  
3 347

–
–

–
–

Retained
earnings
R’000

Total
attributable
to equity
holders
of the
company
R’000
418 573

Noncontrolling
interest
R’000
(531)

Total
equity
R’000
418 042

  325 208  
3 347

–
–

  325 208  
3 347

–
–

–
–

–
2 497

  (75 806)
–

  (75 806)
2 497

  1 705
–

(74 101)
2 497

–

–

–

(19 167)

(19 167)

–

(19 167)

4

611 188

6 221

37 239

654 652

1 174

655 826

–

418

–

–

418

–

418

–

–

–

(100 818)

(100 818)

(336)

(101 154)

–
–
–

–
–
418

–
4 834
4 834

–
–
(100 818)

–
4 834
(95 566)

(3 570)
–
(3 906)

(3 570)
4 834
(132 002)

4
16

611 606
16

(63 579)

559 086

(2 732)

556 354

11 055
16
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Company
Balance at
1 March 2015
Changes in equity:
Issue of shares
Total comprehensive income for
the year
Share-based payment
Dividends paid (refer to note 19)
Balance at
1 March 2016
Changes in equity:
Options exercised
Total comprehensive loss for
the year
Share-based payment
Total changes
Balance at
28 February 2017
Notes

Share
capital
R’000

Share
premium
R’000

Equitysettled
sharebased
payment
reserve
R’000

3

294 344

1 606

1

329 561

–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
749
–

2 790
–
(19 291)

2 790
749
(19 291)

2 790
749
(19 291)

4

623 905

2 355

(24 489)

601 775

601 775

–

237

–

237

237

–
–
–

–
–
237

–
835
835

(806)
835
266

(806)
835
266

4
16

624 142
16

3 190
16

Retained
earnings
R’000
(7 988)
–

–
(806)
–
(806)
(25 293)

Total
attributable
to equity
holders
of the
company
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

287 965

287 965

329 562

329 562

602 041

602 041
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
for the year ended February 2017

Notes

Group
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Company
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash utilised in operating activities

28

(68 187)

  (93 479)

(4 446)

(5 755)

Investment revenue

25

16 298

14 597

37 065

35 304

Finance costs

26

(34 809)

(27 050)

(28 233)

(22 896)

Dividends paid

19

Income tax paid

29

–

(19 142)

–

  (15 790)

(99 559)

(140 864)

4

(48 242)

(77 865)

Acquisition of non-current asset held-for-sale

11

(181)

Proceeds from disposal of non-current asset
held-for-sale

11

3 659

5

(6 436)

21

(15 882)

(4 378)

–

–

(358)

(11 201)

–

–

(28 527)

(57 098)

13 211

3 818

Net cash from operating activities

(903)

(19 266)

(12 861)

3 483

(2 270)
(14 883)

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and
equipment

Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of businesses

703

Change in finance lease asset
Loans advanced – other financial assets
Loans repaid – other financial assets
Net cash from investing activities

(82 053)

382
(4 587)
319
(32 798)

(183 408)

(85)

(40)

3

4

–

–

–

–

–

–

(190 660)
–
(190 742)

(282 160)
–
(282 196)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of shares
Loans raised – borrowings

17

Loans repaid – borrowings
Net cash from financing activities
Change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash acquired from business acquisition

21

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of
the year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

112

15
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418

328 554

237

329 562

945

121 565   

945

120 279

(6 802)

–

(5 439)

450 119

(187 051)

125 847

1 087

(92)

–
1 182
(186 077)
–

449 841
152 762
–

170 496

44 741

195 377

42 615

(15 468)

170 496

9 300

195 377

Financial statements

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended February 2017

1.

Accounting policies

Presentation of annual financial statements

	
The group annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and International Financial Interpretations committee (IFRICs), the SAICA Financial Reporting Guides
as issued by the Accounting Practices Committee, Financial Reporting Pronouncements as issued by the Financial
Reporting Standards Council, the JSE Listings Requirements, and the Companies Act of South Africa. The group
annual financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for the measurement of certain
financial instruments at fair value, and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below.
	These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period, except for changes set out in note 2 – new
standards and interpretations.

Significant estimates and judgements

	
In preparing the annual financial statements, management is required to make estimates and assumptions that
affect the amounts represented in the annual financial statements and related disclosures. Use of available
information and the application of judgement is inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual results in the future
could differ from these estimates which may be material to the annual financial statements. Where the group has
made significant estimates and judgements these are reflected under the relevant accounting policies.

Basis of consolidation

	
The consolidated annual financial statements incorporate the annual financial statements of the company and all
investees which are controlled by the company or its subsidiaries.
The company has control of an investee when it has power over the investee; it is exposed to or has rights to variable
returns from involvement with the investee; and it has the ability to use its power over the investee to affect the
amount of the investor’s returns.
	The results of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated annual financial statements from the effective date of
acquisition to the effective date of disposal.
	Adjustments are made when necessary to the annual financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their accounting
policies in line with those of the company.
All intra-company transactions, balances, income and expenses are eliminated in full on consolidation.
	Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified and recognised separately from
the company’s interest therein, and are recognised within equity. Losses of subsidiaries attributable to noncontrolling interests are allocated to the non-controlling interest even if this results in a debit balance being
recognised for non-controlling interest.

Business combinations
 cquisitions of subsidiaries and businesses are accounted for using the acquisition method. The cost of the business
A
combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values (at the date of exchange) of assets given, liabilities
incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the group in exchange for control of the acquiree.
The acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities that meet the conditions for recognition under
IFRS 3 Business Combinations are recognised at their fair values at the acquisition date, except for non-current assets
(or disposal groups) that are classified as held for sale in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and
Discontinued Operations, which are recognised and measured at fair value less costs to sell.
T he excess of the cost of the business combination over the group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable
assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquiree, is recognised as goodwill arising on a business combination.
	If the group’s interest in the net fair value of the acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities
exceeds the cost of the business combination, the excess is recognised immediately in profit and loss.
Costs directly attributable to the business combination are expensed as incurred.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS continued
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1.

Accounting policies continued
Basis of consolidation continued

Business combinations continued

	The non-controlling interest in the acquiree is initially measured at the minority’s proportion of the net fair value or
carrying amount of the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised.
	Contingent consideration is included in the cost of the combination at fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Subsequent changes to the assets, liability or equity which arise as a result of the contingent consideration are not
affected against goodwill, unless they are valid measurement period adjustments.

1.2 Property, plant and equipment

	
Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
• it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the company; and
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
	Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred
subsequently to add to it.
	Property, plant and equipment is depreciated to its estimated residual value over its estimated useful life.
	Depreciation commences when an asset is available for use. Depreciation is charged so as to write off the
depreciable amount of items to their residual values, over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis, being
a method that reflects the pattern in which the asset’s future economic benefits are expected to be consumed by
the group.
Item

Average useful life

Land – not depreciated
Buildings
Furniture and fixtures
General equipment
IT equipment
Kitchen equipment
Leasehold improvements
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
Plant and machinery

50 years
6 years
5 years
3 years
5 – 10 years
5 – 10 years
5 years
5 – 6 years
5 years

	The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in profit or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of
another asset.
	The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is included in profit or
loss when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and
equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of
the item.
	An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying value is
greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
	The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset is reviewed at the end of each reporting period,
if there are indicators present that there has been a significant change form the previous estimates.
	Management applies its judgement based on past experience to determine expected useful lives and residual values
of property, plant and equipment.
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1.

Accounting policies continued

1.3 Goodwill

	Goodwill arising on the acquisition of a business represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the group’s
interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the business recognised
at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is initially recognised as an asset at cost and is subsequently measured at cost
less any accumulated impairment losses. Goodwill is not amortised but is subject to annual impairment review.
	On disposal of a business, the attributable amount of goodwill is included in the determination of the profit or loss
on disposal.
	Internally generated goodwill is not recognised as an asset. A gain on bargain purchase on acquisition is recognised
directly in profit or loss.

1.4 Intangible assets
An intangible asset is recognised when:
• it is probable that the expected future economic benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the
entity; and
• the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
	Intangible assets acquired in a business combination are identified and recognised separately from goodwill where
they satisfy the definition of an intangible asset and their fair values can be measured reliably. The cost of such
intangible assets is their fair value at the acquisition date. The group typically arrives at the cost of such intangibles
on a relief from royalty basis.
	An intangible asset is also recognised for the financial contributions made to franchisees for the conversion of their
Scooters and St Elmo’s stores to Domino’s Pizza. This intangible asset is derecognised if any of the stores become
corporate owned stores.
	
Subsequent to initial recognition, intangible assets are reported at cost less accumulated amortisation and
accumulated impairment losses. Amortisation is charged on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives. The
estimated useful life and amortisation method are reviewed at the end of each annual reporting period, with the
effect of any changes in estimate being accounted for on a prospective basis.
	Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight-line basis, to nil as follows:
Item
Useful life
Trademarks and intellectual property
10 – 40 years
Franchise contributions
Agreement period
Master franchise licence
25 – 30 years
Computer software
3 years
Key site premiums
Agreement period

1.5 Impairment of non-current assets

	
The group assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such
indication exists, the group estimates the recoverable amount of the asset.
Irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment, the company also:
• tests goodwill acquired in a business combination for impairment annually.

	
If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, the recoverable amount is estimated for the individual asset.
If it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of the individual asset, the recoverable amount of the cashgenerating unit to which the asset belongs is determined.
	The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its
value in use. Key assumptions used in the calculation of the recoverable amounts are discount rates, terminal value
growth rates and EBITDA growth rate.
	If the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced
to its recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss.
	An impairment loss of is recognised immediately in profit or loss.
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1.

Accounting policies continued

1.5 Impairment of non-current assets continued
	Goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the acquisition date, allocated to each of the cash-generating
units, or groups of cash-generating units, that are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination.
	An impairment loss is recognised for cash-generating units if the recoverable amount of the unit is less than the
carrying amount of the units. The impairment loss is allocated to reduce the carrying amount of the assets of the
unit in the following order:
• first, to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to the cash-generating unit; and
• then, to the other assets of the unit, pro rata on the basis of the carrying amount of each asset in the unit.

1.6 Investments in subsidiaries

Group annual financial statements

	The group annual financial statements include those of the holding company and its subsidiaries. The results of the
subsidiaries are included from the date of acquisition or from the date control is achieved. The results of subsidiaries
are included to the date of disposal or the date control is relinquished.
	On acquisition the group recognises the subsidiary’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities at fair
value, except for assets classified as held for sale, which are recognised at fair value less costs to sell.

Company annual financial statements

	In the company’s separate annual financial statements, investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less any
accumulated impairment.
The cost of an investment in a subsidiary is the aggregate of:
• the fair value, at the date of exchange, of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments
issued by the company; plus
• any costs directly attributable to the purchase of the subsidiary.
	An adjustment to the cost of the business combination contingent on future events is included in the cost of the
combination if the adjustment is probable and can be measured reliably.

1.7 Financial instruments
	The group classifies financial instruments, or their component parts, on initial recognition as a financial asset, a
financial liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement.
The group classifies financial assets and financial liabilities into the following categories:
• loans and receivables; and
• financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.
	Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the group’s balance sheet when the company becomes
party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
	Loans and receivables and financial liabilities are measured at initial recognition at fair value and are subsequently
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.

	
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments have expired or have
been transferred and the company has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership.
Transaction costs are included in the initial measurement of the instrument.
	Loans and receivables and financial liabilities measured at amortised cost on the face of the statement of financial
position comprise of the following:

Loans to/from companies

	These include loans to and from subsidiaries and are recognised initially at fair value plus direct transaction costs.
	Loans to group companies are classified as loans and receivables. Loans from group companies are classified as
financial liabilities at amortised cost.
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Accounting policies continued

1.7 Financial instruments continued
Trade and other receivables

	Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and receivables.

Trade and other payables
	Trade and other payables are classified as financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

Cash and cash equivalents
	Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits, and other short-term highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes
in value.
Cash and cash equivalents are classified as loans and receivables.

Bank overdrafts and borrowings
	Bank overdrafts and borrowings are classified as financial liabilities measured at amortised cost. Any difference
between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and settlement or redemption of borrowings is recognised over the
term of the borrowings in accordance with the group’s accounting policy for borrowing costs.

Other financial assets
	Other financial assets are classified as loans and receivables.
These financial assets are not quoted in an active market and have fixed or determinable payments.

Impairment of financial assets
	At each reporting date, the Group assesses all financial assets, to determine whether there is objective evidence that
a financial asset or group of financial assets has been impaired. For amounts due to the Group, significant financial
difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy and default of payments, are all
considered indicators of impairment.
	Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss, and are reversed when an increase in the financial asset’s
recoverable amount can be related objectively to an event occurring after impairment was recognised, subject to the
restriction that the carrying amount of the financial asset, at the date that the impairment is reversed, shall not
exceed what the carrying amount would have been had the impairment not been recognised. Reversals of
impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss.
	Where financial assets are impaired through use of an allowance account, the amount of the loss is recognised in
profit or loss within operating expenses. When such assets are written off, the write-off is made against the relevant
allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited against operating
expenses.

1.8 Taxation

Current tax assets and liabilities

	Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, is recognised as a liability. If the amount already
paid in respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those periods, the excess is recognised as
an asset.
	Current tax liabilities/assets for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be paid to/
recovered from the tax authorities, using the tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the balance sheet date.
Judgement is required in determining the provision of income taxes due to the complexity of legislation.
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Accounting policies continued

1.8 Taxation continued

Deferred tax assets and liabilities continued
	A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary differences, except to the extent that the deferred tax
liability arises from:
• the initial recognition of goodwill; or
• the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which:
– is not a business combination; and
		 – at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).
	A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that
taxable profit will be available aginst which the deductible temporary difference can be utilised unless the deferred
tax asset arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that:
• is not a business combination; and
• at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).
	A deferred tax asset is recognised for the carry forward of unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that
future taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses can be utilised.
	Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the
asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the balance sheet date.

	
Assessing the recoverability of deferred income tax assets requires the group to make significant estimates related
to expectations of future taxable income. Estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast cash flows from
operations and the application of existing tax laws in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future cash flows and
taxable income differ significantly from estimates, the ability of the group to realise the net deferred tax assets
recorded at the reporting date could be impacted.

Tax expenses

	Current and deferred taxes are recognised as income or an expense and included in profit or loss for the period,
except to the extent that the tax arises from:
• a transaction or event which is recognised, in the same or a different period, directly in equity; or
• a business combination.
	Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited directly to equity if the tax relates to items that are credited
or charged, in the same or a different period, directly to equity.

1.9 Leases
	A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to
ownership.

Finance lease – lessor

The company recognises finance lease receivables in the statement of financial position.

	Finance income is recognised based on a pattern reflecting a constant periodic rate of return on the company’s net
investment in the finance lease.

Operating lease – lessee

	Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference
between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments is recognised as an operating lease
asset or liability. The asset or liability is not discounted.
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Accounting policies continued

1.10 Inventories

	Inventories are initially measured at cost.
Inventories are subsequently measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value on the weighted average basis.
	Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of
completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.
	The cost of inventories comprises all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the
inventories to their present location and condition.
	The cost of inventories of items that are not ordinarily interchangeable and goods or services produced and
segregated for specific projects is assigned using specific identification of the individual costs.
	When inventories are sold, the carrying amount of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the period in
which the related revenue is recognised. The amount of any write-down of inventories to net realisable value and all
losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any
reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value, is recognised as a
reduction in the amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.
 anagement has made estimates of the selling price and direct cost to sell on inventory items to write stock down
M
to the lower of cost and net realisable value. Any write-down is included in operating profit. Any stock that is
physically identified as slow moving, damaged or obsolete is written off when discovered.

1.11 Non-current assets held for sale
	Non-current assets are held for sale if their carrying amount will be recovered principally through a sale transaction
rather than through continuing use. This condition is regarded as met only when the sale is highly probable, the asset
is available for immediate sale in its present condition, and management is committed to the sale.
	Assets held for sale which were acquired with the intention to resell are measured at the lower of their carrying
amount and fair value less costs to sell. These assets are not depreciated while held for sale.

1.12 Share capital and equity
	An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all
of its liabilities.
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
	Shares in the company held by the Taste Holdings Share Trust are classified as treasury shares. The number of shares
held is deducted from the number of issued shares and the weighted average number of shares in the determination
of earnings per share. Dividends received on treasury shares are eliminated on consolidation.

1.13 Equity-settled share-based payments reserve
	Where equity-settled share options are awarded to employees, the fair value of the options at the date of grant is
charged to the profit or loss over the vesting period with a corresponding increase in equity recorded in a share
option reserve. Non-market vesting conditions are taken into account by adjusting the number of equity instruments
expected to vest at each reporting date so that, ultimately, the cumulative amount recognised over the vesting
period is based on the number of options that eventually vest. Non-vesting conditions and market vesting conditions
are factored into the fair value of the options granted. As long as all other vesting conditions are satisfied, a charge
is made irrespective of whether the market vesting conditions are satisfied.
	If the share-based payments granted do not vest until the counterparty completes a specified period of service, the
group accounts for those services as they are rendered by the counterparty during the vesting period (or on a
straight-line basis over the vesting period).
If the share-based payments vest immediately, the services received are recognised in full.
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1.14 Employee benefits

Short-term employee benefits

	The cost of short-term employee benefits (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered, such as paid
vacation leave and sick leave, bonuses and non-monetary benefits such as medical care) is recognised in the period
in which the services are rendered and is not discounted.

1.15 Revenue
Revenue for services is recognised in the period when they are rendered.
	Revenue from sale of goods is recognised when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods are
transferred to the buyer.
	Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and represents the amounts
receivable for goods and services provided in the normal course of business, net of trade discounts and volume
rebates, and value-added tax.
	Franchise fees and advertising levies are recognised on the accrual basis as services are rendered or the rights used
in accordance with the substance of the related franchise agreements. Advertising levies are recognised as revenue
to the extent of the expenditure incurred.
	Franchise joining fees are recognised in the month when the outlet opens for trading and are considered services
rendered.
Retail outlet sales are recognised from sale of goods.
	Development revenue is related to the conversion/renovation charged to the franchisees and is recognised as
services rendered. This occurs ultimately in the month the outlet opens for trading.
Management fees are recognised as and when services are rendered.
Dividends are recognised in profit or loss, when the group’s right to receive payment has been established.
Interest is recognised in profit or loss, using the effective interest rate method.

1.16 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

1.17 Advertising levies
	In terms of the group’s franchise agreements, the group receives advertising levies from franchisees which are held
and accounted for separately in marketing funds. These funds are utilised for the procurement of marketing and
advertising services for the benefit of franchisees. Advertising expenditure incurred in excess of the levies received
is carried forward as a prepaid expense in the group statement of financial position to be set off against future levies.
	Any amounts not expended are carried forward as liabilities in the group statement of financial position to be set off
against future advertising expenditure.
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1.18 Translation of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions

	A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in rand, by applying to the foreign currency amount
the spot exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.
At each balance sheet date:
• foreign currency monetary items are translated using the closing rate;
• non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the
exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and
• non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates
at the date when the fair value was determined.
	Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on translating monetary items at rates different
from those at which they were translated on initial recognition during the period or in previous annual financial
statements are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they arise.

1.19 Segment reporting
	Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the chief operating
decision maker. The chief operating decision maker, who is responsible for allocating resources and assessing
performance of the operating segments, has been identified as the Taste executive committee. Intersegment
revenues comprise services rendered between entities within the group. Intersegment revenues are accounted for
as if the sale were to third parties, ie at current market prices.

2.

New standards and interpretations

2.1 Standards and interpretations effective and adopted in the current year
	The following new standards, revisions and amendments to issued accounting standards and interpretations, which
were relevant to the group, have been adopted by the group:
– IAS 38: Intangible Assets
These amendments to both IAS 16 and IAS 38 establishing the principle for the basis of depreciation and
amortisation, as being the expected pattern of consumption of the future economic benefits of an asset. Clarifying
that revenue is generally presumed to be an inappropriate basis for measuring the consumption of economic
benefits in such assets.
		 This amendment did not have a significant impact on the group’s disclosure for the year ended 28 February 2017.
– IAS 1: Presentation of Financial Statements
		Amendments designed to encourage entities to apply professional judgement in determining what information to
disclose in their financial statements. For example, the amendments make clear that materiality applies to the
whole of financial statements and that the inclusion of immaterial information can inhibit the usefulness of financial
disclosures. Furthermore, the amendments clarify that entities should use professional judgement in determining
where and in what order information is presented in the financial disclosures.
		 This amendment did not have a significant impact on the group’s disclosure for the year ended 28 February 2017.
– IAS 7: Statement of Cash Flows
		Amendments requiring entities to disclose information about changes in their financing liabilities. The additional
disclosures will help investors to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing activities, including changes
from cash flows and non-cash changes (such as foreign exchange gains or losses).
		 This amendment did not have a significant impact on the group’s disclosure for the year ended 28 February 2017.
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2.2 New accounting standards and interpretations not yet adopted
– IFRS 2: Share-based Payment
		Classification and Measurement of Share-based Payment Transactions: A collection of three distinct narrow-scope
amendments dealing with classification and measurement of share-based payments.
		 The amendments address:
> the effects of vesting conditions on the measurement of a cash-settled share-based payment;
		 > the accounting requirements for a modification to the terms and conditions of a share-based payment that
changes the classification of the transaction from cash-settled to equity-settled; and
		 > classification of share-based payment transactions with net settlement features.
		 The standard is effective for periods on or after 1 January 2018.
		 This amendment is not expected to have a significant impact on the group’s disclosure.
– IFRS 15: Revenue from Contracts from Customers
		New standard that requires entities to recognise revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to
customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for
those goods or services. This core principle is achieved through a five-step methodology that is required to be
applied to all contracts with customers.
		The new standard will also result in enhanced disclosures about revenue, provide guidance for transactions that
were not previously addressed comprehensively and improve guidance for multiple-element arrangements.
		 The effective date of the standard has been postponed to 1 January 2018.
		It is therefore anticipated that these amendments will be adopted in the group’s consolidated financial statements
for the annual period beginning 1 March 2018. The impact has not yet been discussed by management. The
company will perform a detailed assessment of this standard and will provide more information in the year ending
28 February 2018.
– IFRS 9: Financial Instruments
A finalised version of IFRS 9 has been issued which replaces IAS 39: Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement. The completed standard comprises guidance on Classification and Measurement, Impairment Hedge
Accounting and Derecognition.
		IFRS 9 introduces a new approach to the classification of financial assets, which is driven by the business model
in which the asset is held and their cash flow characteristics. A new business model was introduced which
does allow certain financial assets to be categorised as “fair value through other comprehensive income” in
certain circumstances. The requirements for financial liabilities are mostly carried forward unchanged from
IAS 39. However, some changes were made to the fair value option for financial liabilities to address the issue of
own credit risk.
		 The standard is effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018.
		The new model introduces a single impairment model being applied to all financial instruments, as well as an
“expected credit loss” model for the measurement of financial assets. IFRS 9 contains a new model for hedge
accounting that aligns the accounting treatment with the risk management activities of an entity, in addition,
enhanced disclosures will provide better information about risk management and the effect of hedge accounting on
the financial statements. IFRS 9 carries forward the derecognition requirements of financial assets and liabilities
from IAS 39.
		It is anticipated that these amendments will be adopted in the group’s consolidated financial statements for the
annual period beginning 1 March 2018. It is not anticipated that the application of the new standard will have a
significant impact on amounts reported in respect of the group’s financial assets and financial liabilities. However, it
is not practicable to provide a reasonable estimate of that effect until a detailed review has been completed.
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New standards and interpretations continued

2.2 New accounting standards and interpretations not yet adopted continued
– IFRS 16: Leases
		New standard that introduces a single lessee accounting model and requires a lessee to recognise assets and
liabilities for all leases with a term of more than 12 months, unless the underlying asset is of low value. A lessee is
required to recognise a right-of-use asset representing its right to use the underlying leased asset and a lease liability
representing its obligation to make lease payments. A lessee measures right-of-use assets similarly to other nonfinancial assets (such as property, plant and equipment) and lease liabilities similarly to other financial liabilities. As
a consequence, a lessee recognises depreciation of the right-of-use asset and interest on the lease liability, and also
classifies cash repayments of the lease liability into a principal portion and an interest portion and presents them in
the statement of cash flows applying IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows.
		IFRS 16 contains expanded disclosure requirements for lessees. Lessees will need to apply judgement in deciding
upon the information to disclose to meet the objective of providing a basis for users of financial statements to assess
the effect that leases have on the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of the lessee. IFRS 16
substantially carries forward the lessor accounting requirements in IAS 17. Accordingly, a lessor continues to classify
its leases as operating leases or finance leases, and to account for those two types of leases differently. IFRS 16 also
requires enhanced disclosures to be provided by lessors that will improve information disclosed about a lessor’s risk
exposure, particularly to residual value risk.
		 IFRS 16 supersedes the following Standards and Interpretations:
		 (a) IAS 17: Leases;
		 (b) IFRIC 4: Determining whether an arrangement contains a Lease;
(c) SIC-15: Operating Leases — Incentives; and
		 (d) SIC-27: Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease.
		It is anticipated that these amendments will be adopted in the group’s consolidated financial statements for the
annual period beginning 1 March 2019. It is not anticipated that the application of the new standard will have a
significant impact on amounts reported in respect of the group’s financial assets and financial liabilities. However, it
is not practicable to provide a reasonable estimate of that effect until a detailed review has been completed.

3.

Segment reporting
For management reporting purposes, the group is organised into three major operating divisions:
– Food Division;
– Luxury Goods Division; and
– Corporate services.
All food related business is aggregated under the Food Division because all these brands relate to
food and have similar characteristics. The Food Division consists of Domino’s Pizza, Scooters Pizza,
St Elmo’s, Maxi’s, Zebro’s Chicken, The Fish & Chip Co and Starbucks franchise and retail divisions, as well as the food
manufacturing and distribution business. Luxury Goods Division consists of NWJ franchise, wholesale and retail, as
well as Arthur Kaplan and World’s Finest Watches because they are all jewellery related businesses with similar
characteristics. Corporate services consist of the holding company of all the subsidiaries within the group.
Such structural organisation is determined by the nature of risks and returns associated to each business segment
and is representative of the internal reporting structure used for management reporting.
Segment profit includes revenue and expenses directly attributable to a segment and the relevant portion of
enterprise revenue and expenses that can be allocated on a reasonable basis to a segment.
Segment assets and liabilities comprise those operating assets and liabilities that are directly attributable to the
segment or can be allocated to the segment on a reasonable basis.
Segment capital expenditure has been included in the segment report as the majority of this capital expenditure was
incurred by the food segment for continued integration and capacity expansion of the food distribution business with
the food segment.
Intersegment revenues comprise costs charged out to the divisions by corporate services, and intercompany
revenues within the food segment.
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Segment reporting continued
The following tables present details of revenue, operating profit, assets, liabilities and depreciation and amortisation,
finance costs, investment revenue and capital expenditure by business segment:

Corporate
services

Intersegment
division
revenues

Total

R’000

R’000

R’000

622 116

8 500

(84 101)

52 510

(19 529)

Food
Division

Luxury
Goods
Division

R’000

R’000

551 099
(143 684)

2017
Revenue
Operating (loss)/profit
Investment revenue
Finance costs
(Loss)/profit before taxation

8 202

424

–

1 097 614
(110 703)

37 078

(29 406)

16 298

(18 911)

(17 071)

(28 233)

29 406

(34 809)
(129 214)

(154 392)

35 862

(10 684)

–

Segment depreciation and amortisation

(26 014)

(8 407)

(1 626)

–

Segment assets

529 023

462 388

26 559

–

1 017 970

Segment liabilities

118 888

238 448

104 280

–

461 616

31 994

16 152

84

–

48 230

4 739

–

521

–

5 260

544 291

  570 509

Segment capital expenditure
Impairment of assets

(36 047)

2016
Revenue
Operating (loss)/profit
Investment revenue
Finance costs
(Loss)/profit before taxation

(111 019)
5 693

658

12 249
(21 249)

(64 220)
–

1 062 829
  (78 703)

35 594

(27 348)

14 597

(20 079)

(11 423)

(22 896)

27 348

(27 050)
(91 156)

(125 405)

42 800

(8 551)

–

Segment depreciation and amortisation

(20 893)

(6 573)

(1 654)

–

Segment assets

497 017

416 219

215 170

–

1 128 406

Segment liabilities

(29 120)

  129 434  

  212 378  

130 768

–

  472 580  

Segment capital expenditure

67 064

11 652

40

–

  78 756

Impairment of assets

14 812

–

–

–

14 812

The group’s only geographic location is Southern Africa.
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Property, plant and equipment

Group

Cost
R’000

2017
Accumulated
depreciation
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

Cost
R’000

2016
Accumulated
depreciation
R’000
(84)

Carrying
value
R’000

Land and buildings

23 765

(179)

23 586

20 243

Furniture and fixtures

91 592

(35 875)

55 717

  101 522  

(30 696)

70 826

Motor vehicles

16 488

(6 644)

9 844

14 611

(3 657)

10 954

Office equipment

1 931

(1 125)

806

1 787

(1 204)

583

IT equipment

9 208

(6 317)

2 891

6 661

(4 939)

1 722

Kitchen equipment

71 518

(20 423)

51 095

40 788

(10 164)

30 624

General equipment

944

(535)

409

641

(378)

263
24 585

Leasehold
improvements

44 269

(7 654)

36 615

27 332

(2 746)

Plant and machinery

13 221

(2 433)

10 788

1 284

(1 232)

272 936

(81 185)

191 751

214 867

  (55 100)

Total

20 159

52
  159 767  

Company
Furniture and fixtures

122

(37)

85

35

(18)

IT equipment

183

(160)

23

187

(119)

17
68

Total

305

(197)

108

222

(137)

85

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Group 2017
Opening
balance Additions
R’000
R’000
Land and buildings
Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment
Kitchen equipment
General equipment
Leasehold
improvements
Plant and machinery
Total

Transfers
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

Disposals
R’000

–

–

–

20 159

3 522

70 826
10 954
583
1 722
30 624
263

20 184
334
503
2 242
5 217
393

(24 658)
–
–
368
20 355
–

608
1 344
–
109
7 751
–

24 585
51
159 767

7 589
8 258
48 242

–
3 935
–

13 853
–
23 665

Depreciation
R’000

Total
R’000

(94)

23 587

(524)
(332)
(45)
(85)
(4 826)
(77)

(10 718)
(2 457)
(235)
(1 465)
(8 025)
(170)

55 718
9 843
806
2 891
51 096
409

(6 188)
(192)
(12 269)

(3 227)
(1 263)
(27 654)

36 612
10 789
191 751

Land and buildings comprise of the property in Midrand where the dough manufacturing and food distribution
facilities are located.
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Property, plant and equipment continued
Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Group 2016

Land and buildings
Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment
Kitchen equipment
General equipment
Leasehold
improvements
Plant and machinery
Total

Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

Disposals
R’000

–

20 243

–

–

Depreciation
R’000

Total
R’000

(84)

20 159
70 826
10 954
583
1 722
30 624
263

57 202
9 842
383
1 706
23 727
320

  25 520  
3 594
439
1 127
11 773
58

891
–
–
–
–
–

(1 064)
(480)
–
(45)
(17)
–

(11 723)
(2 002)
(239)
(1 066)
(4 859)
(115)

10 807
71
104 058

15 108
2
77 865

–
–
891

(32)
–
(1 638)

(1 298) 24 585
(23)
52
(21 409) 159 767

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Company 2017
Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

17
68
85

85
–
85

Furniture and fixtures
IT equipment
Total

Disposals
R’000

Depreciation
R’000

–
(3)
(3)

(19)
(40)
(59)

Total
R’000
83
25
108

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Company 2016
Opening
balance
R’000
Furniture and fixtures
IT equipment
Leasehold improvements
Total

Disposals
R’000

Depreciation
R’000

(52)
(3)
(43)
(98)

72
100
59
231

(13)
(59)
(16)
(88)

Total
R’000
17
68
–
85

The carrying value of property, plant and equipment held under a finance lease is as follows:
GROUP

Motor vehicles
Kitchen equipment
Furniture and fixtures
IT equipment

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

6 673
106
6 058
30

8 078
287
5 778
123

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

 roperty, plant and equipment excluding land and buildings is ceded as security in terms of the Senior Secured Notes
P
the Revolving Credit Facility as well as general banking facilities (refer to note 17).
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5.

Intangible assets

Group
Trademarks and
intellectual property
Master franchise
licence
Franchise
conversion
contributions
Computer software
Key site premiums
Total

Cost
R’000

2017
Accumulated
amortisation
and
impairment
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

Cost
R’000

2016
Accumulated
amortisation
and
impairment
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

96 000

(22 008)

73 992

96 000

(18 069)

77 931

7 618

(630)

6 988

7 618

(357)

7 261

17 314

(3 838)

13 476

25 535

(1 177)

24 358

9 218

(2 828)

6 390

6 780

(1 700)

5 080

3 834

(906)

2 928

6 564

(4 014)

133 984

(30 210)

103 774

142 497

(25 317)

2 550  
117 180

Company
Computer software

–

–

–

521

–

521

Total

–

–

–

521

–

521

Amortisation
R’000

Total
R’000

Reconciliation of intangible assets – 2017

Group

Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

Impairment
R’000

77 931

–

–

–

(3 939)

73 992

7 261

–

–

–

(273)

6 988

(4 739)

(2 681)

13 476

(521)

(1 208)

6 390

Trademarks and
intellectual property
Master franchise
licences
Franchise
conversion
contributions

24 358

2 729*

Computer software

5 080

3 039

–

Key site premiums

2 550

668

–

117 180

6 436

Total

(6 191)

(6 191)

–
(5 260)

(290)

2 928

(8 391)

103 774

Company
Computer software

521

–

–

(521)

–

–

Total

521

–

–

(521)

–

–

* Net of R2.8 million on franchised stores becoming corporate stores during the year.
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Intangible assets continued
Reconciliation of intangible assets – 2016

Group

Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

84 641

–

–

4 600

2 886

–

Trademarks and
intellectual property
Master franchise
licences
Franchise
conversion
contributions

Impairment
R’000
(2 288)

Amortisation
R’000

Total
R’000

(4 422)

77 931

–

(225)

7 261

24 358

–

25 535

–

–

(1 177)

Computer software

1 311

4 377

–

–

(608)

5 080

Key site premiums

2 683

–

2 508

(1 362)

(1 279)

2 550

93 236

32 798

2 508   

(3 650)

(7 711)

117 180

Computer software

521

–

–

–

–

521

Total

521

–

–

–

–

521

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Trademarks and intellectual property consist of:
NWJ trademark

49 224

50 791

The Fish & Chip Co trademark

15 382

16 413

9 385

10 727

73 991

77 931

Total
Company

Group

Zebro's Chicken trademark
Total
Master franchise licences consists of:
Master franchise licence – Domino’s

4 285

4 442

Master franchise licence – Starbucks

2 703

2 819

Total

6 988

7 261

	Trademarks and intellectual property
	The Natal Wholesale Jewellers (NWJ) trademark originated through the acquisition of the NWJ subsidiary during the
2009 financial year. This trademark is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life of 40 years. The remaining
amortisation period is 31.4 years.
The Fish & Chip Co trademark originated through the purchase of The Fish & Chip Co business on 1 February
2012. This trademark is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life of 20 years. The remaining
amortisation period is 14.9 years.
Zebro’s Chicken trademark originated through the purchase of the Zebro’s Chicken business on 1 March 2014. This
trademark is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life of ten years. The remaining amortisation period is
seven years.
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Intangible assets continued
Master franchise licences
The Domino’s master franchise licence originates from an exclusive 30-year master franchise agreement with
Domino’s Pizza International Franchising Inc. signed on 10 April 2014 to develop the Domino’s Pizza brand in
Southern Africa. This master licence is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life of 30 years. The remaining
amortisation period is 27.1 years.
The Starbuck’s licence agreement is a 25-year exclusive agreement to develop Starbucks coffee outlets in South
Africa. This master licence is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life of 25 years. The remaining
amortisation period is 23.4 years.

Franchise conversion contributions
These represent the fair value adjustment on inception of franchise contributions made to Scooters Pizza and
St Elmo’s franchisees to assist in the conversion of their stores to Domino’s Pizza (see note 9). These are amortised
over the duration of the underlying franchise agreements of ten years.

Key site premiums
	Key site premiums represents the cost of key sites acquired for new corporate owned stores, or on behalf of
franchised stores where the site is considered strategic.
Key site premiums are amortised over the duration of the lease term.

Goodwill
Cost
R’000

2017
Accumulated
impairments
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

2016
Accumulated
impairments
R’000

Cost
R’000

Goodwill

121 581

–

121 581

112 143

(3 176)

108 967

Total

121 581

–

121 581

112 143

(3 176)

108 967

Opening
balance
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

Impairment
R’000

Total
R’000

Goodwill

108 967

12 614

–

121 581

Total

108 967

12 614

–

121 581

Impairment
R’000

Total
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

Reconciliation of goodwill – 2017

Reconciliation of goodwill – 2016
Opening
balance
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

Goodwill

112 090

53

(3 176)

108 967

Total

112 090

53

(3 176)

108 967
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Intangible assets continued
For the purposes of impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to the following cash-generating units:
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Maxi’s

14 759

14 759

The Fish & Chip Co

50 233

50 233

Aloysius Trading Pty (Ltd)

8 354

–

Zebro's Chicken

7 705

7 705

20 301

20 301

Arthur Kaplan
NWJ Retail (Pty) Limited
Company-owned stores – Jewellery
Company-owned stores – Food Division
Total goodwill

1 735

1 735

15 092

13 477

3 402

757

121 581

108 967

	Between March 2016 and April 2016, the Luxury Goods Division acquired the assets of four franchised NWJ stores
as these stores were located in key strategic sites. The goodwill acquired as a result of these acquisitions amounts to
R1.614 million (refer to note 21.1).
	During the current period, the Food Division acquired five Domino’s outlets. The goodwill acquired as a result of
these acquisitions amounts to R2.646 million (refer to note 21.2).
In December 2016, the Food Division acquired 80% share in Aloysius Trading Pty (Ltd). The goodwill acquired as a
result of this acquisition amounts to R8.354 million (refer to note 21.3).

Maxi’s
	The Maxi’s goodwill formed part of the Maxi’s assets acquired in the 2006 financial year. The recoverable amount
has been calculated using the value-in-use valuation method, which discounts to present value, the future after-tax
cash flows, attributable to the Maxi’s business, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using
projections from financial budgets approved by directors covering a three-year period, for revenue, gross profit and
operating profit margin expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s
past experience in the market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further two
years, have been extrapolated using a steady 8% (2016: 8%) per annum growth rate. Beyond this five-year period,
the group used a terminal growth rate of 5% (2016: 5%). These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of
16.75% (2016: 16.75%). The various sensitivity analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation
resulted in the recoverable amount exceeding the carrying amount in all instances.

The Fish & Chip Co
	The goodwill on The Fish & Chip Co formed part of the assets acquired in The Fish & Chip Co and represents the
excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets and liabilities. The recoverable amount has
been calculated using the value-in-use valuation method, which discounts to present value, the future after-tax cash
flows, attributable to The Fish & Chip Co business, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined
using projections from financial budgets approved by directors covering a three-year period, for gross profit and
operating profit margin expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s
past experience in the market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further two
years, have been extrapolated using a steady 8% (2016: 8%) per annum growth rate. Beyond this five-year period the
group used a terminal growth rate of 6% (2016: 5%). These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of
16.75% (2016: 16.75%). The various sensitivity analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation
resulted in the recoverable amount exceeding the carrying amount in all instances.
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Intangible assets continued

Aloysius Trading (Pty) Limited

	
The Aloysius Trading (Pty) Limited goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of
acquired assets and liabilities as at 1 December 2016. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the valuein-use valuation method, which discounts to the present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to the
Aloysius Trading (Pty) Limited business, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using
projections from financial budgets approved by directors covering a three-year period for revenue, gross profit and
operating profit margin expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s
past experience in the market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further two
years, have been extrapolated using a steady 8% per annum growth rate. Beyond this five-year period the group used
a terminal growth rate of 5%. These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of 16.75%. The various
sensitivity analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in the recoverable amount
exceeding the carrying amount in all instances.

Zebro’s Chicken
The Zebro’s Chicken goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets
and liabilities as at 1 March 2014. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the value-in-use valuation
method, which discounts to the present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to the Zebro’s Chicken
business, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using projections from financial budgets
approved by directors covering a three-year period for revenue, gross profit and operating profit margin
expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s past experience in the
market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further two years, have been
extrapolated using a steady 8% per annum growth rate. Beyond this five-year period the group used a terminal
growth rate of 5% (2016: 5%). These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of 16.75% (2016: 16.75%). The
various sensitivity analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in the recoverable
amount exceeding the carrying amount in all instances.

Arthur Kaplan
	The Arthur Kaplan goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets
and liabilities as at 27 November 2014. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the value-in-use valuation
method, which discounts to the present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to the Arthur Kaplan (Pty)
Limited business, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using projections from financial
budgets approved by directors covering a three-year period for revenue, gross profit and operating profit margin
expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s past experience in the
market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further three years, have been
extrapolated using a steady 8% (2016: 10%) per annum growth terminal rate, and the terminal value has been
determined after this six year period. These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of 17.5% (2016:
14.75%). The various sensitivity analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in
the recoverable amount exceeding the carrying amount in all instances.

NWJ Retail (Pty) Limited
T he NWJ Retail (Pty) Limited goodwill represents the excess of purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets
and liabilities as at 1 September 2014. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the value-in-use valuation
method, which discounts to the present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to the NWJ Retail business,
using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using projections from financial budgets approved by
directors covering a three-year period for revenue, gross profit and operating profit margin expectations. The key
assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s past experience in the market in which the unit
operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further three years, have been extrapolated using a growth
terminal rate of 8% (2016: 2 to 6%) and a terminal value has been determined after this six year period. These cash
flows were discounted using a discount rate of 20% (2016: 20%). The various sensitivity analyses performed by
changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in the recoverable amount exceeding the carrying amount in
all instances.
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Intangible assets continued

Company-owned stores – NWJ

	This amount represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets and liabilities of
jewellery stores purchased by the Jewellery Division. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the valuein-use valuation method, which discounts to present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to these
stores, using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using projections from financial budgets
approved by directors covering a three-year period, for revenue, gross profit and operating profit margin
expectations. The key assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s past experience in the
market in which the unit operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further three years, have been
extrapolated using a terminal growth rate of 8% (2016: 2 to 6%) and a terminal value has been determined after this
six year period. These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of 20% (2016: 20%). The various sensitivity
analyses performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in the recoverable amount exceeding
the carrying amount in all instances.

Company-owned stores – Food Division

	This amount represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the fair value of acquired assets and liabilities of
food stores purchased by the Food Division. The recoverable amount has been calculated using the value-in-use
valuation method, which discounts to present value, the future after-tax cash flows, attributable to these stores,
using an applicable discount rate. Cash flows were determined using projections from financial budgets approved by
directors covering a three-year period, for revenue, gross profit and operating profit margin expectations. The key
assumptions used in these budgets are a reflection of management’s past experience in the market in which the unit
operates. Cash flows beyond the three-year period, for a further two years, have been extrapolated using a steady
8% (2016: 3.5%) per annum growth rate. Beyond this five year period the group used a terminal growth rate of 5%.
These cash flows were discounted using a discount rate of 16.75% (2016: 20%). The various sensitivity analyses
performed by changing key variables by 1% in the calculation resulted in the recoverable amount exceeding the
carrying amount in all instances.

6.

Investments in subsidiaries
% holding
2017

% holding
2016

Carrying
amount
2017

Carrying
amount
2016

Name of company

Directly held

NWJ Holdings Proprietary
Limited – Dormant
Taste Holdings Luxury Goods
Division Proprietary Limited
Maxi's Grill Marketing
Proprietary Limited – Dormant
Scooters Pizza Wierda Park
Proprietary Limited – Dormant
Scooters Pizza Retail Proprietary
Limited – Dormant
Scooters Pizza Grosvenor
Crossing Proprietary Limited –
Dormant
Taste Food Franchising
Proprietary Limited
Buon Gusto Cuisine Proprietary
Limited
Taste Holdings Share Trust

Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited

100%

100%

100

100

100%

100%

105 056 924

105 056 924

100%

100%

100

100

100%

100%

1 000

1 000

100%

100%

100

100

100%

100%

100

100

Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited
Taste Holdings
Limited

100%

100%

200

200

100%

100%

100

100

100%

100%

1 000

1 000

105 059 624

105 059 624

The carrying amounts of subsidiaries are shown net of impairment losses of Rnil (2016: Rnil).
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GROUP
2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

–

–

166 377

139 936

NWJ Holdings Proprietary Limited – Working loan

–

–

(38 750)

(38 750)

Taste Holdings Luxury Goods Division Proprietary
Limited – Working loan

–

–

17 211

15 267

Buon Gusto Cuisine Proprietary Limited –
Treasury loan

–

–

88 827

67 740

16 038

16 579

Subsidiaries

7.

COMPANY

2017
R’000

Loans to/(from) group companies
Taste Holdings Luxury Goods Division Proprietary
Limited - Treasury Loan
The loan bears interest at a rate of 7%.

The loan bears interest at a rate of 4%.
Buon Gusto Cuisine Proprietary Limited –
Treasury loan

–

–

13 196

12 413

Taste Food Franchising Proprietary Limited –
Working loan

–

–

8 316

9 224

Taste Food Franchising Proprietary Limited –
Treasury loan

–

–

461 997

319 869

The loan bears interest at a rate of 4%.

The loan bears interest at a rate of 4%.
–

–

1 326

1 678

–

–

734 538

543 956

Non-current assets

–

–

794 849

606 087

Current assets

–

–

14 463

12 565

Non-current liabilities

–

–

(73 599)

(73 332)

Taste Holdings Share Trust

Credit risk on loans to group companies is
negligible due to the fact that all these group
companies are commonly controlled.

Current liabilities

–

–

–

–

(1 175)
734 538

(1 364)
543 956

All loans are unsecured, interest free and have no fixed terms of repayment unless otherwise stated.
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8.

Net investment in finance lease
The finance lease asset is recognised in respect of agreements for the rental of equipment to franchisees in the Food
Division for which the present value of the minimum lease payments due in terms of the lease agreements
amounted substantially to the fair value of the equipment at the time the agreements were entered into.
The finance leases are for a period of ten years. The lessor holds these assets as security.
2017
Group

Within
1 year

2 to 5
years

>5 years

Total

2 131

11 220

3 186

16 537

(1 609)

(6 182)

Gross investment in finance lease
Unearned Finance income

522

5 038

681
3 867

(7 110)
9 427

2016
Group
Gross investment in finance lease
Unearned Finance income

Within
1 year

2 to 5
years

>5 years

Total

2 635

12 519

18 362

33 516

(2 176)

  (10 037)

(10 102)

(22 315)

8 260

11 201

459

2 482

GROUP

9.

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

8 206

2 458

–

–

14 328

49 397

–

–

1 254

–

–

–

1 546

1 509

–

–

Other financial assets
Group
Loans and receivables
Extended terms to food franchise stores
These amounts represent extended payment
terms given by the brands to certain franchisees.
These amounts attract no interest, are unsecured
and are repayable over an average of 24 months.
Domino’s marketing fund
During the year a decision was made to not
charge interest on this loan in order to ensure
that more funds are available for future brand
marketing. As a result a present value discount
adjustment amounting to R36.4 million was made
to reflect the loan at it’s present value (refer note
24). This loan now bears no interest (2016: prime)
and is repayable in annual instalments of
R2 million per annum over the master franchise
agreement term commencing 1 March 2019 over
the balance of the master franchise agreement.
Loans to Domino’s stores
This loan was given to a franchisee, attracts no
interest and is repayable in 60 equal instalments
of R20 900 each commencing on 1 April 2017.
This loan is secured over the asset of the store.
Loans to The Fish & Chip Co stores
These loans were given to certain franchisees to
finance the shortfall of the new store cost. They
attract interest at the prime interest rate and are
generally repayable over a period ranging between
12 and 36 months. These loans are secured over
the asset of the stores.
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GROUP

9.

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

1 482

2 090

–

–

–

1 832

–

–

1 765

1 937

–

–

1 000

1 000

–

–

–

196

–

–

14 990

20 826

–

–

13 969

–

–

–

58 540
46 820
11 720
58 540

81 245
78 324
2 921
81 245

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

Other financial assets continued
NWJ marketing fund
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at the prime
lending rate and is repayable in 120 equal
instalments of R30 410 (2016: 30 410) per month.  
Scooters Pizza marketing fund
This loan was unsecured, bears interest at the
prime (2016: prime) lending rate and was
repayable in 84 (2016: 96) equal instalments of
R28 039 (2016: R28 039 ) per month.
Maxi’s marketing fund
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at the prime
(2016: prime) lending rate and is repayable in
84 (2016: 96) equal instalments of R28 634
(2016: R28 634) per month.
Zebro’s marketing fund
The loan is unsecured, bears no interest and has
no fixed terms of repayment.
St Elmo’s marketing fund
This loan was unsecured, bears interest at the
prime (2016: prime) lending rate and is repayable
in 84 (2016: 96) equal instalments of R3 007
(2016: R3 007) per month.
Franchise conversion contributions
Contributions granted to Scooters Pizza and
St Elmo’s franchisees to assist with the conversion
of their stores to Domino’s Pizza. These
contributions which bear no interest are initially
recognised at fair value with the difference
recognised as an intangible asset (refer note 5).
These loans have varying repayment periods
based on repayment thresholds applicable to
each individual franchisee spanning as long as
120 months. In terms of the franchise agreement,
these contributions are immediately payable
upon sale of store or cancellation of franchise
agreement. Personal securities are in place for all
these contributions.
Ticaphase
This loan originates from the sale in December
2016 of the food manufacturing assets in the
Cullinan facility to the facility’s management in
terms of funded a buy out. This loan is secured
and bears interest at the prime rate. Repayments
will commence in April 2017 based on production
throughput and it is envisaged that it will be
repaid in 48 months. Included in this amount is
R4.5 million in stock that is expected to unwind in
the next six months.
Non-current assets
Current assets
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GROUP

9.

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Other financial assets continued
The directors consider that the carrying amount
of the franchise conversion contributions is at fair
value as noted above.
The directors consider that the carrying amount of
interest-bearing loans and other receivables
approximate their fair value as these are linked to
market-related interest rates. The recoverable
amount of extended loans to food franchisees
approximates the fair value, because of the shortterm nature of these loans.
The credit quality of other financial assets is
as follows:
56 994

79 322

–

–

Past due – not impaired

1 546

1 922

–

–

Not past due – Impaired (franchise conversion
contributions)

7 831

12 523

–

–

Past due – impaired

3 173

1 655

–

–

(11 004)

(14 177)

–

–

58 540

81 245

–

–

Not past due – not impaired

Provision for impairment

2017
Ageing of
amounts
past due
120 days+

Past
due total
R’000

Provision for
impairment
R’000

2016
Net past due
not impaired
R’000

Past
due total
R’000

Provision for
impairment
R’000

Net past due
not impaired
R’000

12 550

(11 004)*

1 546

16 101*

(14 177)

1 923

12 550

(11 004)

1 546

16 101

(14 177)

1 923

* Include in this amount is R7 831 (2016: R12 523) in respect of franchise conversion contributions where repayment is expected to extend
beyond ten years.

	No formal credit ratings are available for any of these assets. The credit risk on the loans to the marketing funds is
assessed as low due to management’s past experience and knowledge of the business.
	The risk on the conversion contributions has been assessed as low due to the additional provisions contained in the
franchise agreement (refer to franchise conversion contributions on page 135).
	Other financial assets are ceded as security in terms of the Senior Secured Notes the Revolving Credit Facility as well
as general banking facilities (refer to note 17).
Reconciliation of provision for impairment of other financial assets is as follows:
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Opening balance

14 177

644

Provision raised

1 327

14 149

Provision reversed

(4 500)

Closing balance

11 004

14 177

(617)

8 270

2 045

Carrying amounts of other financial assets that have been renegotiated:
Other financial assets
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

(1 035)
(974)
(273)
6 465

–
(17 349)
(675)
16 346

(6 935)
3 541
(2 639)

(22 129)
565
–

62 554
60 704
87 647
(26 943)
60 704

39 511
16 269
56 648
(40 379)
16 269

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

10. Deferred tax
Non-deductible temporary differences
Advertising levies and marketing funds
Prepayments
Provisions, accruals and deposits
Temporary differences relating to acquisition of
business
Accelerated wear and tear
Gross investment in finance lease
Tax losses available for set-off against future
taxable income
Deferred tax asset
Deferred tax liability

–
–
(22)
586
–
–
–
–
564
586
(22)
564

–
–
(27)
239
–
–
–
–
212
212
212

Reconciliation of deferred tax
At beginning of the year
Recognised through profit or loss
Acquisition of business

16 269
(19 044)
212
63
40 187
35 313
352
149
4 248
–
–
–
60 704
16 269
564
212
The deferred tax liability raised on the acquisition of business relates to The Fish & Chip Co, Zebro’s Chicken and NWJ
trademark intangibles. This liability will decrease as the intangibles are amortised over their expected useful lives.
Deferred tax assets have been recognised in respect of all tax losses and other temporary differences giving rise to
deferred tax assets where the directors believe it is probable that these assets will be recovered, having reviewed
the group’s financial projections. There are no unrecognised deferred tax assets on assessed losses.
The losses incurred are attributable to the launch of the Starbucks and Domino’s brands in South Africa and are not
operational losses but rather “start-up” losses. These losses are expected to be recovered in the foreseeable future
as the Starbucks and Domino’s businesses mature out of their infancy stage and reach profitability.

11. Non-current assets held for sale
No non-current assets held for sale for year ending 28 February 2017
2017

Maxi’s
The Fish & Chips Co
Zebros
Total

Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

644
2 815
–
3 459

–
–
181
181

Disposals
R’000
(644)
(2 815)
(181)
(3 640)

Carrying
value
R’000
–
–
–
–

2016
Cost
R’000
Maxi’s

644

Impairment
R’000
–

Carrying
value
R’000
644

The Fish & Chips Co

3 943

(1 128)

2 815

Total

4 587

(1 128)

3 459
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11. Non-current assets held for sale continued
Reconciliation of non-current assets held for sale – 2016

Maxi’s
The Fish & Chips Co
Total

Opening
balance
R’000

Acquisition
of business
R’000

4 749
2 429
7 178

644
3 943
4 587

Impairment
R’000
(4 749)
(3 238)
(7 987)

Disposals
R’000
–
(319)
(319)

Total
R’000
644
2 815
3 459

The above represents stores from the Food Division that have been acquired from franchisees and have immediately
been classified as non-current assets held for sale.
The carrying amount of these assets approximated their fair value at year end.
GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

3 416

5 444

–

–

3 416

5 444

–

–

2 247
296 361
7 093

4 014
243 934
3 944

–
–
–

–
–
–

3 504
640
31 579
341 424

19 152
4 687
13 514
289 245

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

12. Advertising levies
Current asset
This amount represents advertising expenditure
incurred in excess of the levies received from
franchisees (refer to note 1.17). This amount is
recovered through controlled underspending of
marketing funds in subsequent years.
The carrying amount of this asset approximates its
fair value at year end
Total

13. Inventories

Luxury Goods Division
Raw materials and components
Finished goods
Packaging
Food Division
Catering equipment
Raw materials and components
Finished goods
Total
All inventories have been ceded as security in terms of
the Senior Secured Notes, the Revolving Credit Facility
as well as general banking facilities (refer to note 17).

14. Trade and other receivables
Gross trade receivables
68 829
78 216
–
–
(16 431)
–
–
Provisions for doubtful debts
(21 706)
61 785
–
–
Net trade receivables
47 123
2 600
78
97
Prepayments
1 526
Deposits
1 783
852
–
–
14 745
5
5
Sundry debtors
13 163
VAT
2 423
6 138
1 425
3 592
Store development in advance
704
2 876
–
–
88 996
1 508
3 694
Total
66 722
No independent credit ratings are available for any of the trade receivables. The credit quality of trade receivables
have been assessed based on the historical information of the counterparty and any evidence of financial distress,
including non-adherence to credit terms. Normal credit terms are within 30 days from statement.
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14. Trade and other receivables continued
Gross trade
receivables
R’000
Less than
30 days

2017
Provision for
doubtful debt
R’000

Net trade
receivables
R’000

Gross trade
receivables
R’000

2016
Provision for
doubtful debt
R’000

Net trade
receivables
R’000
23 346

17 441

(251)

17 190

23 346

–

31 to 60 days

5 861

(275)

5 586

–

–

61 to 90 days

3 081

(24)

3 057

  5 109  

(658)

–
4 451  

91 to 120 days

188

(9)

179

9 864

(504)

9 360

Over 120 days

42 258

(21 147)

21 111

39 897

(15 269)

24 628

68 829

(21 706)

47 123

78 216

(16 431)

61 785

As of 28 February 2017, trade and other receivables were impaired and provided for as reflected above.
The amount of the provision as of 28 February 2017 is R21 706 422 (2016: R16 430 739).
Due to the current nature of the trade and other receivables net of provision for doubtful debt as reflected above,
the carrying value of these trade and other receivables approximate their fair value.
GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Opening balance

16 431

18 606

–

–

Provision for doubtful debt raised

10 675

7 021

–

–

–

–

–

Reconciliation of provision for doubtful debts of
trade and other receivables is as follows:

Provision for doubtful debt reversed

(210)

Amounts written off as uncollectable

(5 425)

Bad debts recovered

–

–

235

(9 196)
–

–

–

21 706

16 431

–

–

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of trade receivables
mentioned above.
The group does not hold any collateral as security. All amounts receivable are denominated and recoverable in ZAR.
The group debtors have been ceded as security in terms of the Senior Secured Notes the Revolving Credit Facility as
well as general banking facilities (refer to note 17).

Company
Credit quality of trade and other receivables

No independent credit ratings are available. The majority of the trade and other receivables are deposits paid to
suppliers and lessors.

Trade receivables past due but not impaired

There are no trade and other receivables past due and not impaired.

Trade receivables impaired

At 28 February 2017, there were no trade and other receivables impaired or provided for.
The company does not hold any collateral as security.
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GROUP
2017
R’000

COMPANY
2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

15. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Cash on hand

150

106

–

–

Bank balances

32 181

202 538

9 300

195 377

Bank overdraft

(48 259)

(32 148)

–

–

Cash in transit

460
(15 468)

–

–

–

170 496

9 300

195 377

A guarantee is in place over facilities to the amount of R226 766 (2016: R226 766) in favour of the lessor of a lease
entered into by Taste Holdings Limited with the lessor.
A blanket guarantee is in place over facilities to the amount of R8 138 192 (2016: R7 121 156) in favour of the lessor
for leases entered into by Taste Luxury Goods Division with these lessors.
A blanket guarantee is in place over facilities to the amount of R2 015 112 (2016: R1 551 409) in favour of the lessor
for leases entered into by Arthur Kaplan (Pty) Limited with these lessors.
A blanket guarantee is in place over facilities to the amount of R2 657 526 (2016: R2 355 708) in favour of the lessor
for leases entered into by Taste Food Franchising (Pty) Limited with these lessors.
There is a R70 million (2016: R70 million) overdraft facility in place with Rand Merchant Bank. The facility increased
temporarily to R97 million, for the period 1 September 2016 to 7 January 2017.
The bank overdraft bears the same security as the Senior Secured Notes (refer to note 17).
GROUP

COMPANY

Number of shares

Number of shares

2017

2016

2017

2016

16. Share capital and share premium
Ordinary share capital (par value of R0,00001 each)
Authorised
500 000 000 500 000 000 500 000 000 500 000 000
Issued (fully paid up)
378 571 047 377 322 380 378 571 047   377 322 380  
In issue at 1 March
377 322 380 265 711 844 377 322 380   265 711 844  
General share issue (24 April 2015)1
–
22 877 051
–
22 877 051
Specific share issue (1 July 2015)1
–
8 196 722
–
8 196 722
Rights issue (16 November 2015)2
–
75 464 476
–
75 464 476
Shares issued to vendors3
–
1 726 727
–
1 726 727
1 248 667
3 345 560
1 248 667
3 345 560
Shares issued to Taste Holdings Share Trust4
In issue at 29 February
378 571 047 377 322 380 378 571 047 377 322 380
Treasury shares5 (par value of R0,00001 each)
(1 983 777)
(2 405 238)
(1 983 777)
(2 405 238)
In issue at 29 February – excluding treasury
376 587 270 374 917 142 376 587 270 374 917 142
shares5
1
Shares issued at R3.05 per share
2
Shares issued at R3 per share
3
Shares issued at R3.33 per share
4
Shares issued between R0.43 - R4.21 in anticipation of shares issues being exercised in terms of the Taste Holdings
share option scheme
5
Treasury shares held by Taste Holdings Share Trust
121 428 953 unissued ordinary shares are under the control of the directors in terms of a resolution passed at the
last annual general meeting. This authority remains in force until the next annual general meeting.
75 000 000 (2016: 34 000 000) of the unissued ordinary shares are specifically reserved for the share incentive
scheme, of which 45 321 868 (2016: 20 259 559 ) options have already been offered to and accepted by employees.
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Balance at 1 March (including share capital above)

4

3

4

3

Shares issued

–

1

–

1

Balance at 28 February

4

4

4

4

611 192

282 634

623 909

294 349

–

98 817

–

99 819

414

3 347

237

3 347

–

226 394

–

226 394

611 606

611 192

624 146

623 909

125 000
1 186
(2 141)
627

125 000
1 102
(2 767)
627

125 000
1 186
(2 141)
627

125 000
1 102
(2 767)
627

75 000
711
(600)
144

75 000
680
(720)
120

75 000
711
(600)
144

75 000
680
(720)
120

16. Share capital and share premium
continued

Share capital

Share premium
Balance at 1 March (including share capital)
Shares issued
Options exercised
Rights issue
Balance at 28 February (including share capital)

17. Borrowings
17.1 Senior secured floating rate notes 1
Notes issued
Interest accrued
Fees capitalised
Fees amortised
On 31 July 2014, Taste Holdings Limited issued
Senior Secured Notes with a nominal value of
R125 million in terms of a registered R1 billion
Domestic Medium Term Note programme. These
notes are secured by cession in security, general
notarial bonds over all moveable assets of the
company and its subsidiaries, and the company’s
cross guarantees from all Taste Holdings
subsidiaries. Interest is payable quarterly in arrears
at a rate of three-month JIBAR, reset quarterly,
plus 5% (2016: 3.4%). The notes mature on 31 July
2019, subject to their maturity structure.

17.2 Senior secured floating rate notes 2
Notes issued
Interest accrued
Fees capitalised
Fees amortised
On 22 April 2015, Taste Holdings Limited issued
Senior Secured Notes with a nominal value of
R75 million in terms of a registered R1 billion
Domestic Medium Term Note programme. These
notes are secured by cession in security, general
notarial bonds over all moveable assets of the
company and its subsidiaries, and the company’s
cross guarantees from all Taste Holdings
subsidiaries. Interest is payable quarterly in arrears
at a rate of three-month JIBAR, reset quarterly,
plus 5% (2016: 3.7%). The notes mature on
30 April 2020, subject to their maturity structure.
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

25 000
237

25 000
244

25 000
237

25 000
244

19 158

19 169

19 158

19 169

9 800

12 435

–

–

6 000

–

–

–

337

–

–

–

17. Borrowings continued
17.3 Senior secured floating rate notes 3
Notes issued
Interest accrued
On 8 September 2015, Taste Holdings Limited
issued Senior Secured Notes with a nominal
value of R25 million in terms of a registered
R1 billion Domestic Medium Term Note
programme. These notes are secured by cession
in security, general notarial bonds over all
moveable assets of the company and its
subsidiaries, and the company’s cross guarantees
from all Taste Holdings subsidiaries. Interest is
payable quarterly in arrears at a rate of threemonth JIBAR, reset quarterly, plus 5% (2016:
4.5%). The notes mature on 30 October 2020,
subject to their maturity structure.

17.4 Revolving credit facility
On 29 July 2014, Taste Holdings Limited entered
into a Revolving Credit Facility agreement with
Rand Merchant Bank Limited with a nominal
value of R40 million. This RCF is secured by
cession in security, general notarial bonds over
all moveable assets of the company and its
subsidiaries, and the company’s cross guarantees
from all Taste Holdings subsidiaries. Interest is
payable quarterly in arrears at a rate of threemonth JIBAR, reset quarterly, plus 3.5% (2016:
3.5%). The RCF matures on 28 July 2017.

17.5 WesBank
These secured loans bear interest at the prime rate
ranging from prime less 0.5% to prime + 2.25% and
are payable over a period ranging from 48 – 60
months. The loan is secured over property, plant
and equipment (refer to note 4).

17.6 Fiamme Pizza (Pty) Ltd
Originated from the acquisition of 100% of the
claims held by Fiamme Pizza (Pty) Ltd in Aloysius
Trading (Pty) Ltd in terms of the acquisition of
Aloysius Trading (Pty) Ltd (see note 21.3). This loan
is unsecured and bears interest at prime +1%. This
loan is payable within 12 months.

17.7 Aloysius Trading (Pty) Ltd
Shareholder loan
This loan is unsecured, interest free and has no
fixed terms of repayment. This is the minority
shareholders loan in Aloysius Trading (Pty) Ltd.

260 459
255 890
244 322
243 455
As the group continues to invest in food and has reported “start-up” losses in the food division, the group’s net
leverage ratio for the year exceeded 3. This resulted in the group consequently paying a higher interest rate than it
previously did on its debt facilities as evidenced above. The group has agreed with lenders that any proceeds from
the sale of the Luxury Goods business will be applied to settling existing debt. In the interim, lenders have
introduced a new financial covenant for the group to comply with, being that the groups consolidated net cash
should at each month end exceed R30 million.
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

223 800
19 000
3 779
337
246 916

223 030
19 000
6 876
–
248 906

223 800
19 000
–
–
242 800

223 030
19 000
–
–
242 030

1 364
158
6 021
6 000
13 543
260 459

1 256
169
5 559
–
6 984
255 890

1 364
158
–
–
1 522
244 322

1 256
169
–
–
1 425
243 455

– within one year

1 164

4 495

–

–

– one to five years

11 025

6 517

–

–

12 189

11 012

–

–

–

19 291

–

19 291

–
–
–
–

(124)
19 167
(25)
19 142

–
–
–
–

19 291
(25)
19 266

17. Borrowings continued
17.7 Shareholder’s loan continued
Non-current liabilities
Senior secured floating rate notes
Revolving Credit Facility
WesBank
Shareholder’s loan
The carrying value of the non-current liabilities
approximates their fair value because these are
linked to market interest rates.
Current liabilities
Senior secured floating rate notes
Revolving Credit Facility
WesBank
Fiamme loan

18. Lease equilisation
Future lease equilisation payments under noncancellable agreements

19. Dividends paid
Gross dividends – Final 2016: 6.5 cents paid
Dividends on treasury shares held through the
share incentive scheme
Less: Shareholders for dividends
No dividends were declared during the year.
The company’s tax reference number is
9493089149P.
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GROUP
2017
R’000

COMPANY
2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

20. Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Development deposits
VAT
Payroll accruals
Dividends payable
Other accrued expenses and deposits

66 846
91 636
257
492
9 139
–
–
3 649
1 563
–
–
3 425
5 535
2 091
465
14 054
109
109
109
109
2 236
2 250
25 504
21 364
113 587
129 346
4 693
3 316
The directors consider that the carrying amount of trade and other payables approximates their fair value due to
their short-term nature.

21. Acquisition of businesses
21.1 Acquisition of NWJ stores
 oodwill arose on the acquisition of the business of four NWJ stores between March 2016 and April 2016. The
G
rationale for this acquisition is consistent with the brands strategy of:
– expanding its corporate store ownership; and
– retaining key strategic sites.
The fair value of assets and liabilities acquired is set out below:
2017
R’000
Property, plant and equipment
Inventory
Fair value of assets acquired
Consideration paid

535
5 468
6 003
(7 617)

In cash

(3 985)

Balance owed by vendors

(3 632)

Goodwill acquired
(1 614)
During the year that these stores were owned, they contributed R12.8 million to revenue and R3.4 million to
operating profit. The revenue and operating profit as if these stores were owned for a full year cannot be disclosed,
as complete and compliant financial records of these stores prior to the date that they were acquired could not be
obtained. None of the goodwill acquired is expected to be deductible for income tax purposes. The purchase price
allocation has been disclosed as provisional, as permitted by IFRS3 Business Combinations and will be finalised within
12 months of acquisition date.
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21. Acquisition of businesses continued
21.2 Acquisition of Domino’s Pizza stores
During the current period the Food Division acquired the business of five Domino’s Pizza outlets in order to expand
its corporate store footprint.
The fair value of assets and liabilities acquired is set out below:
2017
R’000
Property, plant and equipment
Inventories
Fair value of assets acquired
Consideration paid
Balance owed by vendors

5 598
20
5 618
(8 264)
8 264

Goodwill acquired

(2 646)

During the period that these stores were owned they contributed R10.3 million to revenue and R-0.5 million to
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (“EBITDA”). The revenue and operating profit as if these
stores were owned for a full year cannot be disclosed, as complete and compliant financial records of these stores
prior to the date that they were acquired could not be obtained. None of the goodwill acquired is expected to be
deductible for income tax purposes. The purchase price allocation has been disclosed as provisional, as permitted by
IFRS3 Business Combinations and will be finalised within 12 months of acquisition date.

21.3 Acquisition of Domino’s Pizza stores
In December 2016, the Food Division acquired an 80% share in Aloysius Trading (Pty) Ltd, a company which owned
15 Domino’s Pizza franchise stores in Gauteng, Free State, North West, Mpumalanga and Limpopo. The remaining
20% of shares were retained by the existing management who have been franchisees of Taste for ten years.
The Food Division acquired 60% of the ordinary shares in Aloysius from Fiamme Pizza (Pty) Ltd as well as 100% of the
claims held by Fiamme Pizza in Aloysius. The Food Division also subscribed for a further 200 ordinary shares in
Aloysius, resulting in a total shareholding of 80% in Aloysius.
Mr Carlo Gonzaga, the Chief Executive Officer of Taste is a director and indirect shareholder of Aloysius through his
indirect shareholding in Fiamme Pizza. Although Mr Gonzaga was not actively involved in the management of this
company, there was a perceived conflict of interest, given Mr Gonzaga’s position as Chief Executive Officer of Taste.
This perceived conflict had been aggravated by the recent strategic direction of the Food Division to own corporate
stores, whereas in the past this division did not actively pursue a corporate store ownership strategy. The disposal
of Mr Gonzaga’s shares and claims in Aloysius served to remove the perceived conflict of interest as well as to
increase the number of corporate owned Domino’s Pizza stores, in line with the Food Divisions corporate store
ownership strategy.
The value of the Fiamme Pizza claim in Aloysius amounted to R6 million and is included in borrowings below. This
claim will be paid within the next 12 months.
Goodwill arose on acquisition as a result of the excess of the cost of the acquisition over the group’s interest in the
net fair value of the identifiable assets of Aloysius recognised at date of acquisition. The fair value of assets and
liabilities acquired is set out below:
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21. Acquisition of businesses continued

21.3 Acquisition of Domino’s Pizza stores continued
2017
R’000
Property, plant and equipment

17 529

Inventory

459

Trade and other receivables

682

Trade and other payables

(6 330)

Tax receivable

180

Deferred tax

4 248

Finance lease liability

(2 132)

Bank

1 087

Other financial liability

(11 030)

Deferred gain

(6 191)

Borrowings

(10 426)

Minority interest

3 570

Fair value of assets acquired

(8 354)

Consideration paid

(0)

Goodwill acquired

(8 354)

During the period that the company was owned/operated by the Food Division, they contributed R13.7 million to
revenue and R0.6 million EBITDA.
None of the goodwill recognised is expected to be deductible for income tax purposes. The purchase price allocation
has been disclosed as provisional, as permitted by IFRS3 Business Combinations and will be finalised within
12 months of acquisition date.
GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

22. Revenue
1 007 178

910 614

–

–

Services rendered and franchise revenue

Sale of goods

66 456

82 360

–

–

Store development

23 980

69 855

–

–

–
1 097 614

–
1 062 829

8 500
8 500

12 249
12 249

Management fees
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

–

23. Cost of sales
624 929

542 666

–

Services rendered

Sale of goods

25 177

48 559

–

–

Store development

21 131

61 640

–

–

671 237

652 865

–

–

–
–

–
–

8 500
8 500

12 249
12 249

73 948
701
74 649
1 259
21 409
2 497
175 891
291
1 837
4 615
–

–
–
–
–
59
835
9 217
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
94
87
749
9 114
–
–
–
–

5 260
–
–
8 391

3 650
3 176
7 987
7 711

521
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

3 287
2 337
10 674
–
16 298

3056
1189
10 352
–
14 597

–
–
7 659
29 406
37 065

–
–
8 317
26 987
35 304

34 809
34 809

27 050
27 050

28 233
28 233

22 896
22 896

Cost of goods sold and services rendered

24. Operating loss
Operating loss for the year is stated after
accounting for the following:
Income from subsidiaries
Administration and management fees
Operating lease charges
Premises
Equipment
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Share-based payment expense
Employee costs
Research and development
(Profit)/loss on exchange differences
Contingent payment for Arthur Kaplan acquisition
Fair value adjustment to loan to
Domino’s marketing fund (see note 9)
Impairment
– intangible asset
– goodwill
– non-current assets held for sale
Amortisation of intangibles

76 840
679
77 519
2 062
27 654
4 834
216 555
510
(863)
–
36 492

25. Investment revenue
Interest on other financial assets
Interest on finance lease
Bank
Interest on loans to group companies

26. Finance costs
Borrowings
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GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

8 432

18 141

566

2 288

3 695
12 127

117
18 258

–
566

117
2 405

(39 352)
(835)
(40 187)
(28 060)

(35 312)
–
35 312
(17 055)

(352)
–
(352)
214

(149)
–
(149)
2 256

27. Taxation

Major components of the tax expense
Current
SA normal income tax – current period
SA normal income tax – recognised in current year
for prior periods

Deferred
Current period
Recognised in current year for prior periods

Reconciliation of the tax expense
Reconciliation between applicable tax rate and
average effective tax rate:
Applicable tax rate
Prior period under provision
Deferred tax asset not raised
Exempt income
Disallowable expenses
Effective rate

%

28.00
(2.43)
–
1.75
(5.10)
22.22

%

28.00
(0.13)
0.29
0.86
(10.31)
18.71

28.00
–
–
–
(64.38)
(36.38)

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

GROUP
2017
R’000

%

%

28.00
–
–
–
16.71
44.71

COMPANY
2016
R’000

28. Cash generated from operations
(Loss)/profit before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Present value discount adjustment of other
financial assets (refer note 9)
(Profit)/loss on foreign exchange
Investment revenue
Finance costs
Impairment loss
Profit on sale of non-current assets held for sale
Share-based payment expense
Changes in working capital:
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Advertising levies
Trade and other payables
Contingent liability
Balance due to vendors
Lease equalisation
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(129 214)

(91 156)

(592)

36 047
2 062

29 120
1 259

59
–

36 492
(863)
(16 298)
34 809
5 943
(19)
4 834

–
1 837
(14 597)
27 050
15 322
–
2 527

–
–
(37 065)
28 233
521
–
835

–
–
(35 304)
22 896
–
–
749

(46 232)
22 274
2 028
(21 227)
–
–
1 177
(68 187)

(53 871)
8 071
2 811
(13 435)
(15 000)
(1 000)
7 583
(93 479)

–
2 186

–
(1 185)
–
1 862
–
–
–
(5 755)

1 377
–
–
–
(4 446)

5 046
87
94

Financial statements

GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

29. Tax paid
Balance at beginning of the period
Current tax for the period recognised in income
statement
Balance at end of the period

(195)
(11 948)

2 273

(357)

(222)

(18 258)

(566)

(2 405)

(718)
(12 861)

195
(15 790)

20
(903)

357
(2 270)

30. Commitments
The group has commitments arising from property leases for its own business operations, leases entered into to
secure key sites for franchised outlets as well as contracts entered into to lease motor vehicles and equipment.
With regard to leases entered into to secure sites, it is the group’s policy to enter into sub-lease agreements with
the franchisees where applicable on the same terms and conditions as those in the main lease.
Certain property leases have contingent rental payable based on turnover clauses. Leases are subject to escalation
and renewal clauses along normal commercial terms.
The net future minimum rentals due under operating leases are as follows:
GROUP
2017
R’000
Amounts due for motor vehicles and equipment
Gross amounts due under property leases
Property leases with related parties
Property leases – other
Less amounts recoverable from sub-lessees

COMPANY
2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

726

776

–

–

159 397

196 305

–

–

–

9 349

–

–

159 397

186 956

–

–

–

–

–

–

160 123

197 081

–

–

The net future minimum rentals are repayable as
follows:
Payable within the next 12 months
Two to five years
More than five years

51 429

55 103

–

–

103 071

135 084

–

–

5 623

6 894

–

–

160 123

197 081

–

–

Capital commitments

An amount of R92 million has been approved for capital expenditure for the 2018 financial year in respect of
the Starbucks rollout, the Domino’s rollout, new jewellery stores and store revamps. This capital expenditure will
be funded from the fully underwritten claw-back rights offer amounting to R120 million that was announced in
April 2017.
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31. Related parties
Related party

Position in group

Nature of interest

Carlo Gonzaga

Chief Executive Officer

– Shareholder and Director in Fiamme (Pty) Ltd
– Indirect shareholder in Aloysius Trading (Pty)
Limited – company that owned 15 Domino’s stores

Hylton Roy Rabinowitz

Non-executive director

Majority shareholder in the company that NWJ
rents its premises from

Timothy Fitzgerald

Production manager – NWJ

Majority shareholder in one NWJ outlet

Arvid Smedsrud

CEO – food manufacturing
resigned 1 June 2016

Majority shareholder in the company from which
the group rents its food manufacturing facility in
Cullinan. The group also procures certain food
products from this company.

The group, in the ordinary course of business, entered into various transactions with related parties. The transactions
between the group and all the above have occurred under terms and conditions that are no more favourable than
those entered into with third parties in arm’s length transactions.
GROUP

COMPANY

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Franchise income received from related parties

4 098

4 834

–

–

Rent paid to related party

3 017

3 364

–

–

19 874

28 779

–

–

6 000*

–

–

–

112

–

–

–

Stock purchased from related parties

–

660

–

–

Gross conversion contributions advanced

–

15 600

–

–

Stock sold to related parties
Amount owing to Fiamme (Pty) Ltd
Interest paid to Fiamme (Pty) Ltd

* Amount owing for the purchase of 100% of the claims held by Fiamme Pizza (Pty) Ltd in Aloysius Trading (Pty) Ltd in terms
of the acquisition of 80% shareholding in Aloysius (see note 21.3).

32. Equity-settled share-based payments reserve
Taste Holdings Limited operates the Taste Holdings Share Trust which incorporates, among other things, share option
schemes which enables directors and executive management to benefit from the Taste Holdings share price
performance and forms part of the retention strategy for key executive management.

Scheme 1
This scheme confers the right to participants to acquire ordinary shares at a strike price of 43 cents per share (30-day
volume-weighted average of Taste shares on the grant date). Options vest in three tranches from the second
anniversary of the option grant date. Once vesting of a tranche has been triggered, a third of the options within the
tranche can be exercised one year after vesting was triggered, a further third two years after the vesting was
triggered and the final third three years after the vesting was triggered. The options must be exercised within five
years of vesting having been triggered. Upon cessation of employment, options that have been granted and
accepted but not yet vested are forfeited unless approval is obtained from the trustees.
All options must be exercised no later than the eighth anniversary on which they were granted unless approval is
obtained from the trustees.

Schemes 2, 3, 4, 5
These schemes were introduced in the previous financial year. These schemes confer the right to participants to
acquire ordinary shares at a strike price determined as the volume-weighted average price of an ordinary share over
the 30 business days immediately preceding the option grant date. Options vest and can be exercised in four equal
tranches, beginning on the second anniversary of option grant date up to the fifth anniversary of the option grant
date. Upon cessation of employment, options that have been granted and accepted but not yet vested are forfeited
unless approval is obtained from the trustees. All options must be exercised by no later than the sixth anniversary
of the option grant date unless approval is obtained from the trustees.
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32. Equity-settled share-based payments reserve continued
Scheme 6
This scheme was approved by shareholders in January 2016 to more fully comply with the principles of King III. Share
options comprise of two types of options namely retention and performance options. Retention options have no
strike price and the performance options have a strike price equal to the volume weighted average price of an
ordinary share over the 30 business days immediately preceding the option grant date. Options vest and can be
exercised in three equal tranches, beginning on the third anniversary of the option grant date up to the fifth
anniversary of the option grant date. All options must be exercised by no later than the sixth anniversary of the
option grant date unless approval is obtained from trustees. Upon cessation of employment, options that have been
granted and accepted but not yet vested are forfeited unless approval is obtained from the trustees. With the
introduction of this new scheme participants with outstanding unvested options under schemes 2, 3, 4 and 5
(“previous options”) were offered the opportunity in June 2016 to receive new retention options under scheme 6 in
lieu of the previous options. The previous options were fair valued at the time using the widely accepted BlackScholes-Merton model and new retention options of equivalent fair value were offered to participants. All of those
participants chose to accept the new retention options offered to them in terms of this exercise.
2017

Number

2016
Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

Number

Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

Scheme 1
Share options vested and were exercised during
the year.
There are no further share options available for
allocation.
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
Opening balance
Granted and accepted
Exercised*
Forfeited

2 377 793

43

–
(1 670 128)

4 919 444

43

–
43

(2 541 651)

–
43

–

–

–

43

Granted and accepted – shares not
issued yet

707 665

43

2 377 793

43

Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors

547 665

–

1 497 793

–

* A
 verage share price at the date of exercise ranged between R1.75 and R2.55.
Vesting period of options granted and accepted
Number of options

Latest vesting date

652 110

Year to Feb 2018

55 555

Year to Feb 2019

707 665
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2017

Number

2016

Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

Number

Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

32. Equity-settled share-based
payments reserve continued
Scheme 2
Share options vested, exercised and forfeited
during the year.
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
Opening balance
Granted and accepted
Forfeited
Exercised*
Granted and accepted – shares not issued yet
Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors
Scheme 3
Share options vested, exercised forfeited and
modified during the year.
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
Opening balance
Granted and accepted
Forfeited
Exercised*
Modified and replaced by scheme 6 retention
options
Granted and accepted – shares not issued yet
Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors
* Weighted average share price at the date of
exercise was R4.72.
Scheme 4
Share options forfeited during the year.
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
Opening balance
Granted and accepted
Forfeited

152

450 000
–
(450 000)
–
–

254
–
254
–
–

575 000
–
–
(125 000)
450 000

254
–
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

1 218 070

386

1 405 723

386

–

–

–

–

386

–

386

(206 712)
–
(1 011 358)

–

(187 653)

–

–

–

–

–

–

1 218 070

386

–

–

933 376

–

2 500 000

367

2 500 000

367

–

–

–

–

367

–

–

(2 500 000)

Granted and accepted – shares not issued yet

–

–

2 500 000

367

Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors

–

–

2 500 000

–
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2017

Number

2016

Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

Number

Weighted
average
exercise
price (cents)

32. Equity-settled share-based
payments reserve continued
Scheme 5
Share options vested, exercised, fortified and
modified during the year.
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
– 1 November 2013
– 16 April 2014
– 1 June 2014
– 29 July 2014
– 1 August 2014
– 1 September 2014
– 1 December 2014
– 19 January 2015
Forfeited

13 713 696
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(4 664 792)
Modified and replaced by scheme 6 retention
options
(9 048 904)
Exercised*
–
Granted and accepted – shares not issued yet
–
Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors
–
* Weighted average share price at the date of exercise was R4.20.

351
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

832 865
921 788
1 507 763
6 460 575
778 831
1 046 512
980 392
1 518 987

370
358
370
372
372
344
306
316

–

–

–

–

–

–
–
–

(334 017)
13 713 696

–

1 988 501

2017
Performance Options
Weighted
average
exercise
Number
price (cents)
Scheme 6
The number of share options granted and
accepted are:
1 June 2016
1 September 2016
17 February 2017
Exercised
Granted and accepted – shares not issued yet
Number of share options granted to and accepted
by directors

–
351
–

Retention Options
Weighted
average
exercise
Number
price (cents)

12 279 598
–
13 878 764
–
26 158 362

2.55
–
1.85
–
2.18

10 609 192*
200 000
7 646 649
–
18 455 841

–
–
–
–
–

7 799 118

2.20

4 262 422

–

* Included in the above are 2 838 910 Retention Options issued to replace certain Scheme 3 and 5 options,
267 433 replaced scheme 3 options and 2 571 477 replaced scheme 5 options.
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32. Equity-settled share-based payments reserve continued
Vesting period of options granted and accepted
Last vesting date
Year to Feb 2020
Year to Feb 2021
Year to Feb 2022

Performance
Options
8 719 454
8 719 454
8 719 454

Retention
options
6 151 947
6 151 947
6 151 947

26 158 362

18 455 841

	IFRS2 requires the fair value of equity-settled share-based payments granted to employees to be valued at the grant
date and recognised in profit and loss over the vesting period. The fair value of each share option granted has been
valued at grant date using the widely accepted Black-Sholes-Mertan model which takes into account vesting periods.
All market conditions were assumed to be met. Expected volatility was determined by using the daily share volatility
of the share price over the last five years.
The following assumptions were applied in determining the value of the share options granted during the year:
Scheme 6
Performance
options
Number of options
granted and accepted

Scheme 6
Retention
options

Scheme 5

Scheme 4

Scheme 3

Scheme 2

Scheme 1

26 158 362 18 455 841

–

–

–

–

707 665

31 cents

43 cents

37 cents

15 cents

386 cents

225 –
421 cents

43 cents

385 cents

230 –
400 cents

230 cents

66.73%

105.39% –
110.24%

110.24%
6.94%

Weighted average fair
value of options

213 cents

47 cents

Exercise price

185 –
255 cents

zero cents

306 –
372 cents

Closing price of Taste
share at grant date

185 –
246 cents

185 –
246 cents

329 cents

Expected volatility of
share price (%)

33.2% –
39.3%

33.2% –
39.3%

39.35% –
61.39%

Risk-free rate for the
life of the option

7.8% –
8.7%

7.8% –
8.7%

6.04% –
7.80%

6.22%

6.14%

5.29% –
6.94%

3 – 5 years 3 – 5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

6 years

1.75% –
2.25%

2.32%

2.32%

1.48%

1.48%

Expected life of options

81 cents

Expected dividend
yield

0%

0%

367 cents
355 cents
61.12%

Reconciliation of share-based payment expense charged directly to profit or loss:
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Balance at beginning of the year

6 221

3 724

Charge to profit or loss

4 834

2 497

Charge for the year

4 834

2 497

11 055

6 221

Balance at end of the year
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Executive –
Paid by company
Year ended 2017

Allowances
and
Basic
benefits
R’000
R’000

Shortterm
employee
Total
benefits*
R’000
R’000

Long-term
employee
benefits^
R’000

Total
R’000

33. Directors’
emoluments
Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga

2 554

119

2 673

–

881

3 554

Evangelos Tsatsarolakis

1 811

115

1 926

–

369

2 295

4 365

234

4 599

–

1 250

5 849

Executive –
Paid by subsidiary
Year ended 2017
Duncan John Crosson

2 129

75

2 204

801

575

3 580

2 129

75

2 204

801

575

3 580

Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga

2 404

127

2 531

–

2 628

5 159

Evangelos Tsatsarolakis

1 564

112

1 676

206

1 255

3 137

Jay Bayne Currie – resigned
1 March 2016

2 644

26

2 670

–

–

2 670

6 612

265

6 877

206

3 883

10 966

1 833

67

1 900

317

698

2 915

1 833

67

1 900

317

698

2 915

Executive –
Paid by company
Year ended 2016

Executive –
Paid by subsidiary
Year ended 2016
Duncan John Crosson

* In order to match incentive awards with the performance to which they relate, incentive bonuses above reflect the amounts accrued
in respect of each year and not amounts paid in that year.
^ During the year, these directors exercised options in terms of the Taste Holdings share option scheme.

All the above executive directors are part of the group executive committee and have been identified as prescribed
officers in terms of the Companies Act of South Africa.
2017
Number

2016
Number

Carlo Ferdinando Gonzaga

4 742 774

1 448 509

Evangelos Tsatsarolakis

2 924 682

1 126 680

Duncan John Crosson

4 941 750

1 511 221

12 609 206

6 919 670

These share options have been granted in terms of the Taste Holdings share option scheme (see note 32).
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2017
R’000

2016
R’000

Ramsay L’Amy Daly (Bill) – resigned 28 February 2017

218

300

Kevin Michael Utian

202

196

Wessel Petrus van der Merwe

273

273

Anthony Berman

251

266

Hylton Roy Rabinowitz

166

166

59

246

433

216

Non-executive fees

33. Directors’ emoluments continued

Brimstone Investment Corporation Limited – S Patel – resigned 30 May 2016
Grant Pattison
Conduit Capital – T Moodley – appointed 10 October 2016

Notes

69

–

1 671

1 663

Loans and
receivables
R’000

Total
R’000

34. Financial assets and liabilities by category
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Financial assets by category
Group 2017
Loans to group companies
Net investment in Finance lease
Other financial assets
Advertising levies
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
8
9
12
14
15

–
9 427
58 540
3 416
62 773
32 181
166 337

–
9 427
58 540
3 416
62 773
32 181
166 337

Company 2017
Loans to group companies
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
14
15

809 312
5
9 300
818 617

809 312
5
9 300
818 617

Group 2016
Loans to group companies
Net investment in Finance lease
Other financial assets
Advertising levies
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
8
9
12
14
15

–
11 201
81 245
5 444
80 258
202 538
380 686

–
11 201
81 245
5 444
80 258
202 538
380 686

Company 2016
Loans to group companies
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
14
15

618 652
5
195 377
814 034

618 652
5
195 377
814 034
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Notes

Liabilities
at amortised
cost
R’000

Total
R’000

34. Financial assets and liabilities by category continued
Financial liabilities by category
Group 2017
Bank overdraft

15

48 259

48 259

Borrowings

17

260 459

260 459

Trade and other payables

20

110 162

110 162

418 880

418 880

Company 2017
7

74 774

74 774

Borrowings

17

244 322

244 322

Trade and other payables

20

Loans from group companies

Notes

4 693

4 693

323 789

323 789

Liabilities
at amortised
cost
R’000

Total
R’000

Group 2016
Bank overdraft

15

32 148

32 148

Borrowings

17

255 890

255 890

Trade and other payables

20

127 783

127 783

415 821

415 821

Company 2016
7

74 696

74 696

Borrowings

17

243 455

243 455

Trade and other payables

20

Loans from group companies

3 316

3 316

321 467

321 467
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35. Risk management
The group’s activities expose it to a variety of risks. These risks include: liquidity risk, interest rate risk, credit risk and
foreign exchange risk.

Liquidity risk
The group’s exposure to liquidity risk is that insufficient funds will be available to meet future obligations as they fall
due. The group manages liquidity risk through an ongoing review of its future commitments and of the facilities
available from financial institutions. Cash flow forecasts are prepared and adequate unutilised borrowing facilities
are maintained. The following table represents the group and company’s outstanding contractual maturity profile.
The analysis presented is based on the undiscounted contractual obligation.
Notes

<1 year
R’000

1 – 2 years
R’000

2 – 5 years
R’000

Total
R’000

Bank overdrafts

15

48 259

–

–

48 259

Borrowings

17

13 543

19 568

227 348

260 459

Trade and other payables

20

113 587

–

–

113 587

175 389

19 568

227 348

422 305

Group 2017

Company 2017
Bank overdrafts

15

–

–

–

–

Borrowings

17

1 522

18 491

224 310

244 322

Trade and other payables

20

4 693

–

–

4 693

6 215

18 491

224 310

249 015

Group 2016
Bank overdrafts

15

32 148

–

–

32 148

Borrowings

17

6 984

23 709

225 197

255 890

Trade and other payables

20

129 346

–

–

129 346

168 478

23 709

225 197

417 384
243 455

Company 2016
Borrowings

17

1 425

–

242 030

Trade and other payables

20

3316

–

–

3 316

4 714

–

242 030

246 771

Interest rate risk
The group and company’s interest rate risk arises from fixed and variable rate interest-bearing assets and liabilities
described in the table below. The group and company manages its interest rate exposure, by only depositing cash
and cash equivalents with major banks with high-quality credit standing and by limiting exposures to any one
counterparty.
A hypothetical increase/decrease in interest rates by 1%, with all other variables remaining constant, would increase/
decrease profits after tax by R2 558 493 (2016: R2 124 578) for the group.
At reporting date, the interest rate profile of the group’s interest-bearing financial instruments was:
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Notes

Interest rates
applicable

GROUP
2017
R’000

2016
R’000

COMPANY
2017
2016
R’000
R’000

35. Risk management
continued
Variable rate instruments
Assets
Loans to group companies

7

–

–

809 312

Other financial assets

9

Prime

18 762

57 961

–

–

15

Daily call rates

32 181

202 538

9 300

195 377

15

Prime +2.25%

48 259

32 148

–

–

17

Prime to prime
+2.25%

9 800

12 435

–

–

17

Three-month
JIBAR reset
quarterly +5%

124 672

123 962

124 672

123 962

17

Three-month
JIBAR reset
quarterly +5%

75 255

75 080

75 255

75 080

17

Three-month
JIBAR reset
quarterly +5%

25 237

25 244

25 237

25 244

17

Three-month
JIBAR reset
quarterly +3.5%

19 158

19 169

19 158

19 169

Cash and cash equivalents

618 652

Liabilities
Bank overdraft
Borrowings WesBank
Borrowings

Borrowings

Borrowings

Borrowings RCF

Foreign exchange risk
The group is exposed to foreign exchange risk only to the extent that it imports raw materials used to manufacture
jewellery and inventory for the Luxury Division and inventory for the Food Division. These purchases are denominated
mainly in US Dollar and Euro. The liabilities are settled in one of these foreign currencies.
As at 28 February 2017, the group and company had the following foreign currency denominated liabilities:
GROUP
2017
R’000
Trade and other payables – Euro
Trade and other payables – US Dollar
Total

2016
R’000

COMPANY
2017
2016
R’000
R’000

1 803

2 771

–

–

720

9 036

–

–

2 523

11 807

–

–

Exchange rates used for conversion of foreign items were: USD 13.12 (2016: USD 15.49) and Euro 13.87 (2016:
Euro 16.81).
If the foreign exchange rates change by R1 and were applied to the outstanding balances as at 28 February 2017,
with all other variables held constant, the impact on post-tax profits would be R184 855 (2016: R748 175).
No forward exchange contract was entered into before or at 28 February 2017.
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35. Risk management continued
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the group if a counterparty to a financial asset fails to meet its contractual
obligations. Credit risk arises on cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, other financial assets and
loans to group companies. The group only deposits cash with major banks with high-quality credit standing and limits
exposure to any one counterparty.
Trade and other receivables mostly comprise of stock debtors, royalties and marketing fees receivable from
franchisees.
Other financial assets comprise loans and extended terms offered to franchisees, loans to marketing funds of brands
and conversion contributions.
Management evaluates credit risk relating to these receivables on an ongoing basis. The credit risk is assessed on an
on-going basis based on management’s past experience and knowledge of the business. The credit risk on group
companies is negligible due to the fact that all these group companies are commonly controlled.
The granting of credit is made on application and is approved by directors. At year-end, the group and company did
not consider there to be any significant concentration of risk.
The following table represents the group and company’s exposure to credit risk.

Notes

<1 year
R’000

1–2
years
R’000

2–5
years
R’000

More than
5 years
R’000

Total
R’000

Group 2017
Net investment in Finance lease

8

522

648

2 908

5 349

9 427

Other financial assets

9

11 720

14 558

30 157

2 105

58 540

Advertising levies

12

3 416

–

–

–

3 416

Trade and other receivables

14

62 773

–

–

–

62 773

Cash and cash equivalents

15

32 181

–

–

–

32 181

110 612

15 206

33 065

74 540

166 337
809 312

Company 2017
7

14 463

–

–

794 849

Trade and other receivables

14

5

–

–

–

5

Cash and cash equivalents

15

9 300

–

–

–

9 300

23 768

–

–

794 849

818 617

Loans to group companies

Group 2016
Net investment in Finance lease

8

459

502

2 940

7 300

11 201

Other financial assets

9

2 921

3 230

9 274

65 820

81 245

Advertising levies

12

5 444

–

–

–

5 444

Trade and other receivables

14

80 258

–

–

–

80 258

Cash and cash equivalents

15

202 538

–

–

–

202 538

291 161

3 732

12 214

73 120

380 686
618 652

Company 2016
Loans to group companies

7

12 565

–

–

606 087

Trade and other receivables

14

5

–

–

–

5

Cash and cash equivalents

15

195 377

–

–

–

195 377

207 947

–

–

606 087

814 034

To the extent that recoverable amounts are estimated to be less than their associated carrying values, impairment
charges have been recorded in profit or loss and the carrying values have been written down to their recoverable
amounts.
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36. Capital management
The board’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base so as to maintain investors’, creditor’s and market confidence
and to sustain future development of the business. The capital base comprises equity and borrowings. As a result, the
board reviews its total capital employed on a regular basis and makes use of several indicative ratios which are
appropriate to the nature of the group’s operations and consistent with conventional industry measures. The principal
ratios used in this review process are:
– gearing, defined as interest-bearing borrowings, less cash divided by capital employed; and
– return on equity, defined as headline earnings divided by average capital employed.
There were no changes in the group’s approach to capital management during the year.
As the group continues to invest in food and has reported “start-up” losses in the food division, the group’s net
leverage ratio for the year exceeded 3. This has resulted in the group consequently paying a higher interest rate than
it previously did on its debt facilities as evidenced in note 17. The group has agreed with lenders that any proceeds
from the sale of the luxury goods business will be applied to settling existing debt. In the interim, lenders have
introduced a new financial covenant for the group to comply with, being that the groups consolidated net cash at
each month end should not be less than R30 million.

37. Loss and headline loss per share
2017
Cents

2016
Cents

Loss per share

(26.8)

(24.2)

Diluted loss per share

(26.2)

(23.9)

Headline loss per share

(25.0)

(19.2)

Diluted headline loss per share

(24.4)

(18.9)

R
Loss per share is calculated on the loss for the group

R

(100 818 075)

(75 806 699)

Headline loss per share is calculated on headline losses

(93 808 202)

(59 970 150)

Number

Number

Weighted average number of ordinary shares

375 926 781

312 614 628

The weighted average number of shares is calculated after taking into account the effect of setting off 1 983 777
(2016: 2 405 238) treasury shares held by the Taste Holdings Share Trust against the issued share capital.
2017
R
Diluted headline loss per share is based on basic losses

2016
R

(100 818 075)

(75 806 699)

Diluted headline loss per share is based on diluted headline losses

(93 808 202)

(59 970 150)

Number

Number

Weighted average diluted shares in issue

384 379 136

316 766 246

Weighted average diluted shares is calculated after taking into account the effect of the possible issue of 8 452 355
(2016: 4 151 618) ordinary shares in the future relating to the share option scheme and the no par value portion
rights issue.
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R’000

R’000

37. Loss and headline loss per share continued
Headline loss have been computed as follows:
Loss attributable to ordinary shareholders

(100 818)

(75 806)

Adjusted for loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

2 062

1 259

Impairment of assets

5 260

14 812

Gross measurements excluded from headline earnings

7 322

16 071

Tax effect
Net measurements excluded from headline earnings
Headline loss

(385)

(235)

6 938

15 836

(93 880)

(59 970)

38. Going concern
Based on positive forward financial projections, which include the fully underwritten claw-back rights offer of
R120 million, the directors are confident that the group operates a highly sustainable business model which will
continue as a going concern in the foreseeable future. The group losses are attributable to the launch of the
Starbucks and Domino’s brands in South Africa and are not operational losses but rather “start-up” losses. These
losses are expected to be recovered in the foreseeable future as the Starbucks and Domino’s businesses mature out
of their infancy stage and eventually reach profitability.

39. Events after Balance sheet date
Sale of Luxury Goods Division
The last three years have been transformational for the Group. Through acquisitions and the winning of global licences,
Taste has undergone a significant transformation, from a pure franchisor company of local brands, to a predominately
corporate-owned-store business with a mix of global and local brands. This transformation has challenged the Group to
adapt to a very different financial and operating model.
A recent strategic review by the Board has concluded that the Group should concentrate future investments, and
management efforts on rapidly growing the Food business, where returns are high and opportunities abound. The Food
and Luxury Goods businesses are very different in their maturity, capital returns, and working capital requirements. In
particular, the Food business, with the recent Starbucks and Domino’s investments, looks much like a start-up and
therefore requires more equity than debt to grow, whilst the Luxury Goods Division, a mature and established business
requires the opposite to capitalise on its growth prospects.
The Board therefore concluded that these businesses will best be served by having separate shareholders and management
teams and be allowed to reach their full potential independently. Taste has thus entered into a formal sales process of the
Luxury Goods Division, appointed advisors, and engaged with potential bidders. The funds raised from the sale of the
Luxury Goods Division will be applied to reducing all existing debt. It is therefore envisaged that post the strategic
restructure, Taste will be a focused Food business, both owning and licensing leading global brands. Appropriate to a startup, it will initially be debt free, with necessary cash on hand to accelerate its Starbucks and Domino’s roll-out. This singular
focus will allow Taste to pursue opportunities to license further international food brands, selectively vertically integrate,
and expand its existing portfolio of brands in South- and southern Africa.

Equity raise of R120 million
R120 million equity will be raised through a claw-back fully underwritten rights offer to shareholders of 80 million Taste
shares at R1.50 per share. At the time of this report shareholders had approved the necessary conditions precedent in
order for the rights offer to be made and the rights offer declaration announcement was disseminated on SENS. The funds
raised from the claw-back offer will be applied to funding the future capital and operational requirements of the
Food business.

Disposal of Midrand property
In April 2017 Buon Gusto (Pty) Ltd a wholly owned subsidiary of Taste entered into an agreement to dispose of and further
lease back the property in Midrand which houses the dough manufacturing and food distribution business of the Food
Division. This sale will become effective in the new financial year.
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SHAREHOLDERS’ ANALYSIS
for the year ended February 2017

Number of
shareholdings

%

Number of
shares

%

Shareholder spread
1 – 999

1 456

36.67

393 913

0.1

1 000 – 9 999

1 594

40.14

5 705 580

1.51

10 000 – 99 999

782

19.69

20 905 601

5.52

100 000 shares and over

139

3.5

351 565 953

92.87

3 971

100

378 571 047

100

Total
Distribution of shareholders
Banks/Brokers

20

0.50

180 919 009

47.79

Close corporations

30

0.76

915 965

0.24

Endowment funds

6

0.15

21 090 274

5.57

3 681

92.70

51 858 408

13.7

Individuals
Insurance Companies

3

0.08

7 028 790

1.86

Mutual funds

7

0.18

24 511 478

6.48

Other Corporations

17

0.43

160 886

0.04

Private Companies

71

1.79

32 082 653

8.48

Public Companies

2

0.05

500 000

0.13

Retirement funds

1

0.02

3 344 511

0.88

Share trusts

1

0.02

1 983 777

0.52

132

3.32

54 175 296

14.31

3 971

100.00

378 571 047

100.00

Pershing Llc

150 246 261

39.69

PSG Konsult

27 570 539

7.28

Aaron Beare Foundation

20 909 878

5.52

195 382 167

52.49

Trusts
Total
Beneficial shareholders holding 5% or more,
other than directors

Total
Shareholder spread
Non-public shareholders

18

0.45

207 335 831

54.77

Directors of the company

16

0.40

55 105 793

14.56

Own holdings

1

0.03

1 983 777

0.52

Strategic holdings (10% or more)

1

0.03

150 246 261

39.69

Public shareholders

3 953

99.54

171 235 216

45.23

Total

3 971

100.00

378 571 047

100
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Announcement of final results
Annual general meeting
Announcement of interim results
Financial year-end

29 May 2017
4 July 2017
October 2017
28 February

JSE PERFORMANCE
at February 2017
Opening price (cents)

210

Closing price (cents)

179

High for the year (cents)

300

Low for the year (cents)
Volume of shares traded during the year 

164

160
144 126 129

Value of shares traded during the year (R)

331 437 290

Shares in issue

378 571 047

Market capitalisation (R)

677 642 174
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
for the year ended February 2017

TASTE HOLDINGS LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number 2000/002239/06)
JSE code: TAS
ISIN: ZAE000081162
(“Taste” or “the company” or “the group”)
Notice is hereby given that the annual general meeting of shareholders of Taste will be held at 12 Gemini Street, Linbro
Business Park, Frankenwald, Sandton, on Tuesday, 4 July 2017, at 10:00 to present the annual financial statements to
shareholders and to consider and, if deemed appropriate, pass the ordinary and special resolutions listed below, with or
without modification.
Kindly note that in terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act, 2008 (Act No. 71 of 2008), as amended (“the Companies
Act”), meeting participants (including proxies) will be required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification before
being entitled to participate in or vote at the annual general meeting. Forms of identification that will be accepted
include original and valid identity documents, driver’s licenses and passports.
The board of directors of the company (“the Board”) has determined that the record date in terms of section 62(3)(a) as
read with section 59(1) of the Companies Act, for the purpose of determining which shareholders of the company are
entitled to receive notice of the annual general meeting is Friday, 26 May 2017 and the record date for purposes of
determining which shareholders of the company are entitled to participate in and vote at the annual general meeting is
Friday, 23 June 2017. Accordingly, the last day to trade in the company’s shares is Tuesday, 20 June 2017.
Shareholders are referred to the explanatory notes as attached to the notice of the annual general meeting for additional
information, including abbreviated profiles of the directors standing for re-election.

Presentation of annual financial statements

The audited annual financial statements of the company for the year ended 28 February 2017, including the directors’
report, the auditors’ report and the report of the audit and risk committee, to be presented as required in terms of section
61(8)(a) of the Companies Act.

Report from the Social and Ethics Committee

In accordance with Companies Regulation 43(5)(c), issued in terms of the Companies Act, the chairman of the Social, Ethics
and Transformation Committee, or in the absence of the chairman any member of the Committee, will present the
Committee’s report to shareholders at the annual general meeting.

Ordinary resolutions 1: Rotation and appointment of directors

Messrs Wessel van der Merwe, Grant Pattison and Hylton Roy Rabinowitz retire by rotation and, being eligible, offer
themselves for re-election as directors of the company.
In addition, any person appointed to the Board following the previous annual general meeting is similarly required to retire
and is eligible for re-election at the next annual general meeting.
Accordingly, shareholders are requested to consider and, if deemed fit, approve the separate ordinary resolutions set
out below.

Ordinary resolutions 1.1

It is RESOLVED that the re-appointment of Mr Wessel van der Merwe as an independent non-executive director of the
company be and is hereby approved.

Ordinary resolutions 1.2

It is RESOLVED that the re-appointment of Mr Grant Pattison as an independent non-executive director of the company be
and is hereby approved.

Ordinary resolutions 1.3

It is RESOLVED that the re-appointment of Mr Hylton Roy Rabinowitz as a non-executive director of the company be and is
hereby approved.

Ordinary resolutions 1.4

It is RESOLVED that the appointment of Mr Tyrone Moodley as a non-executive director of the company be and is hereby
approved. It is noted that Mr Tyrone Moodley was appointed as a non-executive director of the company since the previous
annual general meeting and offers himself for re-appointment as a non-executive director of the company.
Brief biographies of the above directors are set out on pages 76 to 78.
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Ordinary resolutions 2: Appointment of audit and risk committee

It is proposed that the following independent non-executive directors be appointed as members of the audit and
risk committee.

Ordinary resolutions 2.1

It is RESOLVED that Mr Anthony Berman be and is hereby appointed as a member and chairman of the audit and risk
committee of the company until the conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the company in 2018.

Ordinary resolutions 2.2

It is RESOLVED that Mr Wessel van der Merwe be and is hereby appointed as a member of the audit and risk committee of
the company, subject to his re-election as a director pursuant to ordinary resolution 1.1 until the conclusion of the next
annual general meeting of the company in 2018.

Ordinary resolutions 2.3

It is RESOLVED that Mr Grant Pattison be and is hereby appointed as a member of the audit and risk committee of the
company, subject to his re-election as a director pursuant to ordinary resolution number 1.2, until the conclusion of the next
annual general meeting of the company in 2018.
Brief biographies of the above directors are set out on pages 76 to 78.

Ordinary resolution 3: Re-appointment of auditors

It is RESOLVED, on recommendation of the audit and risk committee, that BDO South Africa Inc. be and is hereby
reappointed as independent auditors of the company, the individual designated auditor, Stephen Shaw, meeting the
requirements of S90 (2) of the Companies Act.

Ordinary resolution 4: Control of authorised but unissued ordinary shares

It is RESOLVED that the authorised but unissued ordinary shares in the capital of the company be and are hereby placed
under the control and authority of the directors of the company and that the directors be and are hereby authorised to allot
and issue at their discretion the unissued but authorised ordinary shares in the share capital of the company and/or grant
options to subscribe for the unissued shares, to such person/s for such purposes and on such terms and conditions as they
may in their discretion deem fit, subject to the provisions of the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited (“JSE Listing
Requirements”), sections 38 and 41 of the Companies Act and the Memorandum of Incorporation of the company and,
shareholders hereby waive any pre-emptive rights thereto.

Ordinary resolution 5: Authority to issue shares for cash
It is RESOLVED that, in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the mandate given to the directors of the company in terms
of a general authority to:
•	allot and issue, or to issue any options in respect of, all or any of the authorised but unissued ordinary shares in the
capital of the company; and/or
•	sell or otherwise dispose of or transfer, or issue any options in respect of, ordinary shares in the capital of the company
purchased by subsidiaries of the company, for cash, to such person/s on such terms and conditions and at such times as
the directors may from time to time in their discretion deem fit, subject to the Companies Act, the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the company and its subsidiaries and the JSE Listings Requirements from time to time.
The JSE Listings Requirements currently provide, inter alia, that:
•	this authority shall only be valid until the next annual general meeting of the company but shall not extend beyond 15
months from the date of this meeting;
•	the allotment and issue of the shares must be made to persons qualifying as public shareholders as defined in the
JSE Listings Requirements;
•	the shares which are the subject of the issue for cash must be of a class already in issue, or where this is not the case,
must be limited to such shares or rights that are convertible into a class already in issue;
•	an announcement giving full details, including the impact of the issue on net asset value, net tangible asset value,
earnings and headline earnings per share and, if applicable, diluted earnings and diluted headline earnings per share, be
published after any issue representing, on a cumulative basis within one financial year, 5% of the number of shares in
issue prior to the issue concerned;
•	the issues in aggregate in any one financial year shall not exceed 15% of the number of shares of the company’s issued
ordinary share capital (net of treasury shares) as at the date of this notice of annual general meeting, being
56 488 091 ordinary shares;
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•	in determining the price at which an issue of shares for cash will be made in terms of this authority, the maximum
discount permitted shall be 10% of the weighted average traded price of the ordinary shares on the JSE, measured over
the 30 business days prior to the date that the price of the issue is agreed between the company and the party
subscribing for the securities; and
•	whenever the company wishes to use repurchased shares, held as treasury stock by a subsidiary of the company, such
use must comply with the JSE Listings Requirements as if such use was a fresh issue of ordinary shares.

Ordinary resolution 6: Advisory endorsement of the remuneration policy
To approve, as a non-binding advisory vote in terms of The King Code of Governance Principles for South Africa, 2009
(King III) , the company’s remuneration policy (excluding the remuneration of the non-executive directors for their services
as directors and members of board committees) as set out in the Remuneration Report contained in the Integrated Report
on page 84.

Ordinary resolution 7: Signing authority
It is RESOLVED that any one director or the secretary of the company be and is hereby authorised to do all such things and
sign all such documents as are deemed necessary to implement the resolutions set out in the notice convening the annual
general meeting at which this ordinary resolution will be considered and approved at such meeting.

Special resolution 1: Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration

It is RESOLVED, as a special resolution:
•	that the company be and is hereby authorised to pay remuneration to its non-executive directors for their services as
non-executive directors, as contemplated in S66 (8) and S66 (9) of the Companies Act; and
•	that the remuneration structure and amounts as set out below, be and are hereby approved until such time as rescinded
or amended by shareholders by way of a special resolution:
Proposed fee in
2018
R

Type of fee (annual fee)
Board
Chairman

365 700

Board member

175 960

Audit and Risk Committee
Chairman

90 100

Member

75 260

Chairman of any other board committee

55 120

Member of any other board committee

38 160

Special resolution 2: General authority to repurchase shares

It is RESOLVED, as a special resolution, that the mandate given to the company in terms of its Memorandum of Incorporation
(or one of its wholly owned subsidiaries) providing authorisation, by way of a general approval, to acquire
the company’s own securities, upon such terms and conditions and in such amounts as the directors may from time to
time decide, subject to the JSE Listings Requirements, section 48 and 46 of the Companies Act and the company’s
Memorandum of Incorporation, be extended, subject to the following:
•	this general authority be valid until the company’s next annual general meeting, provided that it shall not extend beyond
15 (fifteen) months from the date of passing of this special resolution (whichever period is shorter);
•	the repurchase being effected through the order book operated by the JSE trading system, without any prior
understanding or arrangement between the company and the counterparty;
•	repurchases may not be made at a price greater than 10% (ten percent) above the weighted average of the market value
of the ordinary shares for the 5 (five) business days immediately preceding the date on which the transaction
was effected;
•	an announcement being published as soon as the company has repurchased ordinary shares constituting, on a
cumulative basis, 3% (three percent) of the initial number of ordinary shares, and for each 3% (three percent) in
aggregate of the initial number of ordinary shares repurchased thereafter, containing full details of such repurchases;
•	the number of shares which may be acquired pursuant to this authority in any one financial year may not in the
aggregate exceed 20% (twenty percent) of the company’s issued share capital as at the date of passing of this special
resolution or 10% of the company’s issued share capital in the case of an acquisition of shares in the company by a
subsidiary of the company;
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•	the company’s sponsor confirming the adequacy of the company’s working capital for purposes of undertaking
the repurchase of ordinary shares in writing to the JSE prior to the company entering the market to proceed with
the repurchase;
•	the company and/or its subsidiaries not repurchasing securities during a prohibited period as defined in paragraph
3.67 of the JSE Listings Requirements, unless it has in place a repurchase programme where the dates and quantities of
securities to be traded during the relevant period are fixed and full details of the programme have been disclosed in an
announcement published on SENS prior to the commencement of the prohibited period;
•	at any point in time the company only appointing one agent to effect any repurchases on its behalf; and
•	the Board passing a resolution that they authorised the repurchase and that the company passed the solvency and
liquidity test set out in section 4 of the Companies Act and that since the test was done there have been no material
changes to the financial position of the group.
The directors of the company and its subsidiaries will only utilise the general authority to purchase the company’s securities
to the extent that they, having considered the effects of the maximum repurchase permitted, are of the opinion that for
a period of 12 (twelve) months after the date of the notice of the annual general meeting and at the actual date of
the repurchase:
• the company and the group will be able, in the ordinary course of business, to pay its debts;
• the working capital of the company and the group will be adequate for ordinary business purposes;
•	the assets of the company and the group, fairly valued in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards,
will exceed the liabilities of the company and the group;
• the company’s and the group’s ordinary share capital and reserves will be adequate for ordinary business purposes; and
•	the directors have passed a resolution authorising the repurchase, resolving that the company has satisfied the solvency
and liquidity test as defined in the Companies Act and resolving that since the solvency and liquidity test had been
applied, there have been no material changes to the financial position of the group.

Additional information

The following additional information, some of which may appear elsewhere in the integrated report, is provided in terms
of the JSE Listings Requirements for purposes of the general authority to repurchase the company’s securities set out in
special resolution number 2 above:
• major shareholders on page 163; and
• share capital of the company on page 140.

Directors’ responsibility statement

The directors in office, whose names appear on page 102 of the integrated report, collectively and individually accept full
responsibility for the accuracy of the information pertaining to special resolution number 2 and certify that, to the best of
their knowledge and belief, there are no facts that have been omitted which would make any statement false or misleading,
and that all reasonable enquiries to ascertain such facts have been made and that the special resolution contains all
information required by the JSE Listings Requirements.

Material changes

Other than the facts and developments reported on in the integrated report, there have been no material changes in the
affairs or financial position of the company and its subsidiaries since the company’s financial year-end and the date of
signature of the integrated report.

Directors’ intention regarding the general authority to repurchase the company’s
shares

The directors have no specific intention, at present, for the company to repurchase any of its securities but consider that
such a general authority should be put in place should an opportunity present itself to do so during the year which is in the
best interests of the company and its shareholders.

Special resolution 3: Financial assistance to related and inter-related companies

It is RESOLVED, by way of a special resolution in terms of section 44 and 45 of the Companies Act, that the directors of the
company be and are hereby authorised to provide any direct or indirect financial assistance (which includes lending money,
guaranteeing a loan or other obligation, and securing any debt or obligation) to all related and inter-related companies
within the Taste group of companies, or to any person for the purpose of, or in connection with, the subscription of any
option, or any securities, issued or to be issued by the company or a related or inter-related company, or for the purchase
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of any securities of the company or of a related or inter-related company, at such times and on such terms and conditions
as the directors in their sole discretion deem fit and subject to all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements being met,
such authority to remain in place for a period of two years or until rescinded by way of special resolution passed at a duly
constituted annual general meeting of the company, provided that:
(a)	the Board, from time to time, determines (i) the specific recipient or general category of potential recipients of such
financial assistance; (ii) the form, nature and extent of such financial assistance; (iii) the terms and conditions under
which such financial assistance is provided; and
(b)	the Board may not authorise the company to provide any financial assistance pursuant to this special resolution
number 3 unless the Board meets all those requirements of section 44 and 45 of the Companies Act which it is
required to meet in order to authorise the company to provide such financial assistance.

Special resolution 4: Amendment to the Memorandum of Incorporation of the
company
It is RESOLVED that, the existing clause 37 of the Memorandum of Incorporation of Taste, is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following new clause:
37.

NOTICES

37.1	All notices shall be given by the Company to each Shareholder of the Company and simultaneously to the Issuer
Regulations Division of the JSE, and shall be given in writing in any manner authorised by the JSE Listings
Requirements and the Regulations, and particularly Table CR 3 annexed to the Regulations. All notices shall, in
addition to the above, be released through SENS, provided that, in the event that the Shares or other Securities of
the Company are not listed on the JSE, all the provisions of this Memorandum of Incorporation relating to the
publication of notices via SENS shall no longer apply and such notices shall thereafter only be published in
accordance with the provisions of the Act. [LR10.11(e) and LR10.11(f)]
37.2	Each Shareholder of the Company shall notify, the Company, in writing of an email address, which address shall be
his nominated address for the purposes of receiving all notices from the Company, unless the Shareholder provides
a postal address and specifically requests notices to be served on him in writing. If a Shareholder has not provided
an email/postal address, he shall be deemed to have waived his right to be served with notices.
37.3	Any Shareholder whose address in the Securities Register is an address not within South Africa, shall be entitled to
have notices served upon him at such address. [LR10.18]
37.4	In the case of joint holders of a Share, all notices shall, unless such holders otherwise in writing request and the
Directors agree, be given to that Shareholder whose name appears first in the Securities Register and a notice so
given shall be deemed sufficient notice to all the joint holders.
37.5	Save to the extent that any of the following provisions of this clause 37.5 may be in conflict with any provision
contained in the Act, any notice sent by:
37.5.1	registered post to the last-known address of a Shareholder shall be deemed to have been delivered on the
7th (seventh) day following the day on which the notice or document was posted as recorded by a post office,
unless there is conclusive evidence that it was delivered on a different day;
37.5.2	faxing the notice to a Shareholder, if the Shareholder has a fax number, shall be deemed to have been
delivered on the date and at the time recorded by the fax receiver, unless there is conclusive evidence that it
was delivered on a different date or at a different time;
37.5.3	sending the notice to a Shareholder by electronic mail, if the Shareholder has an address for the receiving of
electronic mail, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the date and at the time recorded by the
computer used by the sender, unless there is conclusive evidence that it was delivered on a different date or
at a different time; and
37.5.4 a ny other means permitted in the said Table CR 3 shall be deemed to have been delivered as provided for
that method of delivery in such Table.
37.6	Every person who by operation of law, transfer or other means whatsoever becomes entitled to any Share, shall be
bound by every notice in respect of that Share which, previously to his name and address being entered in the
Securities Register, was given to the person from whom he derives his title to such Share.
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37.7	Any notice or document delivered or sent by post to or left at the registered address of any Shareholder in pursuance
of this Memorandum of Incorporation shall, notwithstanding that such Shareholder was then deceased, and
whether or not the Company has notice of his death, be deemed to have been duly served in respect of any Shares,
whether held solely or jointly with other persons by such Shareholder, until some other person be registered in his
stead as the sole or joint holder thereof, and such service shall for all purposes of this Memorandum of Incorporation
be deemed a sufficient service of such notice or document on his heirs, executors or administrators, and all persons
(if any) jointly interested with him in any such Shares.”

Electronic participation

Should any shareholder of the company wish to participate in the annual general meeting by way of electronic participation,
that shareholder shall be obliged to make application in writing (including details as to how the shareholder or its
representative can be contacted) to so participate, to the company secretary at the applicable address set out below at least
5 (five) business days prior to the annual general meeting in order for the company secretary to arrange for the shareholder
(and its representative) to provide reasonably satisfactory identification to the transfer secretaries for the purposes of
section 63 (1) of the Companies Act and for the company secretary to provide the shareholder (or its representative) with
details as to how to access any electronic participation to be provided. The company reserves the right not to provide for
electronic participation at the annual general meeting in the event that it determines that it is not practical to do so. The
costs of accessing any means of electronic participation provided by the company will be borne by the shareholder so
accessing the electronic participation.

Proxies

Any shareholder holding shares in certificated form or recorded on the company’s sub-register in electronic dematerialised
form in “own name” and entitled to attend, speak and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend, speak
and on a poll vote in their stead. A proxy need not be a member of the company.
Proxy forms must be lodged at the offices of the transfer secretaries, Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
(Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg; PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107), by no later than
10:00 on Friday, 30 June 2017.
All beneficial owners whose shares have been dematerialised through a Central Securities Depository Participant (“CSDP”)
or broker other than with “own name” registration, must provide the CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms
of their custody agreement should they wish to vote at the annual general meeting. Alternatively, they may request the
CSDP or broker to provide them with a letter of representation, in terms of their custody agreements, should they wish to
attend the annual general meeting.
Shareholders and proxies of shareholders are advised that they will be required to present reasonably satisfactory identification
in order to attend or participate in the annual general meeting as required in terms of S63(1) of the Companies Act.

Voting thresholds

Ordinary resolutions 1 to 4, 6 and 7 are subject to a simple majority of votes.
In terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the approval of a 75% majority of votes of all shareholders, present or
represented by proxy, is required to approve ordinary resolution number 5.
The special resolutions must be supported by 75% or more of the voting rights exercised.

Voting

In terms of the JSE Listings Requirements any shares held by The Taste Share Incentive Scheme will not have its votes at the
annual general meeting taken into account in determining the results of voting on ordinary resolution number 5 and special
resolution number 2.
By order of the Board

Claire Middlemiss
Company secretary
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – EXPLANATORY NOTES
for the year ended February 2017

Voting

A 75% majority of the votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy at the annual general meeting must be
cast in favour of special resolutions for these to be approved. Ordinary resolutions are approved by more than 50% of the
votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy with exception of ordinary resolution number 5 which requires
a 75% approval.

Presentation of annual financial statements

At the annual general meeting, the directors must present the annual financial statements for the year ended 28 February
2017 to shareholders, together with the reports of the directors, the audit and risk committee, and the auditors. These are
contained within the integrated report.

Ordinary resolutions 1.1 to 1.4: Rotation and appointment of directors

In accordance with the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, one-third of the directors are required to retire at
each annual general meeting and may offer themselves for re-election. In addition, any person appointed to the Board
following the previous annual general meeting is similarly required to retire and is eligible for re-election at the next annual
general meeting.
The purpose of these resolutions is to elect, by way of separate resolutions, directors in the place of those retiring in
accordance with the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation. The directors retiring are Messrs Wessel van der Merwe,
Grant Pattison and Hylton Roy Rabinowitz, who being eligible offer themselves for re-election. Mr Tyrone Moodley’s
appointment as a non-executive director is to be ratified by shareholders as he was appointed subsequent to the previous
annual general meeting.
Brief biographical details of each of the above directors and the remaining members of the Board are contained on pages
76 to 78 of the integrated report of which this notice forms part.

Ordinary resolutions 2.1 to 2.3: Appointment of audit and risk committee

In terms of section 94(2) of the Companies Act, a public company must at each annual general meeting elect an audit and
risk committee comprising at least three members who are directors and who meet the criteria of section 94(4) of the
Companies Act. Regulation 42 to the Companies Act specifies that one-third of the members of the audit and risk committee
must have appropriate academic qualifications or experience in the areas as listed in the regulation.
The Board of the company is satisfied that the proposed members of the audit and risk committee meet all relevant
requirements.
The purpose of these resolutions is to appoint, by way of separate resolutions, the following independent non-executive
directors as members of the audit and risk committee:
• Mr Anthony Berman (Chairman)
• Mr Wessel van der Merwe*
• Mr Grant Pattison*
*

Subject to the approval of ordinary resolution 1.1 and 1.2

Ordinary resolution 3: Re-appointment of auditors

BDO South Africa Inc. has indicated its willingness to continue in office and resolution 3 proposes the reappointment of that
firm as the company’s auditors with effect from 1 March 2017. Section 90 (3) of the Companies Act, requires the designated
auditor to meet the criteria as set out in section 90 (2) of the Companies Act.
The Board is satisfied that both BDO and the individual designated auditor, being Stephen Shaw, meet the relevant
requirements.

Ordinary resolutions 4 and 5: Control of and authority to issue authorised but
unissued shares for cash

In terms of the Companies Act, directors are authorised to allot and issue the unissued shares of the company, unless
otherwise provided in the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation or in instances as listed in section 41 of the Companies
Act. The JSE requires that the Memorandum of Incorporation should provide that shareholders in a general meeting may
authorise the directors to issue unissued securities and/or grant options to subscribe for unissued securities as the directors
in their discretion think fit, provided that such transaction(s) has/have been approved by the JSE and are subject to the JSE
Listings Requirements. In the absence of the Memorandum of Incorporation as contemplated in the Companies Act,
ordinary resolution 4 has been included to confirm directors’ authority to issue shares. Directors confirm that there is no
specific intention to issue any shares, other than as part of and in terms of the rules of the company’s share incentive
scheme, as at the date of this notice.
Also, in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the authority to issue shares for cash as set out in ordinary resolution
5 requires the approval of a 75% majority of the votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy at the annual
general meeting for ordinary resolution number 5 to become effective.
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Ordinary resolution 6: Advisory endorsement of remuneration policy

King III recommends that the remuneration philosophy of the company be submitted to shareholders for consideration and
for an advisory, non-binding vote to provide shareholders with an opportunity to indicate should they not be in support of
the material provisions of the remuneration philosophy and policy of the company.

Ordinary resolution 7: Signing authority

Authority is required to do all such things and sign all documents and take all such action as necessary to implement the
resolutions set out in the notice and approved at the annual general meeting. It is proposed that the company secretary
and/or director be authorised accordingly.

Special resolution 1: Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration

In terms of sections 66(8) and 66(9) of the Companies Act, companies may pay remuneration to directors for their services
as directors unless otherwise provided by the Memorandum of Incorporation and on approval of shareholders by way of a
special resolution. Executive directors are not specifically remunerated for their services as directors but as employees of
the company and as such, the resolution as included in the notice requests approval of the remuneration paid to nonexecutive directors for their services as directors of the company.

Special resolution 2: General authority to repurchase shares

Section 48 of the Companies Act, authorises the board of directors of a company to approve the acquisition of its own
shares subject to the provisions of S48 and S46 having been met. In order to ensure compliance with the requirements of
the Companies Act, the JSE Listings Requirements and the provisions of the Memorandum of Incorporation of the company,
a special resolution is proposed to provide authority to the company to repurchase its shares.

Special resolution 3: Financial assistance to related and inter-related companies

Sections 44 (2) and 45 (2) of the Companies Act, authorises the board to provide direct or indirect financial assistance to a
related or inter-related company or to any person in connection with any securities issued or to be issued by the company
or a related or inter-related company, subject to subsections (3) and (4) of section 45 of the Companies Act and unless
otherwise provided in the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation. In terms of section 45 (3) of the Companies Act, a
special resolution of shareholders is required in these instances.
The main purpose of the special resolution as set out in the notice of the meeting is to approve the granting of intercompany loans, a recognised and well known practice, details of which are also set out in the notes to the annual financial
statements. In addition, the resolution will facilitate the granting of guarantees and security in connection with the
borrowings by the Taste group of companies.
Special resolution number 3 will be effective only if and to the extent that such resolution is adopted by the shareholders
of the company, and the provision of any such direct or indirect financial assistance by the company, pursuant to such
resolution, will always be subject to the Board being satisfied that (i) immediately after providing such financial assistance,
the company will satisfy the solvency and liquidity test as referred to in sections 44(3)(b)(i) and 45(3)(b)(i) of the Companies
Act, and (ii) the terms under which such financial assistance is to be given are fair and reasonable to the company as referred
to in section 44(3)(b)(ii) and 45(3)(b)(ii) of the Companies Act.

Special resolution 4: Amendment to the Memorandum of Incorporation of the
company

The Board has passed a resolution proposing that this Special Resolution Number 4 is adopted for the purpose of ensuring
that the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation is amended in order to allow for the delivery of notices via electronic
communication.
The adoption of this Special Resolution Number 4 will authorise the amendment to the Memorandum of Incorporation of
the Company.
The minimum percentage of voting rights that is required for Special Resolution Number 4 to be adopted is 75% (seventy
five percent) of the votes exercised on such special resolution by shareholders entitled to vote, present or represented by
proxy at the annual general meeting, and further subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Memorandum of
Incorporation of the Company and the JSE Listings Requirements.”

General

Shareholders and proxies attending the annual general meeting on behalf of shareholders are reminded that section 63(1)
of the Companies Act, requires that reasonably satisfactory identification be presented in order for such shareholder or
proxy to be allowed to attend or participate in the meeting.
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Summary of the rights established in terms of section 58 of the Companies Act as
required by section 58(7)(b)
For purposes of this summary, “shareholder” shall have the meaning ascribed thereto in the Companies Act.

1.	At any time, a shareholder of a company is entitled to appoint any individual, including an individual who is not a
shareholder of that company, as a proxy, to participate in, speak and vote at a shareholders’ meeting on behalf of the
shareholder or give or withhold written consent on behalf of such shareholder in relation to a decision contemplated
in section 60 of the Companies Act.
2. 	A proxy appointment must be in writing, dated and signed by the relevant shareholder, and such proxy appointment
remains valid for one year after the date upon which the proxy was signed or any longer or shorter period expressly
set out in the appointment, unless it is revoked in a manner contemplated in section 58(4)(c) of the Act or expires
earlier as contemplated in section 58(8)(d) of the Companies Act.
3.
Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of a company provides otherwise:
3.1	a shareholder of the relevant company may appoint two or more persons concurrently as proxies, and may
appoint more than one proxy to exercise voting rights attached to different securities held by such shareholder;
3.2	a proxy may delegate their authority to act on behalf of a shareholder to another person, subject to any
restriction set out in the instrument appointing the proxy; and
3.3	a copy of the instrument appointing a proxy must be delivered to the company or to any other person on behalf
of the relevant company before the proxy exercises any rights of the shareholder at a shareholders’ meeting.
4.	Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, the appointment of the proxy is suspended at any time
and to the extent that the shareholder who appointed that proxy chooses to act directly and in person in the exercise
of any rights as a shareholder of the relevant company.
5.	Unless the proxy appointment expressly states otherwise, the appointment of a proxy is revocable. If the appointment
of a proxy is revocable, a shareholder may revoke the proxy appointment by cancelling it in writing or making a later
inconsistent appointment of a proxy, and delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the proxy and the
company.
6.	The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act
on behalf of the relevant shareholder as of the later of the date: (a) stated in the revocation instrument, if any; or (b)
upon which the revocation instrument is delivered to the proxy and the relevant company as required in section 58(4)
(c)(ii) of the Act.
7.	If the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies has been delivered to the relevant company, as long as that
appointment remains in effect, any notice that is required by the Act or the relevant company’s Memorandum of
Incorporation to be delivered by such company to the shareholder, must be delivered by such company to the
shareholder or to the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has directed the relevant company to do so in writing and
paid any reasonable fee charged by the company for doing so.
8.	A proxy is entitled to exercise or abstain from exercising any voting right of the relevant shareholder without direction,
except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation or the instrument appointing the proxy provides
otherwise.
9.	If a company issues an invitation to shareholders to appoint one or more persons named by such company as a proxy
or supplies a form of instrument for appointing a proxy:
9.1	such invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is entitled to notice of the meeting at which the proxy is
intended to be exercised;
9.2	the invitation or form of instrument supplied by the relevant company must: (a) bear a reasonably prominent
summary of the rights established in section 58 of the Act; (b) contain adequate blank space, immediately
preceding the name or names of any person or persons named in it, to enable a shareholder to write in the
name and, if so desired, an alternative name of a proxy chosen by such shareholder; and (c) provide adequate
space for the shareholder to indicate whether the appointed proxy is to vote in favour or against the applicable
resolution/s to be put at the relevant meeting, or is to abstain from voting;
9.3 the company must not require that the proxy appointment be made irrevocable; and
9.4	the proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the relevant meeting at which it was intended to be
used, unless revoked as contemplated in section 58(5) of the Act.

Salient dates
Last day to trade in order to be recorded in the register

Tuesday, 20 June 2017

Record date for determining those shareholders entitled to vote at the annual
general meeting

Friday, 23 June 2017

Last day to lodge forms of proxy for the annual general meeting

By 10:00 on Friday, 30 June 2017
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FORM OF PROXY
TASTE HOLDINGS LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number 2000/002239/06)
JSE code: TAS ISIN: ZAE000081162
(“Taste” or “the company”)
For use only by:
•
holders of certificated ordinary shares in the company; or
•	holders of dematerialised ordinary shares in the company (“Dematerialised Shareholders”) held through a Central Securities
Depository Participant (“CSDP”) or broker and who have selected “own-name” registration,
at the annual general meeting of shareholders of the Company to be held at 10:00 on Tuesday, 4 July 2017 at the registered office of
Taste, 12 Gemini Street, Linbro Business Park, Sandton, 2065.
Dematerialised Shareholders holding shares in the Company other than with “own-name” registration, who wish to attend the annual
general meeting must inform their CSDP or broker of their intention to attend the annual general meeting and request their CSDP or
broker to issue them with the relevant letter of representation to attend the annual general meeting in person or by proxy and vote. If
they do not wish to attend the annual general meeting in person or by proxy, they must provide their CSDP or broker with their voting
instructions in terms of the relevant Custody Agreement entered into between them and the CSDP or broker. These Shareholders
must not use this form of proxy.
Each shareholder is entitled to appoint one or more proxies (who need not be a shareholder of the company) to attend, speak and
vote in place of that shareholder at the annual general meeting. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company.
I/We (full name/s in block letters)
of (address)
Telephone work (
)
Telephone home (
)
Cellphone number
Email address
being the holder/custodian of
ordinary shares in the Company, hereby appoint (see note)
1.
or failing him/her
2.
or failing him/her
3. the Chairperson of the annual general meeting,
as my/our proxy to attend and act for me/us on my/our behalf at the annual general meeting convened for the purpose of considering and,
if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the resolutions to be proposed thereat and at each adjournment or postponement
thereof, and to vote for and/or against such resolutions, and/or to abstain from voting for and/or against the resolutions, in respect of the
shares in the issued share capital of the company registered in my/our name in accordance with the following instructions:
Ordinary resolution 1.1
Ordinary resolution 1.2
Ordinary resolution 1.3
Ordinary resolution 1.4
Ordinary resolution 2.1
Ordinary resolution 2.2
Ordinary resolution 2.3

Re-appointment of Mr W van der Merwe as an independent nonexecutive director of the company
The re-appointment of Mr G Pattison as an independent non-executive
director of the company
The re-appointment of Mr HR Rabinowitz as a non-executive director of
the company
That the appointment of Mr T Moodley as a non-executive director of
the company be and is hereby approved.
That Mr A Berman be and is hereby appointed as a member and
chairman of the audit and risk committee of the company
That Mr W van der Merwe be and is hereby appointed as a member of
the audit and risk committee of the company*

For

Against Abstain

* Subject to re-election as a director pursuant to ordinary resolution number 1.1

That Mr G Pattison be and is hereby appointed as a member of the audit
and risk committee of the company**
** Subject to re-election as a director pursuant to ordinary resolution number 1.2

Ordinary resolution 3
Re-appointment of auditors
Ordinary resolution 4
Control of authorised but unissued ordinary shares
Ordinary resolution 5
Authority to issue shares for cash
Ordinary resolution 6
Advisory endorsement of the remuneration policy
Ordinary resolution 7
Signing authority
Special resolution 1
Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration
Special resolution 2
General authority to repurchase shares
Special resolution 3
Financial assistance to related and inter-related companies
Special resolution 4
Amendment to the Memorandum of Incorporation
Insert an “X” in the relevant spaces above according to how you wish your votes to be cast. If no directions are given, the holder of
the proxy will be entitled to vote or abstain from voting as that proxy deems fit.
This proxy shall be valid only for the annual general meeting of shareholders of the company to be held on Tuesday, 4 July 2017 and
any adjournment or postponement thereof.
Signature
Signed at
Assisted by (where applicable)
Please read the notes on the reverse side hereof.

on 

2017
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NOTES TO THE FORM OF PROXY
1.	Summary of rights contained in section 58 of the Companies Act, 2008
(Act 71 of 2008), as amended (“Companies Act”)
In terms of section 58 of the Companies Act:•	a shareholder may, at any time and in accordance with the provisions
of section 58 of the Companies Act, appoint any individual (including
an individual who is not a shareholder) as a proxy to participate in,
and speak and vote at, a shareholders meeting on behalf of such
shareholder;
•	a proxy appointment must be in writing, dated and signed by the
shareholder;
•	except to the extent that the memorandum of incorporation of a
company provides otherwise, a shareholder of that company may
appoint two or more persons concurrently as proxies, and may
appoint more than one proxy to exercise voting rights attached to
the different securities held by the shareholder;
•	except to the extent that the memorandum of incorporation of
the company provides otherwise, a proxy may delegate her or
his authority to act on behalf of a shareholder to another person,
subject to any restriction set out in the instrument appointing such
proxy;
•	except to the extent that the memorandum of incorporation of the
company provides otherwise, a copy of the instrument appointing a
proxy must be delivered to the company, or to any other person on
behalf of the company, before the proxy exercises any rights of the
shareholder at a shareholders’ meeting;
•	irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, the
appointment of a proxy is suspended at any time and to the extent
that the relevant shareholder chooses to act directly and in person
in the exercise of any of such shareholder’s rights as a shareholder;
•	irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, any
appointment by a shareholder of a proxy is revocable, unless the
form of instrument used to appoint such proxy states otherwise;
•	if an appointment of a proxy is revocable, a shareholder may revoke
the proxy appointment by: (i) cancelling it in writing, or making a
later inconsistent appointment of a proxy and (ii) delivering a copy
of the revocation instrument to the proxy and to the company;
•	the revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete
and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of
the shareholder as of the later of the date (i) stated in a revocation
instrument, if any; or (ii) upon which the revocation instrument
is delivered to the proxy and the relevant company as required in
section 58(4)(c)(ii) of the Companies Act;
•	if the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies has been delivered to
the relevant company, as long as that appointment remains in effect,
any notice that is required by the Companies Act or the relevant
company’s memorandum of incorporation to be delivered by such
company to the shareholder must be delivered by such company to
the shareholder or the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has in
writing directed the relevant company to do so and has paid any
reasonable fee charged by the company for doing so;
•	a proxy appointed by a shareholder is entitled to exercise, or
abstain from exercising, any voting right of such shareholder
without direction, except to the extent that the relevant company’s
memorandum of incorporation, or the instrument appointing the
proxy, provides otherwise (see note 5).
•	if a company issues an invitation to shareholders to one or more
persons named by such company as a proxy, or supplies a form of
instrument for appointing a proxy:
		 –	
such invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is
entitled to receive notice of the meeting at which the proxy is
intended to be exercised;
		 –	the invitation or form of proxy must bear a reasonably prominent
summary of the rights established by section 58 of the
Companies Act, contain adequate space to enable a shareholder
to write in the name, and if so desired an alternative name, of
a proxy chosen by the shareholder and provide adequate space
for the shareholder to indicate whether the appointed proxy is
to vote in favour of or against any resolution or resolutions to be
put at the meeting, or abstain from voting;
		 –	the company must not require that the proxy appointment be
made irrevocable; and
		 –	the proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the
relevant meeting at which it was intended to be used, unless
revoked as contemplated in section 58(5) of the Companies Act.
2.	The form of proxy must only be used by shareholders who hold
shares in certificated form or who are recorded on the sub-register in
electronic form in “own name”.
3.	All other beneficial owners who hold dematerialised shares through a
CSDP or broker and wish to attend the annual general meeting must
provide the CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the
relevant Custody Agreement entered into between them and the CSDP
or broker.
4.	A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting
may insert the name of a proxy or the names of two alternate proxies
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of the shareholder’s choice in the space provided, with or without
deleting “the Chairperson of the annual general meeting”. The person
whose name stands first on the form of proxy and who is present at the
annual general meeting will be entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion
of such proxy(ies) whose names follow.
5.	A shareholder is entitled to one vote on a show of hands and, on a
poll, one vote in respect of each ordinary share held. A shareholder’s
instructions to the proxy must be indicated by the insertion of an “X”
in the appropriate space provided. If an “X” has been inserted in one of
the blocks to a particular resolution, it will indicate the voting of all the
shares held by the shareholder concerned. Failure to comply with this
will be deemed to authorise the proxy to vote or to abstain from voting
at the annual general meeting as he/she deems fit in respect of all the
shareholder’s votes exercisable thereat. A shareholder or the proxy is
not obliged to use all the votes exercisable by the shareholder or by the
proxy, but the total of the votes cast and in respect of which abstention
is recorded may not exceed the total of the votes exercisable by the
shareholder or the proxy.
6.	A vote given in terms of an instrument of proxy shall be valid in relation
to the annual general meeting, notwithstanding the death, insanity
or other legal disability of the person granting it, or the revocation of
the proxy, or the transfer of the shares in respect of which the proxy is
given, unless notice as to any of the aforementioned matters shall have
been received by the Company’s Transfer Secretaries, Computershare
Investor Services Proprietary Limited (“transfer secretaries”), not less
than 48 (forty eight) hours before the commencement of the annual
general meeting.
7.	If a shareholder does not indicate on this form of proxy that his/her
proxy is to vote in favour of or against any resolution or to abstain
from voting, or gives contradictory instructions, or should any further
resolution(s) or any amendment(s) which may properly be put before
the annual general meeting be proposed, such proxy shall be entitled
to vote as he/she thinks fit.
8.	A shareholder’s authorisation to the proxy including the Chairperson of
the annual general meeting, to vote on such shareholder’s behalf, shall
be deemed to include the authority to vote on procedural matters at
the annual general meeting.
9.	The completion and lodging of this form of proxy will not preclude the
relevant shareholder from attending the annual general meeting and
speaking and voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy
appointed in terms hereof.
10.	Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing
the form of proxy in a representative capacity must be attached to this
form of proxy, unless previously recorded by the Transfer Secretaries or
is waived by the Chairperson of the annual general meeting.
11.	A minor or any other person under legal incapacity must be assisted
by his/her parent or guardian, as applicable, unless the relevant
documents establishing his/her capacity are produced or have been
registered by the Transfer Secretaries.
12. Where there are joint holders of shares:
• any one holder may sign the form of proxy;
•	the vote(s) of the senior shareholders (for that purpose seniority
will be determined by the order in which the names of shareholders
appear in the Company’s register of ordinary shareholders) who
tenders a vote (whether in person or by proxy) will be accepted to
the exclusion of the vote(s) of the other joint shareholder(s).
13.	Forms of proxy should be lodged with or mailed to the transfer
secretaries:
Hand deliveries to:
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
(Registration number 2004/003647/07)
Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Ave
Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196
Postal deliveries to:
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107
	to be received by no later than 10:00 on, Friday 30 June 2017
(or 48 (forty-eight) hours before any adjournment of the annual
general meeting which date, if necessary, will be notified on the
Stock Exchange News Service of JSE Limited) or may be handed to
the Chairperson of the annual general meeting immediately before
the appointed proxy exercises any of the shareholder’s votes at the
annual general meeting.
14.	A deletion of any printed matter and the completion of any blank
space need not be signed or initialed. Any alteration or correction
must be signed and not merely initialed.
15.	The proxy appointment remains valid only for the annual general
meeting at which it is intended to be used and any adjournment or
postponement thereof, subject to paragraph 1 above.
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Welcome

Country of incorporation and domicile

South Africa

Nature of business and principal activities

The main object of the company is to carry on business as restaurateurs
and franchisors.

Directors
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Evangelos Tsatsarolakis
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Grant Michael Pattison
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Wessel Petrus van der Merwe
Hylton Roy Rabinowitz
Kevin Michael Utian
Tyrone Christie Moodley

Registered office
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Sandton
2065
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Linbro Business Park
Sandton
2065

Postal address
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Auditors

BDO South Africa Incorporated
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered Auditors

Sponsor

Merchantec Capital

Company secretary

iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Company registration number

2000/002239/06

Taste Holdings Limited (“Taste” or “the company” or
“the group”) is proud to present its 2017 integrated
annual report, which is intended to concisely and
accurately inform its stakeholder universe of the
company’s strategy, governance, performance and
prospects.
For clarity and brevity, this integrated annual report
discusses only those matters considered most
material to our shareholders and stakeholders
for making properly informed decisions regarding
Taste.
Supporting information is provided on the
company’s website and through other media.

Frameworks applied

This integrated annual report accords with the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008 (Companies Act),
the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited (“JSE
Listings Requirements”) and where possible,
the recommendations of the King Report on
Governance for South Africa 2009 (“King III”). The
group annual financial statements were prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”).
As recommended by King III and the incoming King
IV framework, this integrated annual report was
also prepared in accordance with the International
Integrated Reporting Council’s (“IIRC”) International
Integrated Reporting framework (“IR framework”).
Taste’s board of directors (“the board”) and
management have endorsed the IR framework’s
concepts, guiding principles and content elements.

Matters raised through stakeholder engagement
are assessed in terms of the stakeholder’s influence,
legitimacy and urgency.
The executive directors and senior management
were instrumental in preparing this integrated
annual report, and the board has fulfilled
its responsibilities in terms of the King III
recommendations.

Directors’ statement of responsibility

The board acknowledges its responsibility to
ensure the integrity of the integrated annual report
and accordingly believes that it presents fairly the
performance of the group and its material matters.
On the recommendation of the audit and risk
committee, the board of directors approved the
2017 integrated annual report on 29 May 2017.
Chairman and CEO

Forward-looking statements

Many of the statements in this integrated annual
report constitute forward-looking statements.
These are not guarantees or predictions of future
performance. As discussed in the report, the
business faces risks and other factors outside its
control. This may lead to outcomes unforeseen by
the group. These are not reflected in the report.
Readers are warned not to place undue reliance on
forward-looking statements.

The business model, the six capitals and
value creation

The IIRC’s six capitals model is used as a basis for
describing the group’s allocation of resources, its
achievement of goals, risks and opportunities,
and its ability to create value, both now and in
the future.

Preparation and presentation

Taste’s 2017 integrated annual report was prepared
for the period 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
and covers the activities of Taste Holdings, its
subsidiaries and associates operating in southern
Africa. The board and management is of the view
that the material matters published in this integrated
annual report offer a balanced mix of information
for readers to assess the group’s performance and
prospects. These material matters were identified
through our risk management process, strategy
workshops and stakeholder engagement.
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Feedback
The reporting process is an ongoing journey in
which the group continually strives to improve
on the quality of its reporting. Therefore,
feedback is welcomed from all stakeholders
and the group invites you to contact
Evan Tsatsarolakis should you have any
questions.
Telephone +27 11 608 1999 or
evan@tasteholdings.co.za
This integrated annual report is available on
www.tasteholdings.co.za
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Your feedback is important to us and will help
enhance our reporting processes and ensure that
we report those things that matter to you.
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